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=TRACT  

The first part of the thesis deals with the tight-binding 

method of band structure calculations  particularly as applied 

to 8 bands'  end the second part with the role of the d band in 

magnetism. 

A fisidemental error in the tight-binding method arises from 

the use of a restricted set of trial fumigates A method of cal-

culating an upper bound to this error is given and an exact eel-

aviation at the error is made for a thaill of d-funaticne. The 

general conclusion is that the tight-binding method is only 

sacurate when the nearest neighbor. approximation is a good ono. 

A method of calculating correation terms is given which is valid 

in cases of strong bindings the use of a 'muffin-tint crystal 

potential is advocated. A criterion for choosing the latcrdo' 

functions is applied to the problem of calculating d bands. A 

correct ohoioe ensures masonable accursoy for states *Loh do 

not interact with the Bp band. A tight-binding calculation of 

the d band in copper i(s described; this employs a convenient method 

of reducing tto. mem integrals to the cmallest number of indep-

endent owe and a new method of calculating three-centre integrals. 

A band treatment of spin waves in metals is averts The thermo-

dynamic, properties of a ferranametic metal are discussedd in terms 
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of spin wave excitations and independent particle excitations. 

Herring and Itittella conjecture on the additivity of the two 

contribution to the specific heat, and to the deviation of the 

mametination Barn saturation, is confirmed. The status of 

Stoner's collective electron thews is discussed. A formal 

proof is Oven of the emistence of spin craves of long wavelength 

and a coneral taethoa of calculating theirenergiee, vhich &pea 

strongly ca the band structuresie outlined. Herring's and rolVemats 

results on spin-wave energies are obtained as special cases. 
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Tyr:, OP rtyri) 1,711)7X ArD 1T3  

,y;17,./c, ,,,770'.1 	11.47mmoriI;  

The title of this thesis is the d Irma in copper and the 

tameition notelet  bore tly) latter tern to used with paaticular 

reference to thoee elomenta which appear just before corr2er in the 

2,)eriodie table and have incinplete 51 cholla in the atm. 51Ae 

title presupposes that t!z bellaviour of the d eleetz•ene in these 

tot ala nay be described by hue theory on tt to ono or the tare 

of thin introductory chatter to omatlno thin at:tempt/on. ?cotton I 

is a short intraluction to onemieleetren band theory and motion I/ 

deal° with its Wale in nartrAedy theory. The concepts of ranybphody 

theory two irrpertant for tic- theory or forromrnatien in  the second 

tart of the thoda • In section 3 ewe curPerinental data end  bonds 
is reviewed end in sectiors 4 an aceount of minting band atroture 

calmlatiens for copper and. the traneittorz motels to Omen* 

le orkskvIcittazon Iverv  

This section in concerned tit) the notion of a etnrio elootron 

in a Potential mold 	N7hich hue the syrraetze7 or a anrotal lattice• 

The 3 ohredincer equation, in atonic units (i.e. the mar radius and the 
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1Vdberg), in 

= 1—v% v cw:11 	E 
(id) 

and this mist be sedved subject to certain bounders ocinditions thich 

azt indioated 3ntor. To elaseify tho electronic states it is advert.. 

taMetin to two the r-letheas or Creo1) theory* It is a soil-lmown theme* 

that if a Tterditonion is invariant tmdcr a (Tour) of op ,?rations, its 

oirenfunstions cost ibrm bases for the irreducible reprosentattens 

of the croups Thin loads to the medictlaa or doconeraolos and of 

the way in which various eicenfurotions must transform under the 

le:vrationa of the mow?. The Thrdltonian its (144 is invtiriont under 

the operations 'which ibm the stew crampo the ortjttttl. The space 

gm? consists of trenelation eporatores  the operators of the point 

group and poesibly aide i,sialsolaons and screw displaoements• The 

point group consists Of proper or improper rotatiorus and mfleetions• 

elide reflections ma cattyr displacements area reflections or rotations/  

respectively, orthinxrd with a trartslation by a fraction of a bo 

lattice vector. A proaust of clido mftwittone andscree displaco•• 

meats can be a translatiors operator so viten these elements are preoont 

the Maze It • durst not feet: rise into a translation group and a grasp 

oonsinting of the remaining operntions. aide reflections and sorer: 

dieplecements do not appear in ercbio at:east/roes  with trhioh thie Ocala 
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is mainly coneernea„ ant since thew operations oomaioato the mot* 

theory consixlerably they rill not bo t'ensideroa. iNirthars 'Men these 

,tr,orations do not oacur the apace mop Motorises into the time" 

latter; (Tap ana the point mewl thew nay be oonsiderea siocesainay. 

14 ,117.guaatitaa 11710047 
A oryntal 	bo alviaea into Mention,. unit collo Thck ettes 

are rePreoanted by the vootaro 	Se, *5" It translation oi)orators 
fila an defined suet that 

v(E) gi v(x +1,1) 	 (1•2) 

the trunslational. avozetz,  of the crystal is sznressed by the 
rotation 

v(r) 

(1.4) 

andn1. r , n are integers.  The operators Tn  with F of the tom 
(1.4) form a croup *doh tea be rases finite by introduein 	:oale 
bannaant conditions in the form 

•••••••• 
An+ 

•••••• 

ft& 
i 1, 2, 5. 

The translation txtup catmints of the Tr5  erporattore  such that R 



is a lattice vector contained in the fundamental domain, which is 

a parallelepiped with edges NAL, 	143. Since this rratxp is 

Abelian the irreducible representations are all one-dimensional* 

A vave-vector k is associated with each reprecontation and the 

eorresPonding basis function is of the well-known Meech form 

1)(1 	4,4,2  .11.1:7 	
(2.5) 

where u(r) has the perioaicityr of the lattice. The wave-vectors 

k are of the form 

k 	(h21: 	 + + hAdin 	 (ix) 

where h1, h2s, h3  axe integers and 	h, At  are the basic vectors 

of a recipeuccal lattice defined by 

2.7r E. • 

The actual set of wave-'vectors employed is arbitrary provided that 

no two wave-vectors in the set differ by a reciprocal lattice vector. 

The most convenient set to use are those wave-vectors contained in 

the unit polyhedron of the reciprocal lattice. This is tho region of 

kw ace enclosed by planes which perpendicularly bisect the lines 
the 

joining the origin to the nearest points or reciprocal lattice; it is 

23 
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FIGURE 1 	Brillouin zone for a face-centered 
cubic crystal, showing points and lines.  of 

high symmetry. 
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Imam ae the Driilcuin cone for the atruoture concerned. The 

Rolllouin Sofa for the face-centred cu'bio lattice in shown in 

figure 1. 

Sine° the eimnfunctions of (14) must foiti bases for the 

tsenslation group, they are of the form (1.5). Hence the result of' 

translational emietry is that the electronic states in the crystal 

nay be classified by wave-vectors whieh lie within, or on the 

boundary of, the Brillouin none. 

14 Poll trxour) prinetp  

A further classification of states with a given wave vector It 

may be made usinc the sytmetx7 pecoirtiee associated with the point 

Suppose Q in an opore.tor of the point group, then from (1.5) 

( 	mr act c'e. . v• 
AA(Qr) 

f4 	if the operation Q is applied in lomorace just an in real Blum) 

one can write 

or 
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and home reran (1.0) 

01.040...t u(4). 

Thus, unless f' differs from kbya reciprocal lattice vector, 

the operator Q transforms 41L  into a function. mith a different gave—

vector. Hence the only operators mhich are uaeful for classifying 

states of a given hare those I:Mich, when applied int7space, leave 

tunchanged or change it by a reciprocal lattice vector. These 

operators form a sub-group of the point croup called the group of 

the wave vector Ins. The group of k m 0 is the fill point group. At 

a general point in the sone the group of the move-vector consists 

only of the identity operator. Group theory is therefore much more 

powerful at points of high aymmetry in the cone and this greatly 

facilitates tTI, calculation of electron energies at these points. 

The points and linos of high eyeeletry are label/el by letters as 

shomn in figure 1, mhere the notation of Boit,olert, spool:us:ahoy/ski and 

Wier (i9$0) is used. Representations of the groups associated mith 

those points and lines are denoted by the corresponding letters.mith 

various suffixes and primes. Character tables and basis functions for 

the most important groups associated 'with many structures are to be 

found in the book by Zones (1000)* Forms of Character tables, for 

Various submgroups Of the cubic croup are given in tables 3 -S of 

this thesis; they are used there for a somewhat different purpose.. 

The conclusion of the last tmo sections is that the eigenfunctions 
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of (14) arc of the Bloch form (1.5), with mve-vectors k, and that 

they must foes basen for the irreducible representations of the wave-

vector groans. 

2.40....a4MDMIA 
The Sehr8dinger equation (1.1) has an infinite rnribor of eigon-

functions belonring to each wavemveetor k. and to each representation 

of tho Maveravector group. The energies corresponang to the °igen-

functions with wavawovector i, whet enumerated insecenaing eerier of 

maillittlae as Bi(r.) 0- El(t) 46.•+ 	400. The energy En(%) varies 

continuously with k throughout the norm and Its values fora the 01  

energy band. nxamples of energy bands may be seen in figures 4.)17,18 

of this thesis. At points, evalotr lines, of eymnetry in the zone 

the energies of two bands may ()amide. These degeneracies are pre-

dictable since a np.fold degeneracy in assoolated with eigenfunctions 

which belong to a representation of then order. Aecident4a1 dew 

cradles may also occur. Group theory is of groat assistancein 

rsystwatizing band 'theory and of practical value in calculation since 

at gymmetry points in the none one ;norm in advance the 	otries 

of ihe rava functiems thich are boin,7 sots ht. Nevertheless the 

practical problem of oalca/ating °norm bands in a difficult one and 

various methods for doing this are briefly discussed in section 4. 

The first part of thti thesis is concerned particularly, with one such 
method, the tight*binding method. 
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A 87in-orbit interaction term has not been included in the. 

Sehr5dincar equation (14). This is not to say that it in un-

important, td.me it lawo an important role in same phenomena« 

However, our present LTeeledge of electronic states in near metal°, 

particularly the transition metals, is still too inexact to justify 

the raft:melt of inoluittne spin,orbit interactions in our band• 

structure calculations. Nevertheless even for the transition, metals 

the effect of spin.orbit coupling has been considered qualitatively 

(Lehman 1959, Calaway 1960). The situation meg be °entreated with 

that for semiconductors suclhan germanium ana silicon Where the both 

struotin'e is re.l-known and in *Joh spin-orbit interaction plays a 

demiment role. 

The oneitlectron enera band theory which has been sketched, 

together with the Pauli erelusion principle, forme the basis for a 

substantial rapt of tho theory of metals. In the mound state of 

the metal the electrons occupy the states of lowest alma compatible 

with the Pauli principle i.e. such that no tee oleetrons or the fume 
spin Occupy the Game /loch state. Thus, in, a nondm.ferromagntio metal 

at absolute nem, all. Bloch states within a certain constant enera 

surface ink-space are occupied by one electron of oath spin, and all 

Bloch states outside that surface are unoccupied. The energy surface 
so definea is called the Fermi surfaeew 

In an excited state of the vet= some Bloch states outside the 
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Fermi nurface are occupied and sumo states within it are unoccupied. 

In other wards there are same electrons outside the Fermi surface 

and pane holes vithin it. in the simple independent electron theory 

the total energy of the *stem is taken as the stn n of one-elootron 

energies cum, the statistical me ehanios of the gystem is simple. The 

probability of any given ploch state being occupied at a liven temp-

erature is deteminel the Fermi-Dirac statistics, and all the thermoui 

dynamic properties of the system are readily calculated. It is only 

necessary tolaum the density of states n(3), i.e. the timber of Bloch 

states per unit range of energy. 

This simple independent electron treatment is remaitablysucceasi. 

fa for describing properties such as electron specific heat and para-

magnetic susceptibility of manymetals. Band theory in also a =der.. 

ately successful basis fbr diecussing r•Zr1/47 band vidthas Thomason 
for these successes; has only been really understood in the last ten 
years and the simple band picture has been largely justified. The 
application ofFemmi.Dirac statinties to electrons in motels vas 

initiated by Sommerfeld (1920) and an extension to forrnmagnetic 

metals vas wade by Stoner (1938, 193D). Stoners° theory has had 

Impressive aucceem i,n, corraating data on ferremagnetic metals and 

alloYe but ban yet to receive an adequate justification. This problem 
la discussed in Chapter 6. 
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I,* nand ,porlor_W the _manzbocr mebnct  

In the inispendent elect:ten model no exilicit amount is Wien 

e electron interacttans n fbot the eicetrann interact elareril$ 

amongst itanuelves via Cottlaz;b forms, cskl these interictione must 

be ooneidezed in a theoretical ;Iu:111..ficetiono t 0.mplo zit•xlel* 

It Nue been mentioned t' .t to a larryy extent etch a lustification 

has been achievoil. Mytlaver thic 'Cleats  is mainly concerned with 

the t aviation metals and there °till eAute acne doubt as to hotter 

band theory can be ap:Aied to ell the electrons in V= Or 110 Se 

metals* In this section the methods wldch have inert used to sltletiftr 

the bare model are reviewed* In motion 3 the evidcnce for Ile 

aR -licabilitt of band theory to d electrenc a eenvidered* 

In the independent eleotvon of e 1 the Potential VIZ) in the 
• Schrektingor equation mety be mewed to take en averared account of 

the alarm diatribution of the other eleetreetes NB is the 7titree 

(1020 method and is eqtdvaloll to the use of a total wave ftenctim 

rhich is  lea anfAe Dzieduct of otvs-eleotron functions* 

The• Vartreem-Pook method (Fette /030) in to use a total wave fanotica 
*tell Lc a:determinant 	 functions; this Ina the anti.. 
tr,mietrig rorit4roa kr the lAutIi rnciple* A mt of cettplixl 

ential ovations for the om-cloctron fonctions aro Obtsined by a 

variational method and en Important theerct3 duo to rooirxtna (103.3) 
emu tiAt can LatTars.7.1an Ittrameters. ¶111th arise three +a  
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norlalisation collation, moz7 be interpreted as ones-electron energies. 

However this am -Arent improvement on the riartree theory leads to 

disaster« The dentrl.ty of states curve for free electronsin which 

case the Ifartree-sPook equations are easily solved, falle re.7)idly to 

zero at thc rer.ini surface and then rises again. This destroys a31 

rwayleas ameement with experimentally observed electronic specific 

heats. The trouble nay be tracvl to certain enshange !•,erms in the 

Eartree.Pplac merry which arise through the determinants). form of the 

total %nye function. It ins pointed. out by viehlfarth (1950) that the 

trouble may be avoided by assuminz,- a. screened Co lamb interaction of 

thcl form f 	e'"1" ( X .••• 108em:i  ) 	asstraption has &nee 

been justified by the work of Bohm and Pines (1953). 

24 Boligl ira rsines talkeiP  

The difficultiee of the llartree-Fock theory are due to the neglect 

of correlation begin electron positions,' wiggler (1934, 1938) eel.. 

ovlatorl the effect of this netlect on the creme state enerter of the 

eystem but his method cannot deal. with excited states. The first 

succesLful treatment of the correlation problem was that of Bohm and 

Ilnos (1955) for the free electron mss. An extension of the basic 

idea to real solids me fi rot indicated by Vott (1054) and was sub.. 

toquently .902itee.. out in detail by NoLIZIree and Pines (1958). 
The basic idea of the Bohm-Pines.troci?res (BPI;) treatment is 

that a metal is in fact a plasma with an equal ramber of positively 
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charged ions and negatively charged electrons interacting via 

Coulomb forms.. The plasma tends to remain in a Wratral 

free state because of the °moaning adtion of the hi day mobile 

electrons but there are oscillations, about this equilibrim state. 

Ths Coulamb tome may be divided into a ehert-range part and a 

long-range part, and the plasm. oscillations arise from the long-

range part. The method of ZIT is to try to separate of the plasma 

motion, thue taking up the troublesome long-range part of the Couloab 

force, and to leave the individual particles ir.teraeting via short 

range /braes. To achieve this adUtional variables are intr.:Awed 

to describe plasma oscillations v25.th all vrave-arectozvt up to l o, 

the maxima wave-'vector far which a platua oecillation exists &a a 

fairly indepenient mode of excitation. For metals kV" is of the 

order of the intereleetron spacing. By adding suitable terms to tie 

Mimi/tertian Der the eyetem, tom:tiler with certain subsididary 

tions on the yaw ftmction to ccopentate for this addition, and by 

maldng two canonieal transfacenttons, 1W are able 'be,  mite the trans-

famed Tratailtanitat as the sum of two independent carts. The. first 

part describes the plasma oscillations with frequencies fiver by a 

aspersion relation; the frequencies are usually not far removed frock 

the elassical free electron plasma frequency Wr  (47r1T02 	chore 

N is the electron density. The second part deseribca a set of part.-

tales which interact only via short range forces, (the tenre is of 

order el )• Actually the particles also interact via a reek long-(' 
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range force and the particle vave function, is subject .to subsidiary 

conditions. D73.11 suggest that these complicntions mey be neglected. 

It should be mentioned that the particles described by the transfonned 

Hamiltonian are not the original electrons but rather, in the language 

of field theoryt dmumd!edecttons. The separation into plasma 

oscillations end nearly independent  particles can only be effected 

if tee conditions are satiefiede• Those are expressed in tams of 

optical. oacillatar strenGths for inter band transitions rhidh obey 

the sum rule. The first is an 'existencecriterion for plasma 

oscillations and demands eat a sizoablo fraction of the oscillator 

strengths must correcond to transittions of frequency roll beim tar. 

min in equivalent to demanding that the cond is moderately polar-

izable. The second condition is a 'convergence' criterion that the 

majority of oscillator otnandauismst correspond to frequeneies. much 
urger or manor than 1.4 • This is the condition that the plasma 

oscillations exist as Airily independent modes or excitatien and do 

not deosy too quicirly into Dingle particle excitations. .The applic-

ation of these criteria in the transition metals is discussed in 

section S. A typical plasma excitation energy to of the order of 15 c.v. 

and plasma oscillations are not excited the malty. The rei-Alt of the 

mu treatnent is that for most raw: yams a metal behaves as a vstam 

of almost independent particles described by a %miner/an 

H = 	[-V:* + V( Y.;)1 	• 	(1 9) 
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represents the short-range interactions and the one-electron 

potential IT(x) is that arising itra the ion cone screened by a 

uniform neutralising positive charge. Of coarse the problem of 

particles interacting via Ebert range forces is still a compile-

ate mere-body problem and short retro correlation effects ray 

somettmes be very important (see section 2i). Hovever a. reasonable 

approach to Ettore structure calculation is to attempt allartree.-

;look treatment of the Hamiltonian (1.0 and this has boon done by 
Heine (1957) in his calculation on aluminium. Hone of the previous 

difficultion arise from the exchange terms since the long-range part 

of the Coulomb form has been recootia• VC more than qualitative 

results can really be expected from the Miapproach since the 

appremimations made are rather difficult to justify. If accurate 

a priori calculations of excitation energies in reel solids axe ever 

made, it seems more likely that it will be through the use of many-

body perturbation theory and this methodic discussed in the next 

section. 

24. Hensr-,bodExprtprbatim thqopl euapi-Bartio3ies  

The method of many'-body perturbation theory,is a very direct one. 

The unperturbed system in taken to be that of the independent electron 

model, with Hamiltonian defined by the first tern of (1.9), and the 

'tole Coulomb interaction bet teen electrons is treated as a perturb-

ation. The second order terms in the Rayleigh-Schr8dinger series 

diverge and encrust sum to all orders to obtain a convergent reset. 
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All the perturbatian methods used to solve the renr.body problem 

are essentially equivalent to the Raleighi-Sehradinger series 

although the fecmulations appear rather different. A feature 

'which all the methods have in °amen is that diagrams, similar 

to. those used by Ferran (14004 in quantum field theory, are used 

to represent the different terms in the series. This facilitates 

the removal of divergencies. The different methods employed vtill 

noxx be mentioned briefly. 

Goldstone (1057) and rhibbara (1957, 058) have used a timem. 

dependent adiabatic formulation invhich the 0oulceib interaction 

is imagined to be turned on sloely. They consider only the ground 

state of the eyeball andKohn and Luttinger (060) and Luttinger and 

Ward (jc OO) have sham that this is given incorreotly if the Fermi 

surface is nan-spherioal. The error is due to the failure of the 

adiabatic awes:bastion. The first treatment of Welted states was 
Imsemw.lts? Van lieire 

given Ley Tfugenholte (057)>  58) using a time-Independent method and 

they are included in Luttinger's (1900) teatment of the thenneclynamies 

of an interacting electron system.,  

The most important result of these various treatments is that 

the low-enerdy exalted states of a metal may be described in terms 

of electron-Me and hale-life excitations, vhere these huasi-particlets' 

have a well-defined bawl structure E 0.0 near a velladafined Fermi 

surface. It must be remembered that this conclusion is only valid 



if the perturtation series etatritareda and this should be invest-

'Lyrae& in principle in arty particular case. The concept of a 

Surd surface for a systun of interacting particles and the 

concept of a quastwparticle must now be discussed. The subject 

has been reviewed by Fallow and Heine (1961)• 

The ground state lave Asiatics of a systes of non•-interaoting 

particles is a Din a° Slater determinant and the occupation number 

Ilk of Bloch states is shown in figure 2(a). Here me  is plotted 

aminst k for an arbitrary direction in'12•space and kr in the paint 

of intersection with the Worm eurflice• The latter is clearly defined 

by the aineontinuita in nk. In an interacting system, mytere the 
ground state wave function is a sus of many Slater determinants, ors 

might expect that the mean occtratton number irk  =tad vary as sham 

in figure 2(b) and that no wellaitafined Permi she would exist. 

Homier it wets numerated by 	(1957)t  and proved to be the case 

if porttatation theory is valid by Istenger (i9(30) )fhat a diecontivi• 
utter in nk  persists as shown in figure 2(o)• A perturbed Fermi surface 
is therefore defined, and is found to have the same volurte as that of 

the interaotion-freo system. Lutttnger further ehowed that, at lees 

temperatures*  equiiihrius properttes such as electronic ervoirio heat 

are even by formulae identical with those of the independent electron 

model except that the original one-electron energies are replaced by 

certain .traai•spetrtialeitenergies. These quasi...particle energtesa  or 
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"true" single-particle excitation energies as Luttinger calls them, 

are given as solutions of well-defined equations. The "true" band 

structure of a solid, which if used in the normal formulae would. 

lead to correct lowstemperature equilibrium properties*  should thus 

be determined by solving these equations*  but this does not appear 

feasible at present. A treatment of a non-equilibrium property )  

electrical resistivity*  has teen given in terns of quasi•partioles 

by Langer (i960 ,  

n k  
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2. 
The results of the work described above imply that the excitation 

energies of the low-lying states of a many'-eleotron system may be 

written as a sum of independent quasi-particle energies. The picture 
of a quasi-particle is as follows. A quasi-particle differs Fran an 

actual electron or hole in that it is not a point particle but includes 
the 

	

all local disturbance in the electron gas 	screens the charge. 
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That ortelorarticlee interact via theft ream swooned Coat 

foroces SUM the denaity or tratitielec is leyr at nortn1 

temperatures, thin interEuW..c:6 =0;7 imusily be to 	alien a 

abate in vilith a aindte c:tuati.ivertiolo 17. it excited in not an exact 

°temente c the rottenend dewy:, %del a /lifetime er (t) into mare 

oacelicatod states« tiolvver y(k)imDeteceticaelto I C(B).. it  re2  
eo Out the lifetime tools to infinity at the Ferri level, The finite 

lifetime of a vasi.partiole can usual be neglected since the 

excitations normally produced have a esireleien.tly lam arra that their 

lifetime is much lancer thin the rtlaxation time r2ue to scattering by 

lattice vibrations and irvIrtties• 

/t has beat seen that as long ae the series convortve, rzny.boe47 

perttutatton tIxoory 3t2ctifies a ulna rdeture based on an independent 

tatzed.rartiele medel• The practical problem of calculating qtrud. 

mrticle band etructmes presents eye difficultes but attent)to to 

flexl:Edate the rzobiem in a reauomble say have been made 'bp X'ratt (1.00) 
and 	(DOI)* 

limitatione or :)ertueoatien theory zit be rxxItioml• The 

state° discussed in this aection a.-e all of the ttrpt. described an 
vbandotetpc° in Cllapter fl; tiler? have a direct correeixtlionoe with a 
Edna° deternintuit state of the in'6eracti.crokfree syttea. There are 

eller Ames or states, well as the el .n vAre elates or Chapter Co  that 
do not have this opmeepontionee and are not obtained by normal irrtort)• 

ation therxy. The mond poInt  to craphaslee in that a Perli girt** 
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has only been shown to.  exist if the series converges. This is not 

always the oases  for example in the ground state of superconductors 

or in a system of well-separated hydrogen atans. In the latter cases  

in the limit of infinite separaticmIN = throudnout the Brillouin 

zone. Whether the Fermi surface disappears gradually or abruptly 

with increasing separation is an interesting question discussed by 

Mott (1961). 

3. 4  electrons in the transitiop metals  

The object of this section is to discUss the applicability of 

bandy-theory to d electrons in the transition metals and to indicate 

sane experimental work which throws light on the band strunottire• 

Nearly all properties of the transition metals depend directly or 

indirectly on this band stricture and no canpiete review can be given 

here. The theory of these metals is not yet in a state who::: very 

detailed comparison with experiment can be made. The basic picture 

of the band structure of copper and the transition metals is due to 

Mott (1935). It consists of a rather narrow 3d bands  with a high 

density of states, wh.ch is overlapped by a broad asp band with low 

density of states. In copper the d band is Dill but in the transition 

metals there are holes in the d band. Of course mixing occurs between 

states of as  s and p 'aranetry but the onset of the IV band as one 

approaches fraa higher energies is quite clearly defined by a sharp 

rise in the densiti of states. A division of the states into a 'di 
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band amt a *pp' bamlis very convenient, particularly in the theory 

of ferromarnetism more one deals with holes in the d band. This 

division is not really Objectionable. The assumption Often made of 

a fixed number Of holes in the d beM corres?ends to a clear-cut 

awroximation; me selects in a.ibirly natural rays set of states 

to fern a d bandana then neglects possible transitions of electrons 

from other states (the ep  band) into the selected ones. This aPProx-

imation is prebably (pito a .good one since the density of states of the 

sp bate is IOus 

It is natural to empire rhether the theoretical cork described 

in sectiohtosn provide a justification for the use of straidvb-farimard 

band theory in the case of d electrons. Unfortunately no definte 

decision can be made on the basis of either plasma theory or manyaboiy 

perturbation theory. In the latter case it is impossible to examine 

the convergence of the aeries inOolvea. In the ease of plasma theory 

it is follnd that although the 'existenee criterion dioousacd in section 

2 is satisfied, the *convergence' criterion is not: Optical measure-

rants (Phrenreidh and Philipp 1062) on copper show that oscillator 

strengths involving d and/or a electrons are distributed over 

a vide frequencyrange thich includes plaema frequencies calculated 
together. 

for the s electrons alone and for the a and d elect rons no separ.. 

ation of the plasma in really posssible and no jUstitication is given 

for a aimplo picture of all the a and d eletrons interacting only via 

short-range foroes. It cannot be deduced that bend theorvapplies to 



all the d electrms. 

The o:,-.perimental evidence fox. the applicability of band theory 

is also atIbit1.1012t3 in some cases. rfomver in nithol and cobalt it is 

elmoat certain that the ed c/eatrems must be described by band theory. 

The ferromagnetism of thef$0 metals is duo to the d elcotrone, and 

their non.intemel maerwrbon =bars*  0.6 fbr Ni and 1.7 for Co, are 

difficult to es7:dain on a localieed model. i!ott and Stevens (1957) 

have assembled considerable experimental evidence for their theory 

that in iron the two mat:natio eleotrons are localised. The mameton 

rusher of iron is 2.1 and the additional. 041 spins per ate, are 

attributed to polarisation of the spins of the other electrons, Much 

of the experimental evidence*  however*  can be inters retod on the basis 

of band Theory if suitable assumtions about the band structure are 

made. A strong piece of evidence in favour of a loecliced model for 

iron ime provided by the mercy determinations of electron density made 

by roles and. De Parco (1950). They found that the electron density 

in iron differed raarT7edly from that in copper, nicl:el and cobalt and 

corzesponded to only two electrons in the rather ocroact d orbitals. 

nett and Steveru3 surrested thnt these too eleotrono were the localised 

r,aenetic woo and that the other electrons vlero in rather r3iffuse states 

famed from a*  p and d functions. This plelmre vas °el-derma on 

purely eleotrotistatio mound° (ace e.g. Herrin,e 1960) and. the 

evidence has airre been revised. ratter:Ian*  Chita = and De Marco (1961) 

find that in fact the d electron clietribution is not rich different from 
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that in the free atom* Nevertheless the unc7rtainties seam to be 

sudh that it le difficult to reject Mott ana Stevena' model °stage- 

rioally* 

Nerving (1900) has stresaea the nand for experimental investig 

ations Of the Fermi surfaee in transitionmetalo* Votacds ouches 

cyclotron resonance and anomalous alai effect rhich have been found 

useful in other metals have not yet been'apAlea to the transition 

metalc* The necessary conditton.for suceces in Wc1r.:01 , 'there U4c  

is the cyolotron frequency Wee) of carriers of efreotive mass zall  

in the magnetic field N.anaTis the 	relaration times This 

condition is difficult to achieve, part3;mlar3z7for . tho heavy d 

electron. The first direct irecamation about tic rermi surface of 

a transition metal has recently been obtainedby, Tbroett and Deed 

(1902) rho observed the arleoL.W of the hitit..field matnetorftis-

tame of a nick el sing/e or stet. norever thou' apperuntly only 

achieve a coalition 4000r,...1-for the ap electrons and their data is 

consistent rith a surface having the topology of the copperFermi 

ourfaoe (iprard 1057). Detailed erpentsental information on the 4 

electron xm't of the Perri eurfhee is in to be very difficult 
to obtain. Hanover inforration on the densiy or states at the 

Fermi surface is readily obtained from clectrmic speoific heat 

measurements and the high valuer observed in lale iron Lroup  of met 
are connistont with a high damity or ntatcs in the d band* The 
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structure of the d band is all-important for the ferremarnetism 

of the transition metals and this ie diecilssed fully in fart 2 of 

this thesis. 
'loam transport properties depend an the band stmoture and 

the scattering probabilitles. In the transition metals the current 

is mainly carried by the s electrons but Lott (DM) pointed oat 
that the eloattering probability is roujay proportional to the large 

density of states in the d band at the Fermi surface. This observ-

ation leads to a satisfactory eualitative theory of the observed row ,  
istivitr ancoaly at the aerie point and of the 	negative thermo* 
electric poser for nic1.7el. The cemplioated galvanannmetic properties 

fr)rrsmarrietic metals aprear to depnnd strongly on the 3d states 
in the presence of spin-orbit interaction. The ti ht-binding apprem-

"ration has been used to diecuss this type of problem (Berger 1903)• 

Another phonmenon involving eoin»orbit interaction is that of form.- 

marpetic anisotropy. Pletcher (1054) vas able to area the resulta of 
his earlier tight...bin:ling calculation (Pletcher 1952) to calculate the 
anisotropy coefficient in rdeItel. A corrected value (rietcher 1061) 
is not in bad agreement vztth experiment. The comparative simplicity 

of the tiEht-lxinding method makes it very useful for detailed calcul-
ations of this sort. 

X-ray mission spectra should provide information on the density 
of states in the d band but the interpretation of the mutate is cliff-,  
/cult (see e.g. EZI.nnero  Dollen and Johnston 1054). The observed band 



midths of several e.v. in the transition metals agree roily 

with theoretical estimates. Optical reflectance data on semi.. 

conduotora has recently provided considerable information about 

their band structures over quite a wide energy range (Slrenreich, 

Philipp and Phillips (1902))., rhrenreich and Philipp (1902) have 

applied similar methods to copper and are able to identify a number 

of Interbanl tranaitions on the basis of Secants (1002) calculated 

band structure. 

Perhaps the most fundamental property of a solid in its cdhesion. 

It is generally  believed Vat the d. electrons ih the transition metals 

contribute a large part of the binding cnerg7. A, detailed calculation 

for iron by Stern (i950) using a tight-binding method gives good 

agreement with the observed value. 

alc°.  Metb°53A °I' cail9uWinFI the otKuotPro  
of d banils  

It is clear that much theoretical and experimental work remains 

to be done before detailed oomparisons can be made between calculated 

band structures and experimental data. or on the purely mathe-. 

matioal problem of solving the one-electron Schredintpr equation for 

en aesumed periodic potential is only just reaching the stage where 
reliance can be placed on the results. newever a situation has nos 
been rsa.ched Where calculations by dif'f'erent methods, but using the 

same potential, yield identical results. This has been shoan explicitly 



by the work or Segall (1AR) are Purdick (1965) C coppers  It 

alto appears that bend structures nay not be as sensitive to the exact 

potcnttal used as has embotimos been thought. Some discrepaneies 

between nalculations seen to have been due to inadequate solutions 

of the periodic potential problem itself. In theeaseof the trans.. 

itionmetals it seems that the structure of the s and d bands them.. 

solves may Iv relativolyineensitive to the exact potential used but 

that their position relative to each other is quite sensitive to this 

potectdal (see Hamm 1900.42). 

The first part ofthis thesis is devoted to the tight0;binding 

method of band structure calculation thieh hat proved one of the most 

useful method* ford bands. In this section a brief review' is given 

of other methods and their application to d bands. Only fairly recent 

application/3 are mentioned since these are probably the most accurate; 

refer/eves to earlier work oan be found in the reviewhyOallairay (1058). 

Methods of band structure calculation fal into two catergories. 

Pirst, those in Which the wave ihnctions satisfy the boundary conditions 

(i.e. the Blot condition) exactly but the Schradinger equation only 

nPnroximatelyand, secondly those in which the SchrOdinger equation is 

satisfied exactly but the boundary conditions only approximately. In 

the:first type of calculation the wave function is expended in a, set 

of moth functions an,7 the vuriationalmethod leads to a secular equation 

for the onerEdes. It is necessary to choose the expenaion set in such a 
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way that convergence is rapid, so that, only _secular equations of 

reasonable size need be scaved. At symmetry. points in the zone the 

order of the secular equation is reduced sincefor a given energy 

level only trial functions of a predetermined symmetry need be 

considered.. Ezamples of this type of calculation are the ortho. 

gonalized plane waver 0P) method, the tight-binding method and the. 

augmented plane wave (AP) method.. The latter method is . something 

of a hybrid since trial functions are constructed by solving the 

Schredinger equation exactly within a sphere inscribed in the unit 

cell and joining this continuously onto a plane wave in the outer 

part of the cell. This method leads to rapid convergence in many 

cases and may be used at general points in the zone. Methods of the 

second type are the cellawrmethod and the Green's function method. 

Once again group theory is useful at symmetry points in the zone and 

the cellular method can be very good at such points. However, the 

difficulties of satisfying the boundary conditions on the cell boundary 

make the method unreliable at a general point ,in the zone. The Green's 

function method (rdhn and Rostocker 1954, Ham and Segell 1961) is much 

superior in this respect. The method is initially restricted to a 

'muffin tin' form of potential (one in which the potential is constant 

between inscribed spheres) but deviations of the potential from this 

form may be treated by perturbation theory. Various calculations an 

different metals will new be mentioned. 



001a way (1955) used the 0.17 method in a calculation on the 

d band in body-centred iron. He found that even at the symmetry.  

points to -Which his calculation was restrioted )reasonable conver-

gence could only be achieved by supplementing the OPW set of . 

functions with functiona of d symetry localized:on atoms. Callaway 

used a potential corresponding to,  the configuration in the free atom 

and this led to a narrow band width of rather less than 2 e.v. 

Because of poor convergence the OPT method io not well adapted to 

d band calculations. 
Howarth (1953) used the cellillftr method for copper and later 

used the APW method (Howarth 1955) fora potential which was identical 

with the cellular one within the sphere inscribed in the unit cell. 

He obtained very different results for the d band in the two 

ations and this.mas attributed to extreme sensitivity to the detail 

of the potential in the outer region of the cell. It has since been 

sUggested(Howarth,'private communication) that the discrepancy is 

due to a faulty application of the APW method., 

Hanus (1962), Wood (1962) and Burdick (1963) have used the APW 

method, in salculations on nickel, iron and copper respectively. Quite 

good Convergence is obtained at general pOints in the zone and Burdick's 

results coincide with those of Segall (1962) who used the Green's 

function method with the same potential. This latter method also 
converged quite rapidly. The copper Fermi surface deduced from the 

calculations of Segall and Burdick is in a 	
thC 

greement wit
A

h,Pippard (i957) 
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model deduced fran ex7eriment. 

The Tao t accurate met locls at present available for calculating 

d bands arc the 	method and the Green's function method. Neither 

of thew methods has the simplicity' of the tittt-bincling method and 

it is the object of the first part of this thesis to examine s/bethor 

the latter method can achieve reasonable accuracy.. 
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CTIAPV§1 2  

rIT1tODI1C12117 TO TIM TICITIT43r1Ditia MITITOD  

It van pointed out in nection 5 that many properties of 

the transition metals depend on the behaviour of elootrons in 

the 3d band. In particular a Imowledge of this behaviour is 

essential to an underetaneiing of the phenomenon of ferrmagnetiem 

rihica is the sUbjeot of the second tart of thin therds• To achieve 

a detailed understanding of them prooperties it is necessary to 

lams electron aftergtes and wave 11.mations at raw points in the 

Brillouin zone. Unfortunately most methods of banI etruoture 

calculation are restricted in practice to symmetry points in the 

none and it is not possible be calculate the density of states:, 

which in a vital deco13 	of information. However density of states 

curves for 3d bands have been calculated by the tirht•binding 

method. (Pletcher, 1052, Belding 1959, Aadente and Friedel 1901) 

and the tittitAlinding interpolation method (Slater and Koster 1954, 

wohlfarth and Cortwrell 1.901). The only caloulatione by other 

methods are those of Slater (1030), based on Krutter ts (1955) calcul- 

ation by the old cellular method, which is imam to be inaccurate, end the 

recent APT! calculations by Burdick (1033) mi. Wood (19C2)• This last 

calculation involved huCo ocrrputational effort and yet, as WhhIfttrth 

and Cornwell (loot) point out, Wood vas still unable to cover a 
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sufficient number of points in the none to give a fully reliable 

density of states curve. The most detailed curve yet obtained is 

that of Wohlfarth end. Cornwell (1061) who fl tted the tidit-binding 

interpolation method to :"cod's results. As well as its usefulness 

for calculating density of staters curves, the tight4dridingmethol 

Ian the advantage that the cave functions are simple enauch to 

form a basis for physical theories. 

It is clear Bran the above amount that the tight binding 

method occupies an important position in the thew.? of the transition 

metals. Unfortunately, however, althouch the utility of the method 

has beet proved, its accuracy is largely unknown. Furthermore the 

tit-binding interpolationmethod can many only be re riled an 

reliable in situation uhere a rigorously applied a priori tight-

binding calculation would also be accurate. It in, therefore, of 

importance to assess the accuracy of the tight-binding method for 

calculating the structure of d bands and this part of the thesis 

is coneernmatith this problem. However, the work of Chapter 3 is 

quite reneral and not tied to the d band problem. 

The first York the author did on this problem was an elaborate 

tight-binding calculation for the d band in °upper using a crystal 

potential for which it vas claimed (Rooarth 1954) that accurate 

energies were lalerm at symmetry points in the Prillouin cone. The 

aim of the calculation vas to compare energies calculated by the 
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tigjat-binding method viith the accurate Ones. Although this very 

laborious calculation has acme positive aspects the final result 

is the rather Theft? one that in this ease the tight-binding 

met hod) used there, is very inacourate• For this reason a sumoary 

of this work has boon relegated to Chapter 5 at the end of this part 

of the thesis. 'Tice lack of success in this initial calculation 

stimulated a general investigation of the basis of the tidat-binding 

approximation awl this is reported in Chapter • rethods are develor 

ped fbr ealm'ating an upper bound to the error in a tight-binding 

calculation and for calculating corrections use necessary.. Those 

ideas are applied to d barite in Chapter 4 and the conclusions reached 

are stramarised in section 15. This chapter is devoted to a general 

formulation of the tight-binding method and a =may of existing 

oalculattona. 

5. Formlatjm of the tyfeht•bindirtrt pethod  

It is the purpoce of this section to formulate the tight-himiteg 

method or method of linear ocabimtion of atomic orbitals (Lct.O method) 

in a faiely general manner. The method as used in panctice is an 

approxioiate one, but it ray be censIderea as the first approximation 

in a potentially exact method. The nature of the apormmtmation is 

than clear. 



The tight.binding method is most appropriately. vaea for the 

calculation of the strlcture of b: Inds in thich the electrons are 

fairly tightly bouni, ifpo. bands 'catch may be considered as arising 

principally fin a single (italic orbital or group of degenerate 

atomic ortitals. alppooe the periodic crypt:a. potential to be t7'sed 

in the band alculation is 

V(r) a v(r As) 	 (OA) 

viler° v( E 4) is steamed to be spherivilly tynnetric about the 

lattice point a. The ticit.bindir, .othoit is rartioularly amnia 
to formulate end. to 1117917 Then VIE) takes the 'muffin-tin' form used 

in the APZ and arsen ic function nethorle of ealculatin(g band structures. 

In this case v(r) is assumed to be zero outside a enhre  of radius 

equal to or less than kill the nearest neighbour dts•Wlee. In the more 

usvel case the radius is oval to this distance so that the aPhare ie 

inscribed in the unit cell and awes about adjacent sites touch. 

This potential is referred to as a tmuffin-tin* potential rortth touching 

spheres, or froquently just as a 'muffin-tint potential, The discuss.. 

ion will be restricted to this trpo of potential. for the rament but 

more renewal potentials are discussed in section 6.5. For this typo 

of potential thecrystal potential is just vir) riedn the region 

occupied by the ion core surrounding the oricin and the care ue.ve• 

Auctions ui(E)... ui(E) are solutions c the Sehrtidinger eqt.la•aon 



[-fa- 	u-(r).1 1111 (r) rx.' 
	(r) 

subject to the bourstary condition un-,0 at ireirdty. The orthow 

normalized crystal core *nations are 

	

PI' 4. ..tki°-!• 	14401(r -6i) 
(2.5) 

as long as the overlap of core ftmetions on neithbourtng. atom ries,  

be neGletted. The summation in over all T/ lattice sitar in in the 

fundeccntal &nein. The functions (NA) are virtual ion core 

fbnctionst they do not corset and to the real ion soave states sinoo 

they are calculated in the crystal field appropriate to the band 

whose structure is required and not in the Hartrec-Pock field 

appropriate to the rarticnier ion-core state. The functions (2.3) 

are solutions of the Sehradinger equation 

	

H'= [-V14' 	tr(litl r=  E( ) *(0!,r) 	0.10 

sub:loot to periodic boundary conditions and correspond to the lowest 

eir,envalues E I 1  E . . 	. 
Suppose the complete ret of eigenrelues of (1•4) is 



.. 	, 	Col) , Ez0s) 	E").(1V .• • 
The LCAO reihod for findinG the cirpnvalues 	T12(04,64, is 

to attempt to moana 4,0(4.) in terms of the nlodh functions 

b(1t44) = II 	tg -Zexp(ik 	se(r. .. 11:3) 

there the go  are atcale-11.1-.4 rave functions, The ris(g) are ta!liln 

as the complete set of norcalined atomic-lilw orbitals satisfying 

a Schrbdinrer eqyation 

(NO 

subject to tle boundary condition Ea 0 on the boundary of the 

fundmmental awn. The Illoth ft,nctlons 0,0 are not in general 

orthogonal or normlited sing to the non-orthogonolity of gs orbitals 

on different lattice sites. The choice of the 'atonic potential' 

11(r) le di ..cried. be10* The eigenvalues its  form a discrete eon- 

tinsous cmra jzr fle,otrim  

It is usuall7 convenient to choose tsar, 	sonmetrio 

pot0040 11(r) as eoual to v(r) rithin 	rerion occupied by the 



ion eoro surrounding the oricin but the form of U(r) at larger 

distanees from the orin need not be the same as v(r). Thus 

the to 	eir:rniorsltics of (2.7) are E1  €2  . 	. Eft  
vith corresponding eigcsfuretions A I  44 2, • • . AAA U. Fiance 

173  M us, s = 1,•04•14, 	Suirvose the next iciest aicenvolue 

(n.7) is 710  with corres:owling deco nerate eigen4'unctions 

'_he complete set of eigenTalues is  Etna eigenfunctions 

gs  of (2.7) in then 

E. 	• ) 	4-1-M+1 I tt+U+s )• • • 

) 
4)

1 ) 	. 411 	1S1-+ n+1 	11)411+21  

The functions 	On  are e.t.txdo-like functions corresponding to 

the steed.° state from which the ttEhtle.bound Irma has evolved. 

The Auntie:la gs  are ncri defined and hence a.3.so the ]iloch 
coinviae 

ftinettens (2.0). The functions ba(Ist  .r) &gelthe crystal core funs... ) 
tions and all other ortstal eigenfunotions most be orthogonal to 

these. Thus a suitable sot of functions in vhieh to ezrand te Qs, z) 

is obtained by e,dding linear conbinatiens of the °ore ilinoticns to 

the remaining Mach Ametions be401, z), s > 12  so as to make them 

orthogonal to the core furctIons. The required functions are 

c S 	I 

et! or kr 
ers.(!Iti—c. 	s 	tot r i 

ter  

(24 

I • • 

• • 
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The functions (2.8) are not ortheconal and in fact are linearly 

dependent as will now be shown. ..4.1100 the functions go(r 

htsed on a given lattice site R form a can:pieta eat et' functions, 

the funetion gje based at the origin my be ey--pressed in the 

;Vona 

gt(m) 	¶ dto(Z) go(x.. JD. 

and using (2.6) it is eacy to shoe that 

csoro  e 	exp(-4.1c.12) 	atz(11)cobs). 

The functions (3A, r) thus font a hirhly over-conplete set in 

which to expand any function 1,01, z) which is orthoppnal to the 

core Arnett/nab If such an exnansion were used in an attempt to 

solve (2.4) the resulting infinite secular detemins.nt would vanish 

identiesMy• Even Then the infinite determinant ie aPprOXIMated by 

one of fini.U5 fliZO there mey still be approxirate linear dependence 

which my maim the secular equation practically useless. Piumenter 

(1952) attempted to use the LOA° method in tie ibm for a calcul-

ation of the band occupied by the valence electrons in lithium. Ile 

found that to a zeal arivrsdraati.en all the ?loch functions °s(q.": r) 

forma from valence aryl molted atomic functions differed among 

themeelves only by ralltiDlicative eonotante; they mere all vary 

nearly proportional to a taincle arthegonalined plane wave. Thus 
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the Ainctions (o) are a very poor vat in relich to mrp.nd rave 

ibnetions for valence electrons end Pammter shame that a Very 

tval. better set iv. the out or or•:-'hogona3.3._sed plane %%Ives. tem(ttqin 

(1,056) has pointe out that the difficatice arising frafl linear 

itc)7endenee can in principic he ottoman° by sreeacalvaly orthogonal- 

ly:Inc the functions (2.0) but the 	 involved in wohibitive. 

G. jaj2991,,gaanfix 

It has boon soon that .t7v, TPA° Evnifico, iv, not eatable for 

calculating vtlence barrls since the overlap of the atrraie functions 

for valence and .01:cited states eel different atolls is no larep ervt 

the 

 

i3lach functions foltiad fret that all approz:Late closely to a 

single orthocanaliced plane rave. The ori:!rlap of atanic d functions 

in comer and the try-mitten uatels, he .ever, le not ao largo as to 

oatoe tits tit:Ticuity o near linear dependence. 	functions otiCkj,E) 

famed frau the fly° cicccncrnte atomic d fu notions O , 	i• 
althoutb not orthomsal, are largely inaonenzlent. Ilowevero  the Mach 

fmettans feraed ,frac the atrimic mimeo end excited states cannot 

be used to.occrlote tha expa union set ovens to their approximate 

linear dependanee. A bettor chat= in to cc plate the net with plena 

raves orthontlineti to the core functions: and to the functions 

co(h.• 	s a i 	3, forma from the d funotions Os. The fifth 
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order secular efluation obtained in the tiftt.binding method using 

only the five Bloch :unctions may thus be regarded as an afro ci.* 

nation to the infinite secular equation 'Ohio% would be obtained using 

a complete set of ftmotions, namely the five Mort ikabetions and a 

set of orthogonalized plane roavvs• It is one of the man purposes 

of this rert of tie thocis to examine 1:Alether this approximation can 

yield results of x•easonsiale accuracy. 

Tpp was'. mattion. 
The simplifying assumption viii now be made-  that the non-orthc.-

gonality of the Bloch functions MX, ), a > to the core functions 
ray be neglected* This appreecination. made in most existing titfrb-

binding calculations although it should be investigated in art, pall"-

itnLVIr case. It is usually a good approximtion for reasons discussed 

in section G.3. 

Thus defining 

.1- fri  ( r) - . 	 ..t. 7.1 dCez".(ik.TZi)Ohi(g -..20 • (n.9) .",..:. - ttira0 .• ̂ e . 
a 

approtrimtc solutions oaf (2.4.) are sous-,ht of the rem 

act(10 fin  (IJ z) 
	 (3.1o) 

On substituting (340) itt (2a4), multi-lyinc, in turn by 

ff(r...„. re), fx2(10: .0 	13g0z, .0, and integrating over the crystal 



one obtains the five equations 

4•"+(!) 1t1-E(c) — 0 	I.% 	. s nrp) 

(2.11) 

there 

rj N m (ti l  (242) 

6nr0 	JC  „ 3t  Of, r) H 	(, r) 	(2.13) 

nimination of the amq) betreen equations (1.11) Yielae the 

seculer equation 

Hnm 	 EN) 6,,n, I .1=0 , 
2.14) 

Equations (244) has five roots EA)„ r = 1, 

 

5 and to the r 

 

root E () there oorresponas the arpro7imate rave funetion 
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Yr(% ) ).:) 	ci,„(11!) f,,,(9,t) 	(2.is) 

where att(h)...ar5Q.c.) aatisfy the evation. s 

ol“. 14 — EA) 11„,,,,,)
wt Pm 	WM 

a  

The aeaular equat/on+ (2.14) can also be obtained 137 Vas? varlati.omi 

method with a 1, a.l fbnetion (2.10). Xi the Bloch Mutt:dons arc 

orthogonal to the core functions the energies calculated vntit there.. 

fore lie above tie true aaes. 

 

/t., 4  *1 t 

 

On aubstItuting fors (24) into (2.12) one obtains 

14  'km = 	N1-44 [-̀ 1S. (R;-ft) 3 f 	?t) H ir-gt ) ,t 

fik(r-f t.) (--rt+v)4„,(t)at 

(2.17) 



Also sinco Pin  ratt miles the equation4 

-v2.  + u(r)] 41),,(1-) = e, 4)„,(r) 

(2.18) 

equatim (2.17) mg T/ri t t.c n 

ta 
	 ti):(1,-.-130(E0+V-4rJrAt 

= E0 	 16”.11 
t 	* 	-s 	 " 

(t.19) 

shore 

-go {v(r) --0-14)„(t)er (2.20) 

s")  Tr. c 4: (r—f t)O,,,(r)dr  (2.21) 

  



and hence 

Et
("pi, 	-itt C 

St 	+1'it 	
(N

%)
. 

(NW 
) rfxprescion (2.20) for Jt(Iv   may be bran limn by use of (24) an 

5.n a typical case 'then Rt 	0, One obtains 

(" ft) 	I 
 4
: 	f• 	,( r ) — u(v.)) 1,„(r) 

+ 	tr r 	4.„,(t) 47- 

+ 	c 4) 4  Cr 	kriv— 8)4) (r)crr 

	

"40,t 	 • 

The evaluation of the mataix elements this consists in evaluating 
(ma the non.orthorprvality intocrals 	) the first two .n 	to in 

(NW thich are two.oentro integreas, cue the three-centre intole 

of tilt) heat to of (2.24)• Integrals of all these VMS tISVO been 

evaluated in the detailed calculation of Chapter 5. 

Once the matrix elcments have been dotermired an functions of 

k the cietexvinstion of the band structure reduces to solving the 

5 x 5 seoultkr eeuatton (2.14) at a larre :mbar of points in kv•space• 

0,1 szbe 	antiuki  
The above discussion refers 3?artioularly to a 'muffin...tin' 

flan Of Metal potential since this form of potential has very 

(244) 
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considerable advantares for a tifht-bindinp calculation. A meat 

advantage of the 'muf'fin-tin t  potential is the practioal one that 

the aura of three-centre into 10 2n (2.24) is rapidly convergent. 

This is because v(z - RI ) is non-zero on .1,7 within a sphere surrourd 

int the lattice site TZ sand within this region the product 

94E at)  orate 

is very small iif AL  is Dar removes from 1143  and the origin. Also 

the three-centre intemtls have only to be evaluated war a sphere 

eurronnhtng a given lattice site I and expansions of the product 

(2,25) ray be made Which only need be valid over this limited ration, 

Use of the *rtui..tsfin-tIn.  potential maize it AticUciable to calculate 

all integrals which rwAlts a aiglificant contribution to (244) and 

=eh a calculation has been atteopted in the york described in 

Chapter 5. It must be mentioned, that *tth a grauffin..tin' poi=tiel 

and a sufficiently lary into 	er,Tmittnt (can red with the atcrtio 

radius) even the largest three-centre intetrale are negligible on- 
iared with the two.centre nearest naithbour enemy intemals. This 

is because even if the potential centre a is a nearest neighbour of 

both the mire furction cent es .1340  a L. the product of (2.5) is on.1,7 

appreciable in the outereost re0.ons of the sphere surrounding 14  
Where t%e potential is practically t,Pero. 

The 

 

'muffin-tin' potential hats another property Thddlo tath011di 

it turns out to have no special value in the cane of 3d band caloul- 

(2.25) 
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ations, ,may saletimes be useful and seems worth mentioninc. This 

r-vxlerily is that the potential is s -,-1r:zicallysiritaetric within each 

unit cell aria. tho useful. eonsequence is that the 'atomic' pontial, 

ray be chosen so that the trial Bloch functions are very nearly 

orthoconal to Vto core funat-:.,'.ons• f2hic comer:90mo follows since 

the atoni.c I)ctential LAO may be ohcxen eeeal to v(r) 'within the 

core scion and the 	itatotions are then or thoconal to 

the oars functions on the same atom. Von-orthoconality of the trial. 

Bloch functions to tte core functions then arlees only frame overlap 

inteta-els between fi and core Venetians on neichbouring atoms and 

these are cenerelly wr..11 enough to be neglected* ids lags aleead7 

been assumed i.n section 0.1.• It ehould be mentioned that ?loch funfa- 
ir% culbh trystgls 

tions formed from 2d atomic ftmeticnna= atraye nearly orthogonal to 

the core"! functions no matter how the crystal. potential V(r) and the 

liattroic' potential 13(r) are chocen. "'hit. 	because V(r) has cubic 

syrxaetry and the 0-1.Ute an. p-like eve tr. ..Irze,:lorz on a Given ate. 

belonr.; to the reprenestatiens 	crs  respectively, or the able 
I 

iyoup vlsemas the 3d atomic fonotions belent; t o ei2  and cr y  • Hence 

the 3d Vuxictiona.4 arc always orthozonal to the core functions on 

the 081110 atm and it fo110 as before that the 7:100h ftitleti011e (NW 

are very nearly orthoconal to the core functions, Tit ftinetions (2.9) 

are in fact exactly urthorpral to the core funotions at certain. Evr-try 

points, end aionE; certain (Wrxietri lime, in the Beilleein zone. 5.11ts 



irs pointed out in more detail for the :acs-oentred cubic case in 

sccticin 13. 

Sew pa:optical advantarles or a tent:Tin-tin potential rOzt• 

tiLtit..-binding calculation have boon indicated rnd in section C this 

type of potential in sham to be the boot choice from the point of 

view of obtainin8 accurs:bs =suite. The! fact tInt the potential is 

taken as constant between-Therms is of course a roses, but 

since self-consistent Ixtentials are In art, cane not available this 

is not unreasonable. The A.17:: and cvsen's function moth 	of harsa 

structure calculation are also restricted to tile linurfin•tin' tope 

of potential and its reasonableness has rocentl. been argued by 

Hon end natal (10C1). 

P4 —713z 11.1V9s  
The choice of lie 'atomic.  potrntlal 1T(r) vh!.'.ch occurs in 

cation (fl.7) in to sale extent arb5.trary. forever it vas pointed 

ixt in the previous section that i; is octen convenient to choose 

if(r) as eriot.il to v(v) within the core region, althouja not necessarily 

the case rIlett one in cnleulating Vac strimizre of d bane ss In fact 

t.1 considerations of section 0.3 chou that to Obtain accurate results 

it in usually crssentrial to choose 10(r) °mai ty.) v(r) 17Ithin the scraf 

tiny  sphere, altbcu,i Ii(r) racy differ from v(r) outside this sDhere. 

In section (3.3 a definite criterion is developed lahich restricts the 

choice of TT(r). 
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0.5 Crvstp; field effects  

In previous sectionn it has been pointed out that the 'muffin.. 

tin' form of potential is a convenient one for a tight-binding cal.. 

culation• liorlever the tight•bisling method is by no means restricted 

to this two of potential, althotzt it is argued in Chapter 3 that 

the method is most accurate for such a potential. A characteristic 

of a 'muffin...tin' potential is spherical symmetry within the unit 

oeLl and it may &notifies be felt that this does not corresporg 

exactly to the physical situation. In }articular Mott and Stevens 

(1057) have suggested that the non-spherical caaponent of the cubic 

field in botwcentred iron could be sufficient to split the d band 

into two sub-bawls, one formed freed orbitals of 14; (NT, 	cx) 

symmetry and the other from orbitals of r12.  (x2 	3z2  - r2) 

symmetz7 (t2e  and eit  respectively in another notation). A nonw 

spherical =Talent of potential about each lattice site is readily 

introduced into a tight-binding calculation and its main effect is 

on the L-independent terms. 

:(') 	ign(.) 19 1;r(r) u(r)jaer 	(2026) 

(nn 'which appear in diagonal matrix elements (24 	) 3i. Jo  tame t170 

distinct values, one for On  of 1125 symmetry and another far On  

of rot  aymmetry, and the effect or this is to shift rblative to 

each other the bands formed *an the trio types of orbital. These 



values are distinct even when V is sphorically symmetric within 

the unit cell, because of the overlap of fign  into neighbouring cells* 

This type of splitting is evaluated for a particalsr case in section 

1741 it is always much mailer than the band width. The splitting 

to be discussed here is due to a non•sphorical accronent of potential 

vqe and may be written 

04E = J C i (1is )11.--  14 (Pm) I I tri(r) 
calm*" and Edwards (19C10) evaluated this expression with 

(2.27) 

v,  (r) 	r 271 lat - 141 + constant 	 0.20 

where the constant is en infinite one which exactly cancels the 

divergence in the sumation• This corresponds physically to a case 

with Z electrons in op bands whose charge is assumed to be distributed 

uniformly. It is implicitly Dammed that the d electrons do not conms 

tribute to the hoc-spherical ocnponent of potential ) this may be flue 

fro= the truth in iron. Nevertheless 4E ma calculated with analytic 

atonic wave Am:Alone for iron are copper, the results being 0047, e.v. 

at the observed interatomic spacing for iron and .0437 ow. for copper. 

Certainly in the case of copper, where it is reasonable to take Z I= 1, 

the cubic field splitting is negligible canpared with the band width 

and no splitting into sub.bnnis will occur. 



7. Review of _exk4tinst ticht-binclitvt gals:elation&  

The tidit-binding method was first introduced by Mach (19.20 

and ha since been used extensively, particularly in connection 

with the alkali halides, graphite, the seniconcluoters of group 4 

and the 3-5 acmpounis3and d bands in the transition metals. The 

latter application is of most relevance here and existing color + 

ations are reviewed critically balm. 

a, bttaillik 
The first application of the tight-binding method to d bands 

was made by Jones and Mott (1937). They rade the simplification of 

neglecting the non-diagonal matrix elements 16 between Mach VMS 

formed from functions of xy, 	zz Errometay and those formed fro n 

functions of x2  y2, 37,2  - r symmetry. In this way the fifth arier 

secular equation ocnverdently factorises into a cubic end a quadratic, 

and in a preliminary calculation for nickel rletcher and Wohlfarth 

(1951) made the mane approximation. 

The first proper treatment of d bands was given by Fletcher 

(1952) for the case of nickel. This calculation extended the prelim« 

inary calculation referred to by inoluding the non-diagonal matrix 

elements which viere previously neglected. Pletcher made the two-

centre nearest neighbour approximation in thich all throe...centre 

and non...orthogonality in 	are nerlected las are all two-centre 

59 
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energy integrals beyond nearest neighbours. oaring to the use of 

very lelollized atomic functions this approximation in protably 

quite a Lod one. Fletcher vas able to obtain a density of states 

curve which shoos a peek near the top of the band; the value of the 

linear low temperatures electronic heat coefficient deduced from 

this curve is in good agreement with experiment. The total bard, 

width is found to be 2.7 e.v. 

Althourti 'tea calculation was a simificant improvement aver 

previous ones it may be criticised in several respects. In the 

first place the crystal potential is not clearly defined. In cal-

culating the two.centre integal (MO it was aesizied that V - tI o 0 

within the sphere inscribed in the emit cell about the origin and 

that 

V u(r) u(E, 2t) 

outside this sphere. This asstraption may be interpreted routtaY ag 

the use of a 'cuff irp.tini  po'zonttal with V U within each sphere. 

However the effective neglect of 11(0 outside the central sphere in 

the two-centre integral is than difficult to jurttiy. The effect of 

its inclusion would be to reduce the integrals in magnitude and shrink 

the bard width which is already quite wall. A second criticitia is 

that the 'atomic' funotions axe not eiganfunctions calculated in the 

*atomic' potential. The 'atomic' functions were taken as the irertrce-

Pock 5c1 functions for the Cu+  ion (11artree and uartree 103(3) and the 
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'atonic' potential vas oaken as the potential arising from the core 

and a (311)1°  oonfiguration. The bond structure oalculated does not 

correspond therefore to a crystal potential constructed. frail the 

ac=ed 'atonic' potential; it corresponds more closely to a crystal 

potential. constructed Pr= 'atonic" potentiala for vihich the rfartrec-

rook functions are eigerffUnctions• M/s tone of unocrtainty arising 

from an insufficiently careful chaise of 'titanic' functions and potent-

ials is typical of many tight -binding macula-dons. 

re-taing (1959) has curried out titjit-binaing oalculations for 

the M true in chromium, body-centre I iron end 

functions were tal,:en to be the interpolated analytic self-consistent 

field functions given by Mein and Appel (1950). Deleting fouowea 

Fletcther's method Irint7 closely and the results are acconpunied by 

the same temertain•M.es. DeVingto work. differs from Fletohor's in 

that two..oentre energy inteo.ale beyond naarest neidlbours are inclu-

ded • In the case of clunraitra and nickel neighbours up to the fourth 

nearest are considered and in the case of iron nearest and next nearest 

neichbours are incluied. The effect of third are fourth nearest 

neiftbonre is wall in all oases and in nice. the nszt nearest 

neighbour integrals are only 	of the nearest neithbour ones. In 

iron and chronitin, hmcver, the second nearest r..0:,hbour integrals 

are about bar the size of the nearest neielbour onee and certainly 

cannot be neglected. For the two metals the neglect of three-centre 

and non-orthorptlitzf ittemala must be very serious. No detailed 
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results are given apart frame a rather crude &net,  of states curve 

for iron. This shot7s tern main peaks, a /arm one at the top of the 

band as in Fletcher's curve and a mailer one nearek- the bottom. 

Due to the effect of second nearest ncichbcrar interrals there is a 

long tail, 1.01 e.v. long, at the bottan of the 'lend with very lour 

density of states. A similar tail of 1.57 e•v• vss found ilor chromium. 

The total band rldth in iron is about 4.7 e.v. 

Aadente and Friedel (i901) have calm/it lted a density of states 

curve Per &velum using a 'mean-tin° tape or potential. 'Atonic' 

functions and the 'atomic' potential were constructed very simply 

usinr.Zdater's (1030) rules and first and socond noarest'neielbour 

tote-oentre energy intemals are included. A band %/Lath of about 

7.5 e.v. is obtained when the published results are corrected by a 

factor 2. (This correction is indicated in an erratum note circulated 

by Asdente)• 

It is clear that a number of ttitit-bindinn calculations in the 

pest have suffered frors inconsistencies in the choice of 'atomic' funo• 

tions and potential. The whole question of this choice in The case of 

d bands is eareftally c =Adored in Chapter 4. Stern (1050) die treat 

this problem carefully in his calculation for bodyi.oentred iron end 

Cede modified tight••binding method is an intere-ting one. Stern used 
atonic functions oalculo.ted for the 3d74s configuration in the free 
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atoms and a potential consistent with this choice of atomic function 

was veal in each cell* Stem only considered linos of ayonetxy in 

the zone where the relevant Hlosh sums can be Nrritten down itpediately* 

His modification of the tightobinding method is to oxpiind the mach 

sun in srhorical harmonies within a sincle unit cell and to calculate 

the expectation enera by interration over this oell, which is 

approximated by a sphere for the purpose. In this ney explicit 

consideration of multid.cerrtred. integrals is avoided. Stern's main 

approximations are to consider only nearest and next nelltbours in 

tho expansion of the Ploch sum, to retain "ay sr/aerie:al harmonies 

with l$ and totxpend the radial ilinctionn, apart from the central 

d funotiontin pavers of r up to ra  only. Ma truncation of the 

frherical harmonic expansion appee.rs to be a serious apgraxiration 

einem exrensions of the exponentially decreasing rnairel functions 

on neighbouring sites are quite slowly convoruent. If similar 

apyroximationa are made the difticulty of oalculating the threcaventre 

integrals er the no; 	tight4lincling procedure, which Stein avoids, 

is greatly reduced. Stern orthogonalizes the eXpalltled raoch suns to 

the core fanatic=  and normalizes theca* Since the approximate exTmied 

ItLoch sim is no longer en exact Moth function, a surittoe correction, 

term has to be introduced over the surface of the atomic sphere in the 
calculation of the mercy. stern found a band width of 902 ow** His 

main aim vas to calculate the cohesive enemy and he obtained a value 

in ow, afire,, ment with ex-criment. 
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Sow attention mitt new be given to the tiCit—bincling inter- 

pola.tion method* This vas intro: ueed by Slater and rester (1054) 

to interpolate betvean enemies !mown at exametry pante in the none. 

The integals apimaring in the matrix elments of the titht.binding 

method are expressed in terms of the ociallest number of independent 

integrals, *Joh are treated as disposa.ble parameters* Thew are 

chosen so that the energies calculated agree vith the leioen enere.es 

at Egrmetry points* The number of Bloch time used and the part; cular 

e.pzyroximation (tro-oentre)  neemest neighbour ete.) used for the matrix 

alments depends O the =bar of accurately I7rJen energies available* 

Slater are Kecter applied the method to d benie in eop:r.vrs  usirzg imam 

ener,I.es from Her,arthis (1953) eelininr cleietaation„ nd in iron. They. 

also applied it to diamond and here it is of mere doubtful validity, 

since the Qpro=imationa of the 4iljat-bindin,7, method are probably not 

valid* trohlfarth and  Cornrell (1961) have used the method to obtain 

a vied detailed density of shades curve fret) tooa'c (iX1,1) results 

on iron* Of course the interpolation method done not yield 'wave ft/no- 

tions. 

nth galotaationa, 

dirt fie; d bands, the rain applications of the tight-binding 

method have been to ionic eryr...tals, seniconducting cenpounds end 

&-aphite* lance ver,7 adequate reviet's a7-ist 	(1,95G, 1.0C2)1 
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llorm=(10!.58)1Pinc1Ierle(1900)]attention r7111 only be drawn to 

that amear to be the two most coallitete calculationo• These are 

ifectiand's (1058) calculation on the valence band of potassitt3 

chloride and Corhatets (IMO) vAyrit marhite. The valence band 

in MI ries found to have a width of only 1.5 elm, and valence binds 

in ionic cryatals are obviously very suitable aubjeota for tiEht°' 

binding calculations. The same cannot really be said of the 

condUctors of pr, :mp 4, and the 7,-5 compounds, or of (z its. The 

0,-•W method is bettor adapted to these materials. In his caleulat/on 

on two-dimensional txclphite Corbato vas forma to calculate integrals 

u to ninth nearest neighbours. The ealeulation vas carried throutli 

very rigorously and all 65.milleant two-centre, three-centre and non• 

orthw7onality integrals pore maculated. However, because of the 

Eflow convert:m=1, vhich is due to the rather extended atonic functions 

involved, and the zmstricted set of Poch mina used, tho aro-mats 

of ttle next chanter nutmeat that the =slits nay not be very aornstath. 



CHAPTER  

TiTE  TIMEN•11.L4, 11n 1117.7 irOu 7.1)i i ermrtrt(la. 

There are t main sources or error in a tigirt-biatting ca/cul.-

ation• Th:: first of tl f is bat the calculatlon of the matrix 

dements (244) may be oversimplified, for exa-aplc by na.kint the two. 

centre nearest neighbOur aPpxoximaticm• ?be error incurred in this 

ray 

 

in not too difficult to esthrate 14.4-1,d„ viith socae effort, !rAy be 

elimin&ted• This nay be ext.emely laborious, as the work of Chapter 

5 shows, but there is no difficult in principle• A more difficult 

problem is to %lea with the seconi and more ft:laments-1. source of 

error, This arises thrcuea using trial rave functions *toll are eimP17 

linear ocabinntienti of 111wh /Unctions formed from A mat: Jetted sot of 

atomic functions, or even sine.° 11loch functions formed fry a non-

d.egonemte at is Arsctiern• It TAM pointed out in oection C that 

this sot of tried fv.r.ctions rety in principle be ccriplotod by a set 

of orthonnalited Tame v.s.vos, but if carried out straicht-foroardlz 

the calculation Ovoid then involve solving large secular ef!ustions 

and the essent4A1 simplicity of the ticjit-binding method would be lost. 

Xt is one of MI aims of this cipter to develop a cemixgratively eitnrIe 

method of calculalang corrections to results obtained using the normal 

tit/tit-binding trw. fu  notions. The torts thus calmlatod elso include 
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automatically corrections for any noni.o1.-the,7onalitr of the irial 

functions to the cora iiinctions. This corree4on mothoa is developed 

in section 10 and (t interesting form of 111c correction to the Vat* 

function is e3ne3usze1 in section 10.44 

.fiction C deals trith a method of obtaining an upper boual to the 

error in a ticht-td.ndinz calculation end it la stressed Out EUXACCLOY 

4epends an a suitable choice of the ibm of crystal powntio. and 

on a suitable choice of 'atcriia' patenWA. In rieotion 0 the error 

in the tizirt&binding menial is calculated explielt,;,  for a simple 

.rnuatalp and in section Ii. it is wrd.fied tixtt 	IDCt/ICC. 	seotion 10 

leads to the proper correelaon. An iro:pOrte/1.13 COncluoion of this 

captor is that the ticht-blnaing method is only 1.11:02,y to be accurate 

in oases where the nearest neighbour approximation is suite e. good are. 

t. E:qtriv, wibP01;0014119  

.5,.--wtrv,(1 Val:1.411r 7"e.....zazializaZtthsa 

The essence of tho tight*bintling methol is nor x.11,7 t3te7.1-dit 

to be tint arm:int-Mimi/3r ennet mv.ats are obtained as the Inter- 
titanic  clieterce to 1r; to -.1.tifinity. tits irs only ae under 

certain -airctrzim.Tres ne the followin7 enample 17111-3)s clear* 

Consider a lattice of point charms ze ti 71 th a =tram rw.p...ve 
screening charge rso that 	erstem iz ei.o:-.1atteally rentral• 

AMMO for simplioltg t?-et the lattice has cubic sx-metr:r.,  The 
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potential energy of an electron at any point z is, in atanio unite 

— 2 Z/Ir-5t1  
(34.) 

where the sunmaticm is over lattice points R and the constant ie -Pt 
an infinite one, arising from the uniform screening charge, which 

exactly cancels the divergence in the lattice sun. The subscript 

d in Vd(z) indicates the distance between nearest neighbours rliich 

may be regarded as a variable. The vectors R -t  are then fInctions 

of d. Suppose that !Az) is the wave function, and E0  the eigen-

value for a bound ai.state in the atomic potential -27/r. Then the 

simplest tight-biasing approximation for a crystal wave function 

in the band arising Prom this atomic state is the Bloch function 

- t (3.2) 
fAr)" ,  e"r.  for large ro  where 0(16 w E0, and Y(koz.) ie correctly 

normalized apart fron a factor i + 0(e." ). For large d this 
faotor is 

.:11:•ps  r 
7  j 4 6a... 43S )41(thAl°  43. 

**re the emanation is over eitesis  Which are nearest neighbours 

to the site at the origin. The energy correslcading to kr  (to) 



sE < (N—c)% > 
1 A ctivl  1 

(34) 

is 

[ 1- -%•111•It f eft. rfo[yetto+2fl4trhii- 

-Ilittlos) 46:1 614-r f 1 #(41.21\14(11+1—v1Ictr 

(3.3) 

Throughout this chapter a prime on a symbol representing an erergy 

denotes that the energy is calculated within the tielt-binaing 

appracimation• An upper bound to the envy in this expression may 

be ritten dorm using the them (Kohn 1947) that the error a E 
in the energy of a norralined arivoximation Ito an eigenstate obeys 
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vhere n is the mean energy of the state F. and AErnin  is the 
energy interval from to the nearest noiethouring eigenvalue of 

the same symmetry as • If (3.4) is applied to (34 one obtains 

for large 

I SE' 	Pr%  
1 I Llk--E:1(4c) t R 

NIP 

tr. — r:,(43) VA (r)iwitay 



mhenm,14acjielmas to a constant as d--10. If Yd() + 20. is 

expanded in cubic hannocimlbout the origin the leading term is a 

fourth order harmonic and in the naighbourhood of the origin 

Va(z) + 22/r 

for large d. Also from (3.3) it follows that 

Ea Qs) - Bo 	41-5• 

Thus from (3.5) it fellows that an upper bound to the error in 

(5•5) ic of order d i0  sothat the first two terns in (3.3), whidh 

are inlependont of k, are asymptotically exact. However, there is 

no reason for supposing that any reliarme can be placed on the 

crucial third term, which for large a is 0(s."4) << el°  and 

which determines the asymptotic band structure, in particular the 

band width. To emphasise this point it is instructive to set up 

an accurate procedure fbr calculating the asymptotic band structure. 

Suppose in (3.2) 0(r) is replaced bv,Vr) whitish satisfies the 

equation 

t- v 	(Act  (r.) I X1(= tccxtit r) 	
(3.6) 



Eck 	= V(rJ 	It-1<rd 

ir1124 

and ta--) Ross a et it is &oar that Xct(1),,.e"r  

toriEl>/t• Then the cneary bosoms 

ect (si)= to  -4- S IXA(01.1 C  Vct(r) wok( t)] 

Ix: (v..) [vato kAct(t 
xick(r  -fs) dr 

••=-- 'E d& 	df -4:493 	xd tyci  _ 	_fsg-xl(r-a)dir 

far lame d, and no2.(0 	eoccd. 	sum nethoa as 

baftsso it is readily sham that the (ver S 73is BaW eatiaries 

the inequality 

ObEmin I"  t 11.,A(r)111  [Vatri- ura(r)licer 
+ c A -43S 	[vti(t) Ilect(19-1  

tvel(Y)-u4-,Als))X4(r-40ar) 

(5'0 
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where I itEjs independent of d. It ibllows that S.E N 04.24kte 

for large d, so that aQs) is aeymptotically exact. The type of 

procedure indicated here for obtaining asymptotically exact energies 

ias reeentk7 been applied by Herring (1902) to the lq ion and,, very 

powerfully*  to justify the ileitler-London-4ieisenberg spin Hamiltonian. 

However, it has not previously been invoiced in connection with the 

band structure problem. Of course, the procedure would be very diftY-
oult to carry through explicitly for the example considered here. The 

potential wa(z) is not spherically onmetrio so that equation (34) 

does not separate. %us, since the simple Bloch fbuotion (3.2) is 

useless for the purpose, there is. no ow way of calculating the 

aeraptotio band structure for the crystal potential (34). The acme 

difficulty exists for a1 oryetel potential of the form (2.1) 3n vhioh 

the atcedo potentials v(r) on neighbouring Biters overlap. Thus in the 

limit of large lattice constant the normal tight-binding method is 

unsuitable for use with a crystal potential contructed from over-

lapping atcadc potentials. Hcsiever, the 'muffin...tin' type of potent-

Jay *doh has been advocated in Chapter 2 for other reasons, is Mao 

objectionable in this respect and this is a strong reason for using 

this type of potential in a tight-binding calculation. Of course*  

for a practical lattice constant, as opposed to the asymptotic limit, 

the effect of potential overlap, and therefore the error produced by 

it, may be small ccapazed with the band width. An example of this was 

discussed in section 6.5. Nevertheless the use of a 'muffin-tin' 
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potential avoid° a possible source of error and has considerable 

Tirecticalyadvantares. For a practical lattice constant the error 

in the tightAindingmethol even for a 'muffin tin' type of crystal 

potential and without making the two-centre nearest neighbour 

appraxbnation, maybe quite large and a method of calculating 

correction terms is described in section 10. In section 84 an 

upper bound to this error is examine& and in section 0.3 a dis- 

cussion,lideir-stizelesetalbe-thoob-efh-se 	is given of ,the 

choice of 'atomic' potential. 

0.2 An upuer bound to the error in the Tirilt-.bindinct method  

Suppose it is desired to calculate the structure of a band 

derived from an atomic state thich for sirmlicityvrill be assumed 

non-degenerate. Suppose the crystal potential 

VV  (r) = cod[, 	R (d)] 

is of 'muffin-tin' form with touching spheres.so that va(r) is zero 

outside the sphere inscribed in the unit cell about the origin, i.e. 

for r ,r 4/2. Suppose the tatomicIrotential Up.) used in the tight-
binding:calculation is equal to va(r) at least for r< a/h and supp-
ose that the correspondinAtomic)funotion and its energy are WO 

and E respectiVely. The band structure given by,  the tight-binding 

approximation is then 

(3.$) 
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EcttD = Eod 	I 4)ektr) 12  [Vd(:1_ud(rij dr  

S 1):(r) 	(IP) u 	ffst(t•-s)civ. st 0 
(3.0) 

An unlor baud to the orro in tea ervesetcmi  similar to 007), 

la for larrp d 

I etkEm;„ Ili  c kt(t) [Vijr)— U4(01'14.7 

s•to 
-4:̀11.fs  I +:4(r) tv,t(r)—uck(41 

(vitt!: Ock():13)1 +10:-.fdat 3. 
(.0) 

It is seen that 040) in of the sew lb= as 	od oxoopt 

for an addition:a factor 

vck (t) — u46-)1 /t ermo 

in the intecraitle. It is rkerintela out later that nor l7 this 

Pieter ensures that the error is =eh less than the band width 

for sufficiently large d Hoc-maw for the case considered here 

of a riven finite d the ihoter Day net ho I3 cetvered tth 

tinitythrourbout the region of jzitieh contrihnten simificantly 

to the merry intervals-. Thus the erre". in VII arra° tight- 
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binaing apiroximation duo to using a (single Mach function can 

be significant; if d is ?are° enough this error vdll be bigeer 

than corrections due to second nearest neistbour energy integrals 

which are of a smaller exponential order. Of course the &mule 

tidit-binding apprvalmation is in general invalid if another 

band overlaps the ono conaideredlso that I Arminl beccoes very 

liocever•  it my still be valid at noints•  or along 

in the BrLUouin sow where the rave functions have different 

turretries frays those of the overlappint; bond. This is discussed 
thAptir 

in eee@on4R for the case of an °s°  band overlavine the a band 

and. the mu. (3•10) is acttnlly estbrated for this case* (:58:1.0) 

is a very convenient formula far an uncr bound to the error in a 

tiiihti.bindine calculation and should prove useful in many cases. 

(3.p The choiett of`. ate 	Potent4a.1  

The idea behind the tiefit4d.nling apriroximation is that the 

trial ftusetteru3 employed are exactly valid as the lattice constant 

is alloyed to tend to infinity, then ecnsidering the case of a 

finite lattice it is well. to bear in mind the limiting case fbr 

which the Bloch functions used are exact solutions* Consider the 

'muffin-tin' potential (3.0) and put 

va(r) es v(r) v(d/2), r < d/2 
0 	, 	r %). d/2 
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where v(r) is a smooth function, defined for all r, and prepay 

tional to -1/r fear larre r. Tho sythol d has sometimes been used 

in this section to represent a variable nearest neighbouring dist-

ance, but it will now be used only Dar the particular value for 

which tha beat structure is required* The symbol brill be used 

to represent n variable distance. The crystal potential (54) ray 

then be thought of in two ways. It may be regarded as a speoisl, 

case (b d) of either or the folleuing two potentials; 

v 
b 	

= 	v L/:. R (b)] 
i 

b 
v 	ts 	v LE  rt (b)] 
2b 	t   

then blit7 d the potential Vib  is only non-zero within sPheres 

of radius c' /2 	are far removed from each other. In the case 

tho ailheres are ailomed to expare as b increases ofirlabp hoveverp 

and the potential is always non-zero within spheres inscribed in 

the expanded unit calls. The relevant atomic, potentials asb-Ipab 

for V
.1b 

and V2b are
d(r) and v(r) respectively. If (r) and 

6(r) are the corresponding tataciot functions the corresponding 

Bloch functions axe 

...c‘•01 • 13.")
16.; Er -13t 0,8 



Use of. theorem (8•4) as before shows that yib(r,t) and Y2b .13 

lead to correct band structures as b-voo for the crystal potentials 

Vib and V respaotively. In the first case the upper bound. to the 

error goes to eero exponentially as the an 	of the band width*  

.ehile in the second case the error goes to zero faster than the 

bard width because Of a factor of the form (3.11) with lid(r) Is v(r)• 

In the ree.on of ditch is eicnificant this factor tondo to zeroes 171; 

this is a consequerve of the assumption that v(r)eico- lir for large r. 

Thus in connection with the cxarctal potential (Z*8) it would alrear 

mite reasonable to uaelatecielfunctions derived either fra» an 

tatnmic)potential va(r) or v(r); both choices load to Bloch remotions 

which have the conceptual edvanta7e that they are exact eigerVunctions 

for well-defined limitinc, potentials as the lattice constant is 

allowed to tend to infinity. (of course both these limita are merely 

mathematical model° within the one-electron seheme• neither limiting 

potential bears any rele.tion to the actual physical potential ex.nori.. 

enced by en electron when the atcns aro ellsseparatedo  which 

situation band theory is inapplicable*) In pre tine it is desirable 

to choose the ilatordc" potential which involves least error at the 

particular lattice constant which applies* This may be done appreed•• 

mately bjq attarspting to minimise (34,0)* Th9 summation term in (3.10) 

is positive or net:Nave for different J sl that a tipical error is 
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laygo 
	

4,(e)lt va  (r) uit (ptckey 

'there 16E,46 terns a 	value for staten al' lin trjrnetry 

corisidered. This latter munt not be too aTall if the tilht- 

birvling method is to hold at e.13,. In such a case ACM.1 111 

will not vary much for any reesonable choice of T!d and it suffices 

to minlmise 

I 4)4(r) [ (t) tiamilscvr 

It in not an claw probitti to fintl the best Uci  since it is a self-

consistent problem in the sense that Oa  depends on tia  in a comydie-

ated way. II=evers  it is not so difficult to comrare the merits of 

two given tatanie l  potentials. [Vd4-)-11d(r)fis larcor if tid(r)eir(r) 

than if Ud(r) = v (r) but on the other hand v(r) is the deeper paten-. 

tial well so that cfa(z)wtU fall off more vicialy with r. This typo 

of criterion should. be  of assietanoe in choesinc 'atonic' potentials 

in --ractices In nearly all oases it will be advisable to choose 

U (r) = a(s) at least for r< 8/2 since 10aM  is largest in this 
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94. 	fAck 	-nirmil9 aixsP  

&titre considering a general method of calculating the error 

tern in a tight-binding calculation it seems worthwhile to consider 

a simple ease for vthich the tight-binding method can be tested 

directly. An obvious method of testinganyaprroximate method of 

band-structure calculation is to carry out such a calculation with 

a crystal notential for which the band...structure is meetly Islown. 

An example of ouch a test is the tempt/ lattice toot' uaod by 

Shockley (197) to expose the inadequacies of tin oricinal esllular 

method. Unfortunately exact band structures are only knom for the 

empty lattice and for potentials of the form 

V(x) V(y) *V(s) 

such as in the rathieu problem considered by Slater (1452.). None 

of these potentials are suitable fora ticht..binding caloulation 

and so no enaletTo of the 'empty. lattice test' is poosible in three 

dimensions. It therefore seem worthwhile to consider a oncroaimen-

sional orysta/ potential and a partiemlarly slmrae one is that of a 

chain of 4i-functions. The hand. otructure for this model can be 

oaletilated exactly and in this section the structure of the lomat 

79 



band in can-lured with that calculated by the tight-binding approxi-

mation* 

KreniC aria Penney (1931) considered a crystal potential of the 

fcra sham in figure 3w and they obtained the relation between the 

electron energy e aria the wavo-,tneetor Ic in the form 

ccot Qc (q 44) = ce4 	wait tr 	15.12-Et 	g 0.  s;j, ei. 	(3.12) 
r 

where*  using atosic unite 

p 	t 	---- 
(3.1s) 

It in more convenient for the prerent purpose to consider the crystal. 

potential 'town in figure3b and electron energy B is then given by 

(3.12) with 

E + Vo  
(3.14) 

Per simplicity ihe detalled calculation to bo trAvrIn here is restric- 
ted to the limiting cane when a 	o and Vo-V eo so that aVo  remains 
finite. In this limit with aV0  e 	pays  (342) b-occrisa 

cap Vor 74• ce4A 	 # .$1 It . 	04.10 



(a) 
	 Vo 	 411,111= 11, 

(b) 

—b 

—b 	i 	a 

Vo  41101M•01.11•1 

3 

The crystal potential in this limit is 

V = 	“x —her) 
h_-on 

and (3.1.5) gives the electron enera 1 -112-  implicitly as 

a fanstion of k. (3.10) represents a chain of attractive I-function 

potentials and this differs frem the limit of a chain of repulsive 

-function potentials which was considered by Kronig and Penney. 

The present purpose is to find an explicit expression for the electron 

enemy in the lowest band and to cc:curare it with that obtained by the 

tit-td.txling method. 



Tho obvious 'atomic' potential to ehoose in the tlettf. 

binding calculation is 

U = -2P Slk) 

02 

(3.17) 

and- the wave fbnotion for tho bound state in this potential is 

(3.18) 
with enorr 

The band of Interest is therefore that which arises from this 

'atomic' level as b decreases frac ifflnity, The electron energy 

in this band, expressed as a series of asoenaing pavers of c771/  

mosi7 be °Mama from (3.15) as follms• 

Pitt 

E m E6 ♦ E 
(3.19) 

that is 	 c 

uheace fox. e < 1;41  

T 	2 F-3 	16  is • • • 	 040) 



cgrA k 

-I. 	( sirs 

4 t3 	tr's 
37101' 

E  [— 14%  "cLe4r. (i% +. 444 'ilk  3 
ttew-Jk +t—+ le] et  443 

3  
ii 

er rt- 
er 	 fir  ) 

3  es  rze4  

EV-ition (045) =V' than be *written 

cer3Peke = Ccesa Pte CerA 	+ !,t ft c3tr  + •. 
..;#11Pte IP;A[43-.C-e 4.i e; +it 
-1, 	 + at P. + ...1  
xEsa;A Pte CeA ti+ -4* 91:  4  C(43  +" c.„3,, et, Sal, [ tie. et e, P 	—12- -3 	I 	+ • • 

and expanding this in povers of E one obtains 

te3 	1---er/4  + 	+ s 	"Hr 11.10 	3.244' 	16 P 	3il"1"4" 
-4- 	• • . • 

( .2i) 
The problan is rum to invert (3.21) end obtain E  as a series in 

ascendim powers of e-11). ltds may be done by an iterative /vomit/re. 

Thus the first approxination to E.  for large Pb is 

	

e, 	.4P2  e"1"13  oos kb 

(MI) 



rb szaa a second approximticn, enrrect to oxtler -.2  is obtained, 

by substati.ztingesafor the Elie (WI) and salving for e 

A furter iteration yields e correct to order ele" ana the 

re suit is 

Li. P2  -i44.  co!) her + Zilftr  [ 	etr) — 21P-2  cr32  he] 
E — 

..4739‘{ ( e-. et 41) ;Jar 
4- it eilft 	+.2,) ca.539ee] 1 

The iterative rreeedure arpmrs to converce as /one, as Pbe 'bO'i 

ana this condition eer!ainiy erist,-.es that E 4: P2o 

It fellaas fram equations (1.20),. (1.71) ana (2.23) that tho 

tightp.birding apprmthmtion to E is ti-e l by 

Oo Amt. * 
Es 	mr.- as 	 4 (X-• rel er) [Yu.. 	# ckv 

WWI 

flt7""er C1)* (X.VM 444 41( 

(z.24) 
•ahere V, 11 and f are cleaned by (:.16), (5617) and (340 • 

(3 92 4) may be writtell  as 

= S1460126  (v—u)dx 	 .b t  2 ceokfttitr Az-mt,Av_000,4, 
I 	-+ 	.1  2, cot Qtrealr I ION' V"tr) 4 60 44X (3.23) rft 

(3.23) 



and an evaluating the integrale and neglecting terms *doh oon.. 

tribute to a higher order than e-Vb  in E one obtains 

— 4-et ( -C "r+ 1-4:3941 ) CeS Pete 

Et vr- 	— 9 Pt-4"214r cititte — e 39-tr  ce 3kQe  
+ 	+ 	ceopt 	(1+1nr)A4...211/tclso-At- 

For The << 1, which inequality must hold fbr the tight-binding 

approximation to be useful, the dencrninator may be expanded and Et 

egressed in the form 

el 
	

-4P2{e".iPbcos kb + ea.211b1. 	(it — 1.)oos 2kbj 

im5111)  [(3P2b% 2)0e0 lib 

(Pb2  - 2Pb + 1)cos 3kbj 	(3.27) 

A comparison of e idth the exact expression (3.23) shows that 

the first order term is given exactly by the tight-binding agi.woja. 

mation•  the second order term is very nearly correct for large 

but the third, order toxin may be 50', in error for large Pb. The 

required 0Orreotion to the tight-binding merry in second order is 



2-'b - 2P e 	+ con 2113). 

The exactness of the first order tern could. have been Predicted 

from an inevelity of the tree (3.7). Since the tatemiclpotentiel 

used coincides 'rah the crystal potential for 134< b and the 
t atemic)  function 	 Ibllown that en upper bound to 

the error in the tight-binding method is 0(e 211)  ). It is a very 

exeeptional feature of this example that the 'atm-Act potential 

coincides with the crystal potential right up to the nearest 

neighbour lattice sites and in a more general case there may be 

corrections to the first order term, 

In the present example, if the tight-binding approximation is 

used for a lattice constant such that the third order torn makes 

a sinificant contribution, the results 17111 be unrei iable• In 

a more general case it may well be that second order terms are 

unreliable and that the tight-binding approydration should be 

restricted to oases 'where the nearest neighbour approximation is 

a good one, so that second order terms are neglieible• It is 

certainly desirable to have a method of calculating corrections 

to the usual tight-binding approxire.tion and one is described in 

the next section. 

It is easily seen from evation (3.2G) that neglect of non-

orthoz-,onalitzr integrals v/ould maim the (3-2Ilb text) cempletely wrong. 

0.20 
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It is also interesting to note that a threee.oentre integral makes 

a contribution to the 
e.02Pb 

 term already. 

$. General Iletrtod of ealcukatinit ramoz Term  

The wave fUnction used in the tight-binding method is either 

a single Bloch function or a linear combination of BlochfUnotioms 

formed from a restricted set of atomic fUnctions. The error 

involved in using this type of wave fUnction is the subject of 

thin section. It has alreety been pointed out that the normal 

tight-binding ibm of wave function could be supplemented by 

orthogonalimed plane 'neves but this would lead to large secular 

equations in a straight-forty rd calculation. In the method to 

be described the normal trial function is suplamented by a sun 

of plane waves but a secular equation, other than that which may 

already exist in the normal tight-binding method, is avoided. It 

is found possible in a fairly general case to calculate the asympto-

tically exact correction term by only solving inhomogeneous integral 

equations, Which are not eigenfunotion problems. 

11.0.1 lion-derenerate qaat  

Consider first the case of a band which arises from a non-

degenerate atomic function. Suppose the crystal potential is of 

the 'muffin-tin' form (3.8) but that the spheres, within which 

the potential is non-zero, do not necessarily touch and are of 



radius cad there q 	-726 If the atomic potential tra(r) is chosen 

equal to va(r) it coincides rith 11*(z) for r < pd where p 1 - q. 
Since 0 	a 45 	4; p 4; 1. (The possibilit7 q m 0 is included 

to cover the 5 -A:notion cane). It will be noticed that the 'atomic*, 
potential chosen here varies rith. the lattice constant and it may 

be taken in the fOrm 

U(r) ffi vd(r) = v(r) — v(qa), r < cad 

0 	r qd 	(3.35) 

where v(r) --> 0 as r-?oo• 

ThelatomicIfUnction d(r6) satiates the equation 

1-v%  + uci(r)3 Pia  ()) Eojera(E) 
	

(3.30) 

If Eoa 	Eo as a  -4 	, OPV e
-o(r 
 for large r where 

oeb = .Eo It is required to solve the equation 

[—vt.+ v4  — EaCiD] Yck l 4 ,r) a 
(3.31) 

and the tight-binding approximation to this solution in 

d
(Ica) te "k c exp(ik.L)0 (r. 	) 

-3" d 	--",1 	• 4 
(3.32) 
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The tilfrit••bincling apprcerima.d on to EA) - Boa  is of caller e
. et41 

and the argument of section 8.2 shams that the correction to 

this can at moat be of the ewe order; hence Ea lUc • Fsoa  el"ta• 

Fran nor on it is convenient to drop the suffix d from energies 

and wave functions. Suppose the exact solution of (3.31) is 

s ts) — i(t1319 	
s s 

(5.35) 

'whore 	is the volume of the crystal and the sumation is over all 

reciprocal lattices vectors IC • Men (5.33) is substituted in (5.30) 

and the resultant equation is multiplied by expE-i(ls + Et) .J arid 

integrated over the crystal velum, one obtains 

L.:44% 4'10-r ( 	v— 	cer 
+ 

 

21.5 [ ( 9+ 1S)1 E Sts  

 

•IIMMIIM 0 
	

( 5.34) 
where 

Vt s 
v  ch.  

(octi.  



=.,(1./N 	being the volune of a urdt cell. Zr (5.32) 

is used to substitute for f 	(3.34)land use is made of (3.50) 0  

it is easily shown that 

-V 154° [ED _ E  +V L3611 (r) 
+ 	trs  [it% 	E3 Sts 	Yes 	" , 

(s.ao) 
Since V - 11 is zero tbr r < pd end 0(r)",  e At- for large r (also 

. Eo 	Ewe d  ) it follows that if the lattice constant is sufficiently 
- it large bs 	e Pd. The tank of salving (3.36) for the coefficient 

be exact*,  is obviously an imposnible one. It would be aouivalent 

to solving the band structure problem exact247 by a plane gave 

expansion and the first term in (5.33) would be an unnecessary 

encumbrance. However, the lesser tank of finding the asymptotic fora 

of be( 	es.GIPa) When d--) co is not too difficult and may be done 

without solving a secular equation. Even for a finite lattice 

constant, if it in huff iciently large fbr the tilt-binding approxi-

mation to be appropriate, and particularly if the nearest neighbour 

approximation is a good one, it may be expected that the asymptotic 

form tbr b leads to an accurate corrected wave functitm (3.33) and 

home to an accurate energy. 

The fbliocring great simplifications may be made in (3.36) if 

only the asymptotic form of be  is required. In the first term Bo 



may be replaced by the tight...binding approxiration to that quantity 

and in the second term 13 may be replaced by Po. These Um replaces-

manta involve rleg.lecting terms of order e-21114  and a °C (1)+1)4  

respectively whereas the dininant terms in (5.3) are of order 

cr 'Ark Unless p o I the o- E in the flret term may be neglected 

ocrapletely since it is of order e I Mx/evert  it is not ineon-

venient to retain the 'tight-'binding appraylmatton to it for the 

prveent• With the above ,  simplificia.tions (3.3G) becomes 

A S.  -+ 1st). r Ei 	V— U WI f ( dfr 

•• Qrs. 	C 	Ks fej 	S  t 4 lit .3 

   

(3037) 

where E° is the tight-binding approximation to the true eigenvalue 

,oit E. It in required to find be  of order em. °u  such that (3.57) 

is satisfied to that order. Thin is no longer an eigenfunction 

problem. It is very important not to attempt to natinfy (3.57) 

exactly to all orders since Ee  is not en exact eigonvalue in general 

and the only exact solution of (3.37) for large but finite d is the 

trivial one with bs  such that 	(kit) = 0. 

with the substitution 

on 	[(E + Ks)2  Vbe  (3.3g) 



(3.37) bores 

V C s  
C t 

(it-HMI— Co 

c..47;4(% 4.re)..t r  
LE0—E1-0/—u6434(t)a.r. 

(3.50) 

If a function (ke  is defined, not uniquely, such that 

c 
s 	6  S le(A, dor 

(3.40) 

then, by using (3.55), one tray write (5.59) as 

	

u()Yv )1(k rj 	.111t.(ri-rd .1_ 	 e're  ddra.  

S —asi 	dr, 

 

'i(h+Kt)*P1 
crirE14-v.u(01 4(ri)d•rs 

 

(3.41) 

where 

C?C ti ,Y,J 	— Q 	 444 (  15S  4  P.5)• 691-1401 
Cpt  	• (3.42) o  
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r 	) is the Green function for 	or.x the ra(- V tor ( I.  C4 	 °Go) 
with the periodic boundary con itten:1 (Cohn and Tic :stocker 1954) 

aril ray also be *Litton 

W.11  
4.10  

.1. 	[-"" a( 	 Ct.& 4:ff s 	  
— Rs I 

(3.43) 

If one writes 

 

p(4i,r) = is,s4  wq ) )9.12.tir 

(3.44) 

(3.41) is certainly satisfied if 

utvd 5 &6-.)10,.) p (tt 	- 
E. E 	— 001 4(b)  

(3.45) does not foil= uniquely from (3.41) and there is no 

guarantee that there eziota a solution of (n./15) of the required 

type. It is neoessax7 tint p r) should be of order es otlxl 

and. should satisfy (3.45) to that order. If, however, such a 

solution can be faunclo  'Urn retracing the thole argument one is 

led to b of the correct order which satisfy (3.37) to the roc uired 

(3.45) 



and. hence (."'.33) bocomes 

accuracy. in fact it turns out Viat one can fin/ such a solution; 

this is shown in section 10.3 and rill be assumed for the present. 

Ifp(t.,t)ejs Imam it is startle to find the corrected rave 

function y (ha) and enera E 	Preen (3 058) to  (5.40) and (3.44) 

it follows that 

ers 
	S (99 )19 A4 1-•-i(k+'Ss).  r1 kr 

NENI 

0.40 

+ A l  th 	P )1:9  A4 LZ t !OA,:  lig 
C 	!C )11— 60 	del°,  

— tsia°4.' S G-C r r') pOt )1:9 ck-ri, 
(3.47) 

This wave function, although not exactly norm/tried, is correct 

to orier ei ".1, The encrgy. is amply derived from the fel/ming 

oeua.Kon obtained by substituting (3.33) in (3.M.), multiplying 

by r*( ,r), integrating, over the crystal volume and using (3.32) 

and (3.30): 

E 4  It (...v4L+ v) d-r E f 4 *5 Air 

+ 	c -ers  .e..6% 4  lc') 	v.04] f)(r)at 



Eo  •  E in the last term may be replaced by Eo  •  Et, or neglected 

unless p 1, and r: is then obtained, correct to order cr2of Pd, 

in the fbrm 

 

(—IL+ v)  cos 	.4.  
f ci-r f

„, 	+ 'Ss ). 
E' 	utrg g(rickr  

 

= El  if p s  G Cr, v!) [Fes  —E1+ u693 04(r) era?' 
(3.48) 

where use if made of (3.46) and (3.43). A discussion of formulae 

(3.47) and (3.48) is given in section 10.4. The method developed 

in this section for solving the band structure problem exactly in 

the limit of large lattice constant may be =carded as a combination 

of the tight-binding method end the Green function methcd (Kohn and 

Rostocker 1954)• In the next seceon the work. so far is generalized to 

the degenerate case. 

k0.2 De9eeerate (lase  

Consider nen the caw o bands ttdch a:lee from a set of degenerate 

'atomic' fkinetions. The problem may be fonaulated exactly as before 

except that there arc now a number of 'atomic' functions On() satis- 

fying (3.30) and the tight.-binding approximation to the crystal wave 

function is of the form 

%.% antn0:: r.) 

95 



there 1(k r) is the Bloch funotion (3.32) formed from gil(r). 

Suppose an exact solution of (3.31) is 

(4) 	k(tk,k) +.474- 	4.4  1-4  4SS)* 
S S 

(3.49) 

lotaloring the method of the non-degenerate case one then obtains 

the following equivalent of equation (5.37)1 

Ey— u(bi] 4),,(r)d-r• 

Ts 1 	 sst 4-vt, 3 zr 0 	(3.50) 

• 

The term corresponding to the E0  - E'  term in the integrate of the 

first term in '(s.37) is omitted here for convenience although it 

could be included. if b is defined as a quonttty of order et}gt  ns 
*Lich satisfies 

36 	[\/...Uttln CIP.)Ch# 

(P•3+ 155)2..E.01 SSt +VtS 	0 

correct to the same order, then the revired solution of (3.50) is 

(3.51) 

s = C 	 (3.52) 



Following the method of section 104 it is possible to express 

blus  in the farm 

#"‘IS a 2- S  rt,(4k_  1r) -444--0t+50.1-jd-r 
)ss 	co  

(3.53) 

vfirre 1111(ka) is of order es"Utiand satisfies 

fr.) E 	0....7.)1311(t31.1-2.) 	— fin (4.5 xi) [y— U (:1)1 On 6:4 
(3.54) 

to that order. The energy is obtained as folloca. Substitute 

(340) in (WI), multiply by 411, inteErate over the crystal volume, 

Use (3.32), (5,30) ami (5,52) and thus obtain 

y— E 
E 	cps 4  iSs )- 	u(p.)141:(001 

1111/•••=1 

Eliminating the an  one obtains a secular ovation which is just 

the usual secul-r equation of the tight.bindingmethcd in the 

degenerate case but with adtliticaal terms in the mat Tlx elements. 

These additional terms 	be exrressed in terns of the lik,(tAr) 



as in (3.48). P111113 onoo the interxal equations (5.54) have been 

Solved a eorractocl seculir eouatIon 	be Dot un rhich must then 

be solved in the usual carry. 

10.p Thp 	actuation  

Into5sal equations of tho type (345) and (3.54) must now be 

considered in sane detail. Since U(r) as 0 for r > qd it its irriedi.. 

ately ()Wimp that 

(3.55) 

To con.sicler the solution of (3.45) for ri  < cid it is convenient 

to use 'expression (3.43) for a(, re ) Ona thus obtain 

3 A.a.5  
1+1T 

j  I Viso 	 t 	I PI! Ir.) di; + pfd) 15) 

50 E 	0:1 ) 
which  may bo crritten 

u(100 	c  
LPIr  3 	r(Vi,):7.)+ 

S *4) 	13"11 ) Ye2— s)1 COI 

+ 13( t ) 17j) 	— 	[E— El  al (5.56) 



there ri2  ,trl  
Consider the first ease ran 0 < r < (i.e. (1 of 1) so that 

the shores in the 'muffin-tin' potential do net touch. Then 

because of the cr'qk win term in the integrand °Tee first term 

of (3.5c), au sinoe the TI(ri) factor ensures that this term 

vanishes for ri  'pp ed. it, is sufficient to substitute the exterior 

solution (3.55) for p Osi 	— 	The ecru/Ice is then correct 
- et to order e 	ana the Eo  r terms maybe mglectea if only 

terms of thin orderers retained. To this order (340 becomes 

u(v1) 
14-Tr 

r; 
JL 

kr P 	0:2art. AP  F(0!)  tt.) 
1 2. 

U (V; ) 	
• I‘ S  S. 0 	f -4-  u(v.,.)46. 	(3'57)  

where the integrations are over r24C q4u 

A difficulty nor/ appears but it proves to be more apparent 

than real. Suppoee one attempts to solve the ihhomogeneous integral 

ovation (5.57) by expanding 13 in terms of the eigenfunctions 
q 	of the homogeneous integral equation 

	

u(v,) 	"2" A 	4-1T 	 V%) 	rif 	) • 

(5.58) 
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Novi the homoreneous ormation obtained from (3.S7) by eettins 

the rittt-hancl able equal to zero is just (3.50).vdth X ft 1. 

It talons Worse and Peshheer(1053) pp.959-80 that if X a 1 

is an eisenvalue-of (5.53) them  :te. no solution of (3.57) unless 

the rust hand aide of that ee/uation is orthomnal to the ace*. 

function is ?rev X a 1 is in feet an eirenvalue of 0.50 vd.th 

eicanfbnetion c1(r) 1ft U(r) (x,) since / satisfies the integral 

elation foratthtlon of the atomic eigenvalne problem (5•50):vim• 

—piz 	
k vt) 4 C tst  z= 

It therefore appears that (347) has no solution and this is true if 

one is see 	an exact solution. Timmer, to obtain ? 
in the limit as d-Poo it is only necessary,' to retain terms of 

order e illa  and to this order the rifjlt Irmd sine of (5.57) is 

orthogonal to U(r1) ¢ (ri.)• It may be explicitly orthogonelized 

to U(ri) fit (ri) by anantr the tern 

(NI ) 463) 4---11  l)( VI! t6(1' 
;Pi • _Ks 	—4  1. 

LOT s* 	 _s pi 41)* 
'tit:Joh is of ortior e-Ad and therefore notd.l.d.ble. If this tem 
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Tor co added to the rift hand side or ( x.57) it would then be 

safe to attempt an a:act solution, afteroal-es neglecting tens 

of lover offer than the dominant ones. nortever, a much simpler 

approach is a variational one and all trouble in avoided by using 

trial functions Which are orthogonal b U(r1) 0 (E1)• it in first 

convenient to separate (3.57) into different spherical harmonic 

ocapononts. 

suppose 

. R 
—a. 	 3 ti(r -13s) 	Yew,  (8  sso 	 krt.,   

(3.59) 

where (r, e, 0) arc n ,hcrieal polar co-ordinator; of s, and 

13(4'3, 	erzm  (9.51r) 	 . 
(3.00) 

Alec, using a viell-Itnom mcDs.nnion E;lott and L'nerldon (It 48) sp• 3873 N1- 

+3—'44612  /z and the additions& theorem ibr Legman, polynanialn, 

one has 

--ckr 

17. 

   

-1.1z41(cirdici,coos.iy,2,,01 ,41)Yxmok c 

   

   

for xi < r• In the tree tlion ri  ray alno be mr...tor. 	than r2 



it in convenient to smite 

4. It LriT 1r. Litlys 
12. 	Jz,vb, 

)4, ) 	(6. , 4, ) 
(3.61) 

L - 

and, 

2 
(01^)ic 	(AY) e( V6  '1.) 

1/4  IA.  

+ 
(iitr 	

+1 
(otr)0(1-q1)1 

(3.02) 

0(x) 	 -)C 

On substituting 04,59) 0  0.1.10) ana (3.0i) into (3.57), integrating 
over 82,02  and ertmtinr, coefficients of r(ei I 	One rind 

U 	c IcaLit..., 	%e) er.stm  01, vez) 	cirt 	RI•1,0, 05, 11) 
r 9.4  

kw% ) 
This is an inhanoceneousa-allholin ecrtation of the second kind and 

ion 
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it is not difficult to set up a variational principle for its 

solution. It nut be remembered that Por the equation with 1, in 

corresponding to the end ular symmetry of flit in necessary to use 

a trial function fbr bin  rhich is orthogonal to ilre . Other crampon. 

ants of f  are automatically orthogenal to Vend no restriction 

need be made on the trial function for these. The practicability 

of the method described hero has been tested successfully with 

some colouletions on an siirband in a wimple cubic lattice of sphorical 

square veils. In that case a few terms of a power series served as ada. 

quate trial functions; the example is not of sufficient intrinsic 

interest to justify Civic g lengthy details here. The complete 

-° 43( solution far I 	e S correct to order 	P/iss  fray (5.55) and (5.G0), 

ptik 1r) 	ft 7) YD.(e)0 tv-u6434). - 
(3.64) 

The first term is zero for r 

it has been sham that, in the case Of a /mireNal...tint potential 

flat *Lich the apherioal non-nero potential regions do not touch, the 

problen of finding the asymptotically exact correction term to the 

tightobinding method reduces to the reasonably eimplie problem of 

solving (3.57). Rovever, if the spheren of the 'muffin tilt' 
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potential touch, i.e. q = ;11, the step from (3#50) to (307) in 

which the exterior solution (3.f.55) is substituted for r Ir, r.2  - Alt) 

does not give (3.57) correctly to order 0714Pa. In fact the 

interior part of p(s., 	4), i.e. that part withir2  Itel<qa, 

affects the interior /Art ofr(ls,, El ) throudi the ell."12b1.2  term 

in (340. However, since e"triVri2  is or short range, this 

tintemetioni is only important mar where Cr arracent sphores 

touch. In this region p is wall because U is small and it should 

be a reasonable approximation to neaect this 'interact ion' After 

solving (3.57) it might be possible to treat (3.5(3) more exactly, 

if necessary, by an iterative procedure. 

It has been semmed for convenience in the above that 

ita(r) u va(r), [see equation (3.29)]. RoFfever a situation of 

cannon occureme is the case of a "muffin-tin' potential with 

touching **erne end Ud(r) chosen to be equal to v(r), rihich only 

coincides with vd(r) for r < rids The eqpitiOn analogous to (3.45) 

and (3.54) is then 

tr.k  Crt) SI  Cr (%., y.:1) is( oil  rt.) cyr, — Of r ) 

Lvd 	) # 0:9 . 
down. 
IM•lo 



tec • Cs  
." 
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The suffix a has been kept here since it is necessary to 

distinguish between vd(r)Ivhich is zero for r > qa and v(r) 
'which is not. hIquition (3.55) holds and (3.57) becomes 

ttd(1 ).4. Al" 

ian 	FT (f.k. 44-ir 	p 
v12. 

-' 411z 
}- 	ck 	Uct(  tt- 13s )] r t. 

stitr,-(3,)01. 
It is necessary to make a spherical harmonic expmnsion or 

exp (Safe0) Ua 	Rs) (r. 
3* 0 

in addition to 0.50, and (3.63) gains an extra ter. The 

treatment is unaltered, however, and the solution p is of the 

fOrm (3.64) with U(r) v(r). 

194  The oartseeteamtv9 Illiketics NO- sitirsV 
The e.bove procedure shows how to obtain p in the ibm (3.G4) 

and this oan rim, be substituted in expression (3.47) and (3.48) for 

the vaavertmotion and mem* Using (5.43) it is first of all 

possible to write (5.47) in the form 

itk Y( r) 	-V 	-Rs -Fs) 



(v. 	 dol t
11(0  , r2.)Gt'r a • 12 

(3.60) 

On substituting for p to= (3.04) and. using (341) one finds 

cvd 
(170 =. 	Yitm  (t483  (b) Lizyjn,11) Rrvro (•Pc  je.t41, JZ iv, 	 — 	Z 	`2. 

ir 	4411-1. 
I". Ev—u(...)3 4(t.,),a%  . 

(3.07) 
The second term only affects 'Ur 	i\inotion appreciably in the 

outer regions of a unit cell and, as vin be seen, mikes a smaller 

contribution to the energy correction tan does the first terms 

The first tern is Ahe more interacting and isa sum Of.looalized 

functions or sliffcrent angular symmetries. Thch radial tbnotion 

falls off ass l i for ri >c,14 because of the factorE14  ( o(ri) 

in I. Thus SAO commotion to the tight binding wave function 

in (5.65) is a sum of Bloch fUnctions fanned from localised functions 

of different angular *metrics. It is significant that each radial 

functions falls off as e a  n.rhich would riot be the case if one 

100 
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attempted to supplement the origAnal nlodh itmotion with a few 

Bleeh fbnctions formed. from the more extended higher ate nic 

orbitals. Practical difficulties in the latter approach have 

been noted (Parmenter 1952) and the present considerations rake 

it clear that a large number of orbitaln of each symmetry type 

would be required to build up the correct slave functions. The 

Present method bypasses all these difficulties and also auto. 

natice47 includes corrections due to any non-orthogonality of 

the original Blot* function to the oore functions. The contri• 

bution of a given angular term to the taw function is determined 

by the corresponding function biz  which in turn is determined, 

through equation (3.63), by the fbnation gim(r) Ithieh appears in 

(3.59). It is therefbre interesting to see that oath angular term 

in the correotion to the wave function is induced by the corresp-

onding term in the expansion of the originalailoch function about 

the origin, the atomic function at the origin being omitted. This 

automatically ensures that fora given k only those angular terms 

contribute *doh are allfted by crystal symmetry. The above dies. 
oussion has concentrated on the first term of (3.07) vhich is the 

more interesting and also the easier to calculate once r is blown. 
However, the points made above require no metrication if the second 

term is included, since for ri y cad this also falloff as e7"1 



mammy be expxnded in enherical harmonics. In this case. each 

angular term is induced by the correeponding term in the ex anion 

of Dir 11101 0 (0 about the origin. 

The corrected energy is obtained by substituting (3.04) into 

(3.48) and using (3.43). Thus also using (3.06) one obtains 

E tit) = Eqv 	
S (1:1 	[y— u( 0]1)1101)(1T, 

(3.08) 
Which as d 4C0 may be written 

E(R) = E (PI) 	S I (n)EV—v( ) #+$01 ) okt; 

S 0 
	r 

(ts) u 61) #11  (v:k 	ar 
(s.o9) 

where the summation is over nearest neighbour sitesps Since 

1 in
(r4? anapt(L ) both fall off as e4.°4111. the first integral in 
5. ) reeeribles a dermerated three-,lentve int,;g-al 

which the two wave function centres coincide, and may be neglected 

as d 	00 similarly, then (3.67) is mabstituted in the summation 

term of (3.09), the tersearlaing fran the second terms of (5.07) 

are negligible. Then using (3.59) and asmuming a centre of symmetry 

one finds 

E( P3) = E /00 + 	_ 	ta, 
4,v4 0 0 

?AI" 
	

) 11.  ) trim(01,v1) u(r) 1:„A) 
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The correction to the energy is therefore obtained as a sum of 

terms arising from different angular tome in the co/Tooted cave 

function. 

No application of this method to a problem of real interest, 

has yet 'been made. The crux of the method is the step from (3.36) 

to (5.57) 'where the eiDenvalue problem is eliminated/ It mky be 

worthwhile to illustrate the method in the simple one-dimensional 
of 

case of the °lain), S-funbtions coneidered in section 9, and to 

verify that the yroper asymptotic correction to the tight-binding; 

method is obtained. 

14.• Araimtion tio the S - function Uodel  

It is possible to follorr through the solution of (345) Ibr the 

one dimensiotal chain of i-functions in a way quite analogous to the 

general method of section 1.0.3. In the notation of section 9 the one. 

dimensional equivalent of the Creen function (5.42) is 

G-(3c„x% )= — 11; 	- 44 CioA (44 lithitrg 

"-co ( Pc 27rtiier)1  -4- p 

14  e 	- 	ait4 	I m + .4A1  m er co  

 

 

0.70 
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where y 0 	x2• Cr(xi, x2) may oleo be 'written in closed 

fora for y in an interval (0, b) but the form (3.70), which is 

the analogue of (343), is in fact more convenient. writing 

E* 12Eo  ei to oonroxim to the notation of seotion 9 end using 

(3.10), (5.17) and (5.18) one obtains the analogue of (345) in 

the form 
00 

—le S toci) jG-(0 )az) P(43 X2) o 	p(Pc;Xl) 
—Go 

— 1 P 	5 (;_neol 0441X/1 
n 0 

It is requized to solve this correct to orlar e7. FOr x ›D Op 

(3.71) 

El  + 2 P 	g(41 —ner)3 
1340 

f)  xi 
IP -e. 

(3.72) 
and in this singe ease p ref 0 for xi  me 0 [The right hand side of 

(3.71) nay be taken as zero at xj.  0 in the step analogous to that 

from (3.41) to (MO]. The corrected rave I:Unction and energy may 

now be obtained b7 substituting (3.70) and (3.72) in the one.-

dimensional analogies of equaticns (3.47) and. (SSA • One obtains 

[of. (3.65)1 

ki)(4k 3X) 1= 	(4)1  



where 

19,1 

I 00 

? 

e - 	—ex R. 	+ DC.ot 

_ceer (at..? ix+tr 4 	eri 

end f(lcox) is the original Mach funotion. 

Clearly 91(x) + (x) is the wannier function for the band, 
correct to order eàPb. The rave function may be written as 

e4r caohtr] 	zJt"ftlIset.  ix -in et 1-efix"ff I  

and the correction to the vane function is thus a Moth sun formed 

from a looaliced function Ixlexp (-P 	), An elpation similar 

to (3030) gives the correotion to the tightibinding energy expreesion 

in the form 

a  (341. —ft-Ce0 Qr. _mo  A F*1%-mo 

ei + 2f z S(x-herlt-ek) ctr.  n * 



Only the ei  tern in square brackets contributes to oz ter 

and the entire, eorreotial is easily shown to equal the proper 

expression (3.26) • This forms a ohmic o1 the method. 

tin 



its 

pi:0TM It  

1.7. Irma:m.7 or mp Inc- 	maw 
rort, p nteD.R 	TT: Tuisrrxorf. ti-gvits  

The atm of this chapteria to apply the ideas of Chapter 3 

to the ease of d bands. The method of section 84 la used to 

estimate upper bounds to the errors expected in a tight-binding 

calculation and the qucetion of the best choice of 'atomic' 

potential is considered. The conclusions reached are sumnarinpd 

in section 15. 

4). 0 b(mtattgz (.21.1.a.12021, 

nodal, to farniat  tliem  

FiAtips,te. of the error 14-4 34 fim1404134paatIop.  

In this section it is proposed to estimate the error incurred 

in a typical tight-binding calculation of d bands then only ooh 

functions formed from sa orbitals are used. This estimate v1.11 be 

based on Fleteher's (1952) calculation:fora* It was firet pointed 
out in section 7 that the CrYstal potential used by Pletcher vas not 

clearly defined and it rill be replaced here by a 'muffin-tine 

potential of the fbrm (2.1) 'with 
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v(r) .:17f(r) 4. TIr(ro) , xi< ro  

0 	 • 	r > ro 	 (4.1) 

1.7here rif(r) is the satanic' potential used by Pletoher and ro  is 

half the near:set neighbour distance, (8/2 in a previous notation)* 

The *ataxic' potential hero will be taken as 

U(r) m ut(r) u(ro) 	 (4.2) 

for all r, which differs tram Pletcher's only by a constant. It 

is unlikely that the band structure calculated for the sauffin.tino 

potential described would differ too much from that calculated by 

Fletcher. This is shove schwatically in figure for the (001) 

direction and the full lines show the type of structure to be 

expected when other bands are incluied. rletcher made the two. 

centre nearest neighbour app:corimation but this could have been 

avoided with some effort. In fact the error made throutt this 

approximation is probably not very large. The concern of this 

section is the error made by only using the five mach funotions 

formed from 3d atomic funettons#  and for simplicity states along 
the a oxia axe mainly eoneidered. Along this axis the Bloch 

functions formed from different 4 functions di) not mix and it follows 

from section 8.2 that an upper bound to the error for a trpical 
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state in the band associated with the atonic function fen  is 

1act;„1-1  c 1 40,, (r))1  [v- u(H)3  dr  

a ;win is the  enera interval between the tightmbinding 

illation to the sts.te considered and the exact enerff of the nearest 

neighbouring state of the same symmetry. It is clear from figure 4• 

that apart fres) states of a, Ona r„, syttnetry it is safe to insert 

a value of 2.5 rydbergs for A ;dn. (The nearest core level is 

about e.. rydbergs dorm)► The intemal in (4.5) win nor be evaluated 

using methods described in section 17.2. 

Tiring (2.1) air nay write the integral as 

I 14,(0)1 ty.u(plita„. 
= 	f 	(r)1 two.- -ccu ci, s#. 	n - 

-2 	S 1+„(r) 	s)dr  s#o 
+ I 1+,0:111' [ 0-)310- . 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

It tumrs out that the last two terns are considerably smaller than 

the first so attention will be concentrated on this one. Only nearest 

nciftbour sites need be included in th3 sum. rollozing a method 

described later in section 17.2 one may express the integer. 

I  Cs%) 	S 14),(012 r tr(  t' Cs ) 



in terms of integrals %hit* invvlve4 dihnotions referred to nee 

axes Oixty°21  where Us' is in the direction of B.  The originel 

d functions Oa are given by (548) referred to the cubic axes 

of the crystal and the transformed d functions One  (l) are given 

by similar expreasietus but rith primed co-ordinates. 11th new 

integrals defined by 

To" -= r ski (t)) [v(!"—Fs)IIch. 
4.5) 

it is founds  as in section 17.2, that 

s 	
2 

Stone 
iv(r_ 11,3  )1 d'r

ir° 
• 51' 	+ 41(2'4 31(5 ) • tt 1, 5.1, 3 

,(10+ 61(2 ;14 14(50 
2 	, n = 4, 5 

The d functions oecurring in (0and MIhave nudes passing 
throurti the potential centric: and I(5 maxis much the largest 

contribution to tleee expressions. rt follows frmn the above 

disoussion that, apart from states of Al and Ni symmetry, a 

tYpioal error in ryaberre Should not be larger than the numerical 

value of I(5)  in (r3►dberge)2• A more accurate calogation rhich 
included the second term in (340) 'meld lead to lermr upper bounds• 
to the error for 	states, but hidler upper bounds for others. 

No error should be greater than Wee the typical one indicated and 

(4.6) 



the crror in the X state should also not beturae than thi.s. 

1(5  taw be calculated 7,y the method inlioated in section 174 

and it is route to be 0.04 (rydberga)2  to a good alTroximmtion• 

The radial Wave function used use Fletcher'e analytic approximation 

to the Imo.-Famit function. It is interesting to note that, 

although IP/Certain off very rapidly radially, the largest con.-

tribution to the interval comes free' the irsiediate vicinity of the 

potential site because of the I:4  singularity in v% It is con-

cluded that a trpi, cal error in the calm/ Mien should nob be mater 

than 0.04 rydbergs for any atate vhioh does not interact with the 

actorlapring ap  bare. This accuracy is sufficient to ennure that the 

orclerinc of levoie at points of high synmeta7 is correctly given and 

ohms that the tight-binding method is at least semi-quantititivo., 

The accuracy may be considerably better than the upper hot estimate. 

The above calculation poesibly represents the tig)t 

approximation in rather too favourable a licht. Fletc!4r employed 

Hartree..Pock Cu+  33. itinotions and these corx•espcnd to a more attract- 

ive potential than exists in metallic rTi• 	funetions are more 

localized than they should be are thin accounts for Fletcher's rather 

wall band...widths It is clear fr.= (44) that the accuracy of a 

tieitoibinding calculation depends I gely on the degree of local-

isation of the atomic iNinctions used. An example at the °Ivo:lite 

extreme is to be fount in Chapter 5. In the calculation on Cu reported 

11.0 
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there very diffuse la'Amict  fbnetions are used end by actual 

calculation the error in the tightebindinc eaergies is found to 

be several times the true bend 1dth. t Atmie fhnotions are 

determined from an 'atomic' potential whit* is usually closely 

related to the.orystal potential. A tirtit.binaing calculation can 

only be sueeessfUl for a giventnetal if a. reasonable choice of 

'atomic' potential can be made such that the 'atomic' functions are 

sufficiently localized. The question of whether thip is the cane 

for °topper and the transltion metals is discussed in the next section. 

p.? 	 

In the free it of a transition metal a nubber of different 

conflPurations (501/(404/  have energies very cleee to each other. 

In the metal theze configuraticns interact, the 4s band overlaps . 

the la bank, and it is unreasonable to use a potential corresponding 

to the lowest strmic configuration in the vicinity of each stns. 

This has been Shown explieitlyfor bodp.centred cubic ion by Callevay 

(1955) and Stern (055). Both thece 'workers used a potential based 

on the self-eonsiotent mom for the 5 640g configuration or atomic 

iron ani in both cases the 3d band wac found to lie completely below 

the 4s brxml. This would imply that the configuratien in the solid 

%us sao %molls inconsistent with 	confipuration assumed. 
rota calculations also found the band to be about 0.1 ry. made, which 

is narrower than the width seated by X.rcy emiesionmeasurements 
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(sIdnner, Millen and Johnaton i934). Canaives ealeulAtion 

vas by tho 01117 method and Stereo by his modified. tight.binding 

method. In Stern's case the narrowness of the band is due to the 

looalised nature of the atomic, functions and the situation is such 

that the tiglit»binding method is probably" very ac sate for the erYelza 

potential used, Unfortunately the potential is not physicalkyreason• 

able. Later caleulations by Stern (1969) end need (3902) have ahem 

that a potential based on a Sa74s configuration bade to more reason- 

able results. Hanus (1960.6) has investigated the effects of diff-

erent crysiza notentials in Ni using the APW method* Die initial 

calculation employed a potential based on a Ide4s2  configuration 

and the o 'tuna was found to lie very low relative to the d band. 

The o band could accommodate two electrons below the d band. which 

does not agree with the normal modal of Hi with 0.6 o electrum. 

The d bend width was 0.63 27. are also tried IL pottntial based 

on a (W)10  configpratton where the sitliation was found to be Tiorse 

with a bend width of 145 27. This was only to be expected since a 

d electron is not bound so tiEhtly if there are 9 other d electrons 

to screen the core. rore recently Hams has applied a suitable 

exchange potential corredtion to his oziginal potential and firxls 

that the d band lion in the middle of the first bard or the ap bands 

and has a width of 0.3 27. 

The above diecussion shwa that choosing a suitable crystal 



potential is not easy. The methed at present is essentially *two 

of trial and error until a potential is found Sixtah leeds to a 

band structure consistent iztth lateen pleisical dais.. It is often 

mmxted in the literature tImt modern ceoputing techniques will 

soon rzlxeit pmeible to eslcule.te self.-ccoslatent potentials. 

It was pointed out in section 2, hoverer, that the difficulties 

of the many body problem are such that it is by no means clear 

what self.-consiotent problem has to be solved. 

The mention to be considered not, is whether various crystal 

Potentials, which have boon found phyeically reasonable for trans-. 

ition metals, are euitable for a titht.binding approach. Orystal 

potentials of cellular or 'muffin tin' form normally employ an 

atomic-lire potential within the cells or inscribed sphere, at 

the potential extrapolates smoothly to the fbrm -2/r. This extra. 

polated potential is the most natur,..1 choice of 'atomics potential 

for a ticht.-binding calculation and the suitability of this choice 

van presently be considered for several erystal potentials for 

which end calculations exist. In a ticht-lAnding calculation of 

d hands the bands apreed to en almost equal extent shove and beim 
the elmavalue T of the 'atomic' functions calculated in the satanic° 
potential. Thus by examining a Inald structure, vihich ban been cal- 

culated by sort method fbr n Oxen crystal 7:)otenttal, it is possible 

to infer the binding enercy of the nature.' choice or 'atomic' function. 
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FIGURE 5: Graphical plot of the data in tables 
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This binding err deter-ires the localization of the 'atomic' 

fsmotton 'which for larCe r varies as r 2 
	 here 0( 2=z 4.130. /t is 

then possible to decide en the cuiqzbilit,  of the tidtt.binding 

method. Vslucc are listed, in table A of at estimated in this my 

from various hue eructurce calculated accurately by methods other 

San -"tight-titans. Tlx. width of the d bare is also indicated. 

The remits of Jlanus (1X2) an Ski are  riot .ven lance his Potential 

does not extrapolate to -2/r and the natural choice c' 'atomic' 

potential inclioated above is not possible. Pran table A it is seen, 

as 17'00.41 be expected, that the hind vidth is mailer when the d bands 

lie lower, i.e. when the *e.toraie function is more localized. "`rat 

this point el' view !loverWs band. width is unezreetedly sia1l. or, 

alternatively, biz 0. 1-.1.4.o ure:zrzotedly !Ital. To discover Whether 

a tiert-hinding calculation haced on the =Aural ie.tomio' firnetions 

would lead to reasonable results in the above situations, it is 

noceesarj to =mine the band-ieirlthe obtainryl rein 'atonic' functions 

with vnricrls aegmes of localization. Values of at ana bark a width 

for Sane existin(); titht-binang coloulatlens are given in table II. 

The data of ttibler. A v'i 3 are represented, FiDhiccily in • 

figure S • It is clear that tinht-binlin:7 efilcula•Uons for the 

civetal pot-Tit/ale or table i ealetzlations, and. vdth a natural choice 

of 'atomic' poteritials, 17-..1;13. inevitably lezid to irae will:the consider- 

Ably larffer than the true once. rar M.7117Ple t V.riat-bindinE, ealeulatien 
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:dowarth (195) Cu 	- 0.5 0.28 

Seoall (1062) Cm(iat potential) 0.3 0.2.0 

Cu -(2na potential) 0.7 ' 0.30 

Vrood (1902) F.O.C. Ile 0.4 0.45 

B.C.C. re 0.4 0.40.  

1GE 13 

Ot 

".ogler (1951) Ni 2.0 0.2 

T3e3-'3147 (1060) 1.42 0.34 

Stern (1959) riga .4; • Pcs 0.7 0.6B 

alvtwas (Bee Chap.5) Cu 0.5 1.30 
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for Cu uaing Se 	's second potentials  and using a natural 

choice of 'atonic' potentials  would almost certainly lead to 

a band width nearer Stern's value of MS ry• than the accurately 

calculated one of 0:30 ry. This inference can be made, in spite 

of the fact that Stern's calculation is for B.c.c.res  because, in 

the region of at< is  band widths in a tight..bialing caculation 

are more sensitive to changes in "atonic' function than to changes 

in crystal potential and structure. Thin of course accuses that 

differences in crystal potential are not large and that the nearest 

neichbour distance is not changed much. These conditions obtain in 

the present case. For the case of lima rth's Cu potential a tidit-

biniing calculation with a natural choice of 'atomic' potential is 

reported in Chapter 5. The band width is f:mnd to be much too 

large. This result is not surprising since it is pointed out in 

section 18 that an upper 'bound to a typical error, calculate from 

(4.4), is about 2 rAberge in this case. 

The evidence cited above shows clearly that a natural choice of 

'atomic' potential must be abandoned in calculating d bands. Reason-

able results are only obtained if ot>1 and to ensure this the binding 

energy of the 'atomic function in the latectic' potential must be 

t3reater than rydberg. Some obvious alternative choices of "atonic" 

potential are shops in figure 6 • The broken lines shoer the modi-

fied tikttrata t  pteettals and the full lines show the natural choice 
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u 

F 5. 6 

of atomic potential* In cam (a) the potential in genomily 

deepened., particularly in the region, vhcre the radial d function 

Peeks. In oases (b) and (c) a step in introuced. into the /atomic' 

potential on the 'muffin...tin' sphere* The relative nerits of these 

PossibilWes may' be studied using the criterion indicated in 

section 84. Tho 'atomic' potential U should be chosen so that 

the integral. 

skrni C E.- El  + V-- U 
(4.7) 

in as small an possible* g(g) in en eicenfunction for the potential 

trvith eirovaluo ro  and V is a typical °ne' in the band calculated 

by the erht-bindtngrwUvad* !Olney be taken as the 3i eigenvalue in 

the natural choice of 'utemics potential. no  - E' in not nejected 
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hns been done preview...1y, since it is not nerligible in cane 

(a) rhere there is a large meaty shift ( 	rsIberg).• To 

achieve approximately the same ok for Cite tatemic' function in 

all canes the natentittl step h must be equal to the enermr 
eronots 17,* E0  in oaoe (a) • /t is then clear that the contribution 

to the intect-W. (4.'7) from the reritni r > ro  it.; of similar makrnituae 

in s.11 eases. In ca.= (a), horiover, there in a contribution frau 

r < 2.0  vtioh me'y be quite large, a3.thourt the largo 	Bo  tam 

rust brprorinatc1L'r 67incel V. - TT over part of the mire. The bent 

choice of latcrtic' note ntiel thus appears to be one of typo (b) or 

(0) • 

It is simple to entimate an upper baud to the error in a typical 

calcula-Uon i.n *al:Joh 'atomics functions as localized as 

the .71arta-ne-1"ock Cu+  5a ftziceons ore obtained by usin7 an 'atcrvic°  

potential of type (e). It is only necessetry to =calculate express-

ion ('!.4) Trith tt tall.ng a conntant value of (k Vro) ryabergs. If 
• Is it thin in dale with h i it is fauna that the 4,e-A t,xo tense are no 

loner nefair4hie nn..1. the value of (4.4) in approxinatekr tvice that 

calculated in section 	Thus a Voice,. error in VI* caculation 

should not be greater than 0.09 r7aberrs f any ntate which does 

not interact with the overlapping ap band. If the same 'atonic 

ftvIctions vero obtaired usinz, a potential of type (b) the 'air 
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bound estimate would be wallets, pexharl, about 0.06 rydbergs* 

It is probable that *e accuracy is reial vithin the bounds note 

Thus if en tat aaie potential of type (b) is used the tidit. 

binding method cannot lead to arty of the Iona inaccuracies which 

can occur /then the rieWra/ choice of 'atomic' potential is made 

for d bates. Ideally the asetual potential step introduced should 

be chosen so as to mantels!" (4.7). Fortunately hareeer the band 

structure obtained will be fairly insensitive to the exact value of 

at and. hence of b, for the following reasons. Pirstly it is seen 

fron ficure 5 that the band width only decreases relatively slowly 

as at increases for of > I. g000rtly an h and hence oc , increases 

the rnar:Tititueln of the factor V - U in the energy integmle increases. 

Thecte two effects tend to compensate* 

It midat appear that by introducing a potential step into the 

l'atemici potent/el, and that obtaining vex localized tatceicf func. 

tiOnn o 	 viewpoint his been artificially imposed on 

the written. Tbie is not so however &knee the potential step device 

only 'emirs when the charge distribution correeponling to the natural 

choice of totemic' function is each that most of the ()harm lien 

thin the sphere inscribed in the unit cell• then the natural 

istedie' f' -*action is more diffese, e*r.. conductton electrons in Ha.*  

the effect of a potential step is nsrely to force up the erLergy with. 

out meetly increasing the binding* Thus, even using the. potential 
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ttevice, 	 wnrc,..e..7,-atin1 can Orit7 tr-} Iv7,0.-1 for 

opotronr, 0.11(qt 

 

	

t? 	 botrtil, 	evMence ft7rtbe 

s..777m,Niancro er th 5.11t-htnilin,7: methckl toi d hnnaa fn the eimple 

n:U ft41171 	n(t) ozv 	ttn 1..n accAtmtz,  cacti:Le 

vuenn 	T7oca (1rx11) tbr re and r.lcooll (Drn) !b On. OtoistareLl and 

riohirerth  (ow 7,,c,rm lame te) 	17ookiLt3 re7rats 17e7.7 17711 Mitlf.; edit* 

bt&r intor:4.ation 1.,orrtteo.. •. 

Th 	Cecf:.:7111-45?, to the strA.A. 	11Tyifl nothol. Aar a bonds 

	

ilmt ftt arvo not 	vith rte tat0„ p tr.n7,s 	ovell.ap /he 

bD,if!i• 'Mem 	earil t2efrintetretiona irlth the a Irma entre* be 

trestea by. the 1,snal tinht-hindimg nethoa dm* th4.1 44.5 or 4p rvUraio 

functions have lame overlare 	 $14:rve. Zn 	nett 

noetton 

 

ii coriedcrealli.vother tha. 'Lame or Chaptez. 3 can bc.,  used 

Woritle cOvvectIowx ths 	rether:,1 anl 	doYL 

the rc.k:Allorn 1117 	ovr.rla7. 

-.114k2=144:41pp svrIPT)  

	

54, firot ar' 	vorth clnafq1crinr; tittriber ii 

comection mothoa or motion 10 can be vnel to oalceisto 	t7,arts 

to the tIghtobinang method in the cane ot::' bartie• rin:..'orts/natsly 

this is not the case since the nothod can oritv,  trr!lica efrm the 

tatrrvi.10  fonew..-Anz, are actnallr bemcilth 	11-77,A1ietotin* ioi1, 

rtten thed.revilv';) or Vie 'tcthe 	tez:tics holm ti constant 

or potontia hotrart spheres. This it not the ease for1 hvile Tten 

realistic azsystal potentials ere used. The arrimtetio correction 
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method 	- probably he alied successfuIbr to 3torn's (1955) 

init4A1 tidit-4iinding maculation fbr Fe in Illicit . the ti band hay 

ccenlately below the a band. • •Realiatic d bands lie lust ,.r,  thin 

the ranip or aoplicabilitr of the ezlit..binding apprrzirmtion, 

eltherdi care is needed WI MB dismissal in suction 1.11,4„ 

cults/de the x.anos 	applice.bilita of the asaraiPtoVc correction 

notice.. 

The yroblem 	to deal with the ovi,,r1svpinaa and p hinds 

in a ticht•binding, calculation mains an unsolvea one. Onc.,  tentative 

sumrlestion ne.:7 he rode here. In cocoon 10.4 it e pain' cry. cut that 

corrections - to the ticht-binding .mve *notion talo3 the ream of Mach 

enAit. ert ) 	7.1 ) ,r.r. 

were 	is the product of a rOlerical 	-cells raid a mato.111, 2u:rum 

which fells cef exponent-lally as rapid37 as the tight..binding 'atarkic v  

fanction.. In the mule of a bands, althoudi the a.ortmtotic corrootten 

method does not axay, it is nevwtheless worth considering the use of 

similar functions* One could construct 4e end 49 functions Willi* 

resemble the corres7onding atomic functions over the core regloc, so 

ney arc ortho;.,onal to the core functions, but witich fall ore 

r.pmentially as fast as the a tater:Act functicns* Bloch a= formed 

from these coule. be anal, together with the a rtiootIonz, to set uri 



tie lima fiecttlar efration* The L'etrlx almznts coula'be eActly 

maculated because ail the atomic functima used trAild be quite 

looglsed* It taa7 be sitnificant that accurate calculations (rood. 

i$621  Fi.ealls  1903) show that the co band lo closer to a tie:it--

I:ivling form of band than to free electron bands* Tlie A.nu. vApe 

'..ho vane bou.'rxiaricti are larEpe Comm11 and l':ohlfea•th (103i) 

re= able to fit 7.4301.8 	onet d bails rith tIcht-41indinc Ponaulab* 

It nay also be cat::..niticant that .I4cdinP...r (.15:5..1) tat able to 

Piepardis (w57) Cu Feral surface rim terms ei" 	 font* 

sce else a reference to TI-J,  float in 'Ulla y.ppor by setsall. (3:as.,.2)]. 

tIoncluraiza  

The oft: us for the nee,: Cesar:1Iva in this chapter end the 

preece,ins oar vt,an the rather Itnsuecessful ol,loylaKen rs'hich, Is reported 

in C'Empl.;cr 3. I. possible neva to This initial calculation %idol/ 

it nee. throutt rant; 	alt 	ched.0;,.! o.0 'Atovaef  :Auctions, vrould 

have been to repeat the caculatien 'oith nece 	aria rather 

arbitrari2;7 	Iftternict functions* A more reasonable set oi) 

atAzves 	eartani: 17-3tvo been obtained bet it vas f.cat; 4114-tt little 

r'47/4 be galnoa try adiltrr; to the exlotinz /Robes* of sue.,: arsoltrazzr 

macaslattons, of temom acearatrj4 .4. bore -Aindamnirl erizirrAtion of 

the basis of the ticht..77indinr nethod Tras thereon) trlclert--.).77en an? the 
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main conclusions will be surnraized here. It is felt that the 

vay has fl been prepared for better understood and mare carefully 

controlled applications of the tirjatrebinding method, particularly 

to the study of 4 bands. 

The main conclusions are as follows. 

(i) The satanic' functions in a tight binding calculation must 

be well localized. 

The error in the calculation due to using a restricted set 

of trial functions is likely to be large unless the nearest 

neighbour approximation is a good one. It will rarely be worth-

while pursuing a tight-binding calculation beyond second nearest 

neighbour integrals. This conolunion vacs reached by general 

arguments in section 8, and in section 9 the error in the tight-

binding method was calculated explicitly for a chain of S 

time. The calculation reported in the next chapter shows haw 

large errors arise if the 'atomic' functions are insufficiently 

localized. 

(9) The Imuffinistin'potential in the mo: t suitable form of cryrsta.1 

potential for a tight-binding calculation. The reasons for this 

are the following: 

(a) 

	

	
Accuracy, Accurate results for a given crystal potential 

are no. t likely to be obtained if the iataaie functions 

correspond to an 'atorni.c° potential viiich coincides with 
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the crystal potential within the sphere inscribed in 

the unit cells 	s condition cannot be satisfied if 

the crystal potential is constructed from overlapping 

potentials. A cellular type of potential his praetical 

disadvantages but the 'muffin...tin' potential is ideal. 

With the %tate' functions chosen as inlieated the trial 

Bloch functions are nearly orthogonal to the awe funntions. 

Non...orthogonality to the core only arises from overlap of 

the 'atomic' functions 'Oh core fbnctions an neighbouring 

td.tesi  and thin must be nor ligible if condition (1) above 

is satisfied. 

(b) 	Practical advantages. It was pointed out in section 0.5 that 

with a 'muffin-tin' potential, the ears of t'flree...centre 

fle .It  (41.24) is rapidly convergent. If condition (1) is 

well satisfied three-centre integrals are a minor correction 

to the two-centze approximation taxi may easily be calculated 

since the integrations are over spheres. A method to be 

deeoribed in sect ion 17.3 in a convenient means aye 

Ming than. 

(0) 
	

'rhe availability of a correction method. In seotion 1,0 a 

method 1Tas developed fbr correcting the tidit-binding method 

for the error vsivich arises through using a restricted set of 

trial ftnetions• film method applies *ten the cigttal potent-

ial le of 'muffin-tin' foam and when the "atomic' functions 
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correspond to states **ma in the 'muffin...tin' well. 

Is section 11, the method ma applied to the simple 

4...functienmodel. In the general case it is interesting 

to see hoe corrections of different angular symmetries are 

generated by terms of these symmetries which (mist in the 

origlnal trial functions when expanded about a lattice site. 

(5) Reasonable accuracy can be attained in a tight hurling calculation 

of d bands)  at least for those states which do not Interact with 

the overlapping ap bend)  provided the correct choice of 'atomic" 

wotential is made. 

A natural choice of 'at c' potential is obtained by extra►... 

polating the potential within the 'muffin tin' sphere to a coulomble 

form 01:4- large r. In this dtwpter it was ahown that this choide 

of 'atomic' potential is a very poor ono Dar d bands. In order 

to pradTIce sufficiently localized 'atomic' functions it is mesas.. 

cry to introduce into the "atomic' potential a potential step of 

about 1 rydberg on the 'muffin-tin' ephere. This is preferable to 

using an 'atomic" potential which is deepened within the sphere; 

the lattermethorl leads to moults of uncertain accuracy. It 

has been argued that the band structure should be insensitive to 

the emot potential step introduced and a criterion for choosing 

a reasonable one has been given. The use of more localized func• 

tions makes the calculation simpIrrandmore accurate at the same 
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tine. The nearest ne ighbour approodration away be a rood ones  

althoujI in a rood calculation the ne:rt mama neighboar two-

centre &ntet1e end the ilarmet threcoicentre and non•orthotro. 

mitt y Integra) eheraid be caleulated. rxn upper Imre to (he 

error in a tVPical d band ealculations  for a et ath *Lich does 

not Internet with the overlapping ep barites  ie estimated to 

be about NOG ry. There are indications (see motion 10) that 

in many eases the emir may be very ranch smaller Van the upper 

bound ontinate. The problem or op overlap is a affloult one 

but a sumeetion for &la/int: with it Tun been nodes 

It is obvious that the titht.binding method earnob tiro 

to -the necurecy rhich 	tr achieved by awe otter nethetla at 

o rootricted number Or pothts in the nano. Ileverthelesa the 

tar/I/Aft...lint method aen Ow a reanonably acc,,,rate pSetirc or 

cnerd,e0 and raved Alm:Mom throw iota the none; it is convenient 

tar calculating density of statre cravoe end the rave fr,metions 

are aufficiently effille to torn a basin fbr phVoioal theorloo. 
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011APTEA 5  

A TAINT-49113K PALOULATTON PoR  

1713 D BAND IN COPPER  

In this chapter a calculation is described which was carried 
out to investigate directly, in a pazbtiotitar case, whether the 

structure of the d band may be obtained with reasonable accuracy by 

the tight-Mailing method using only the Bloch functions formed from 

the ad 'atom o' functions. In the event the calculations give very 

poor resrelts and the reason for the failure of the tight-binding 

method is obvious a posteriori. It appears that, through taking 

the natural choice of 'atomic' potential, the 'static' functions 

used were insufficiently localised. Nevertheless the calculation 

is reported here .since, despite the negative resultlit has sane 

positive aspec=ts and tit* of these may be mentioned hoe. 

In section 16 a general method is described of reducing all 

the energy integrals to the smallest number of iniependent integrals. 

The procedure given is more convenient and systenatic than that used 

previously by Slater sal Koster (1954) • A second feature of the 

calculation is a new method of calculating three-centre integrals 

which, to a fair approximation, reduces then to two-centre integrals; 

this is described in section 17.3. These features of the calculation 

made it possible to include a large number of three-centre integrals, 



as well as two-centre and non-orthogonality integrals. Suoh a 

canplete tight•binding calculation does not avear to have been 

done previously for a three-dimensional lattice although Corbato 

(1956) has carried out an extended calculation in the two dimensional 

case of graphite. 

14. ronerlation of the Problep  

The general discussion of Chapter 2 shows that to formulate 

a tight...binding calculation attention must be paid to the crystal 

potential v(s) and the tataid.c/ potential 13(r). 

The -  • -tal  

Since the caleulation is aimed at investigating the accuracy 

of the tiphtobinding method it is desirable to use a crystal potential 

for which some accurate eigenvelues are knoen. The tight-binding 

results may then be ccmpared with the known values. At the time 

when the calculation was started the only existing accurate calcula.,  

tione on the a hand in copper were the two calculations of Howarth. 

The first of these (losarti/953) was by the cellular method and the 

second (ffosarth 1055) by the tirw method. 

The potential used in the cellular method is of the form 

v(ht &) where v(r) is non-zero and spherically metric 

inside the unit cell containing the origin but sero outtide this 
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cell* The integrals involved in a tibrrbinding calculation for 

this metal potential would be internals over unit cells, and extremely,  

difficult to evalUate• The crystal potential used in the aw method 

is the "muffin-tin" potential which is spherimaly symmetric inside 

a sphere radius 1.0  surrounding each atom and constant between these 

!Therese The radius ro  is chosen so that the spheres just touch and 

the constant between spheres is chosen so that the 7?OtertW 10 

continuous across the boundaries of the sphere: Since the potential 

is arbitrary to the extent of an additive constant the constant value 

between spheres may be taken as sero• The potential is then of the 

foxes 

V(20 	c_ 	 (5.1) 

Idler* v(t) is spherically agseetric within the sphereiradius ro  
surrounding the origin and sero outside* It has been painted out 

that ouch a potential is extremely eadtable for a tight.binling 

ation. It was therefore decided to use the same crystal potential as 

Nowarth used in his APW calculation, and the results obtained in a 

tight binding calculation should, then be comparable with nowarth*s• 

Although Tineerth calculated the bigenvalues only at certain symmetry 

points in trews*  the values at these points were claimed to be 

accruate. More meetly, however, doubt has been thrown on the 

correctness of Flowarthis calculation; this was discussed in section 4. 

The crystal potential used by Howarth and used in the present 
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calculation, was formed to represent the (3d)9(40) configuraticn• 

The function v(r) wan obtained from tho Hartree Cu+  potential 

(Itartree 1933; 1934) as follows. A potential vo(r) tem first 

formed by adding to the Hartree potential the contributions of 

an atcmio 4s wave function in this field, normalised to unity 

inside the atonic sphors,18  and subtrecting the spherical average 

of the contribution from ono atomic 3d verve function, also normal 

iced to unity inside the atomic sphere. , ve(r) was thepotential 

used by Hooarth in his cellular calculation. v(r) is now defined 

v(r) vo(r) vo(ro) 	9 	r tc re, 	 (5.2) 
v(r) a 	 $ . 	r) ro  • 

v (r) is tabulated in table 1. ,r0  = 2.41 atonic units fur Cu 

and vo(ro) -0.9307 

149 The 'al:vie notontlg  
The natural choice of 'atonic' potential U(r) was made so that 

U(r) a vo(r) vo(ro) 
	

(5.3) 
for all r. Thus U(r) is equal. to v(r) defined by (5.2) for r< ro  

but does not flatten off to sera fur r> ro. vo(r) extrapolates 

smoothly to •• 2/r for large r• U(r) and v(r) are drawn schenatically 

in figure 7 

A convenient analytic fit for U(r) for r< ro, which will be 
designated U1(r) and was used in evaluating certain integrals, is the 

N.B. The sphere whose volume is the volume/atom in the metal. 



fallowing! 

r20i(r) r 40r - 50r1 	, 	0 < r< 0.4 	(5.4) 

0.5 	4r 	• 0.4 < r < 2.41 

For r > 3.5 U(r) is given by 

U4(r) 	r 0.9307 - 2/i 
	 (5.5) 

to an accuracy of V,. 

U(r) 
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ENERGY 
( ry ) 

0.9307 
0.6732 

 

 

 

  

14.p Tis 'atomic' func.gclus 
	9' 7 	

• 

The 'atomic' functions Oi(19 to be used for constructing Bloch 

functions are the five degenerate inave functions of the 311 states 

bound by the potential U(r). Thus referred to the cubic axes Ordt 
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of the crystal. 

•=P-Tu 	i(t4 	 1.31, VW 423rIFT: T-71 Vri 2 	tor 

4) - 	 e Fir ll.  'ft-) 4, rr 
r  0'4 4 

II" 	IWO 	 s 	la 	I-% 

(5.6) 

and 

t(r) 	(r) a 	 (5.7) 

where P(r) satisfies the equation 

ar2 
	 4. 11(r) Eorti 	 (5.0 

and is such that f(r) is finite at the origin and tends to nero as 

r -we • The eigenvalue En  and the corresponding function P(r) for 

the Hartree Cu+ potential IIR(r) are kncon (ihrtree 1955) and these 
may be used in a first-order perturbation calculation to obtain a 

first approximation to Ito. Thus 
00 
[e (r)11 v -U H ).h• E 0 	E H • 

and the value given by flartree for E is -1.05 ry. 

With U defined by (5.3) 

Eft (032' (u - 	) dr. e. -4- -i. 14 S — u•- c, 	-+ • 
r 	

"  
[ to] adr 

0 

eb [ 	h6-1] 1  ay. 
(5.9) 



3 ro  

2,2 

F 

2 
r ( A. U.) 

FIGURE a t Radial 'atomic' function calculated in 
Howarth's potential ( full curve) compared with 
Hartree-Fock Cu+  3d function (broken curve) 
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and nuncrical integration leads to a value 0.70 ry for Eo. This 

served as a useful starting point for an accurate calculation of Eo  

end the corresponding function P. This calculation me carried out 

using methods described by Hai:tree (1928) and it was found that 

Ta  a 0.0732 r3. (3.10) 

A graph of the corresponding function P is given in figure it mere 

it is °capered with the Ilaztree-Fook Ou+  function used by Fletcher 

(1952) • Thp latter function falls off much more rapidly as r increases 

and this, of course, is due to the more attractive potential in the 

ion. 

It can now be pointed out that t4 swore choice of 13(r) which 

milt be considered, viz. 11(r) = v(r) for all r, is in feet not 

possible. This is because if an approximate Bo  is calculated free 

(5.7) with 11(r) = v(r) a value not much different from (5.8) is obtained. 

This is positive and thus the potential well v(r) has no bound 3d state. 

It will be seen from flaw° 7 that the binding energy of the 3d state in 

the potential of 11(r) is 

0.0307 —0.0732 = 0.2575 ry 

14.4 Anativttc apure3cimations to the_radial wave "notion  

In order to evaluate the integrals viiich occur in section 17 it is 
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necessary to have analytic approrimaticme to the radial nave 

P(r)/r. Unless otherwis© stated all the expressions 

given below are accurate to 'within over the relevant range. 

An accurate expression for P over the whole range is 

P 	a r20.0503 exp(.4.54r) + 0.489 exp(-1.144r) +7.49 exp(-2.7ir) 

80.8r3  exp(-7.270 	 (5.11) 

The last term is sirnificant over such a wall region that it alrays 

makes a negligible contribution to the intemuls calculated. 

accuracy is preserved over the range r > 3.5 if only the first two 

terms of (11) are retained. An alternative f'it, valid over the range 

2.4 	r < 7.2)  is 

nr P 	e r L0423 exp(.03.63r) +2.22 exp(..1.77r)] (5.12) 

and this was used in an independent check of the neareet neighbour. 

two-centre energy integrals. 

Por certain purposes it is convenient to have expressions involv- 
3 -i otr ing terms r a 	and such an expression, valid for 3.5< r <10, is 

1,3 22 r510.0253 exp(-0.68r)40•502 ex7).(-1.47r)1 
	

(5.13) 

In acme cases much czyder single term fits were used. Thus for r > 3.5 



3.0 	4.0 5'•0 	6.0 
r 

7.0 

0.3 

0.2 

O. 1 

FIGURE 9 t One-term approximations ( broken 
curves) to the radial function P. (full curve) 
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a rain fit is given by 

P4 	= 0.076r3 exp( -0.63r) 
	

(5.14) 

and for 2.4 < r< 7.2 

P5  -0.26r3  exp(-1.10 
	

(5./5) 

P4 and 1,'5 are compared with the exact curve in figure 9 and it will 

be seen that the fit is rather poor. The parts of the calculation 

employing these expressions could be improved by using two term fits 

but in view of the unpromising results obtained this does not appear 

worthwhile. An improvement in accuracy here could hardly produce 

the radical changes necessary to make sinificant improvements in 

the final results. 

15. 1ressions for the Matrix Elements  

In the preceding sections all the ingredients of a tight-binding 

oalculation were presented. The crystal potential, 'atomic' potential 

and 'atomic' wave functions were all specified and it remains to insert 

them in the formulae of section 6.2 to obtain the matrix elements in 

the secular equation. It is the aim of this calftlation to calculate 

the matrix elements fairly accurately without any of the arbitrary 

simplifications normally made in a tight-binding calculation. To 
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avoid having to solve fifth-order nocular equations the detailed 

calculation of the enerar bands will be rentricted to the (0,0,i) 

axis ink-space. In this direction only the diagonal matrix elements 

Hnndinn  are nonisnero and the secular equation factorises comilete:k7. 

Thus for the (0,0,1) direction in Icp.space the five energy bands are 

given by 

rt,, 	= Hein /Ann =-• 

7019 ...at .5t  
E. + 	t -4" 

s ("ni 	4 . g 
t 

(5.0) 

(n.v) s) 
The group.theorettleal reason for the factorisation of the secular 

equation is that for haler% the (0,0,1) axis Q , the Modh functions 

fn  formed from the 'atomic* function. On, defined by (6), torn bases for 

the irreducible representations of the groUp of ,01 as fellows: 

021  I'd f5 	1 

Thus fip f4 	fibelong to different nos degenerate representations 

and f2  andlOclong to the doubly degenerate representation as  

There are, therefore, four distinct bands to calculate along the 

(0004) axis, one of then being doubly degenerate. 

The second term on the riEhtshand side of (5.10) invoaves 

over lattice sitesat, and it is convenient now to classify those as 
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nearest neichbours, next nearest noithbours etc* to the lattice 

a4 to at the ox n. In the next motion the Sites are listoa up 

to eel =twist mid-ibours• 

t54 :Mc lattice awn  

The Cu Lattice I.:" face-qoontrea cubic with lattice constant, i45. 

ciao of the unit cube or the lattice, a e 0001 A0V0 

Vearost noichbours (in) 

att., j• 

=twit :roma nactiboons (8) 

LAt. 0„ 01 	nO„ 1. 4 

nte nearest neighbours (4) 

a(.t 	a(+ 

4th unrest noidtotare (0) 

01(4 1, is  0) , a(41„ 0„ + 	a(0, as  i) 

Oth nearest neighbours 04) 

a( +.1 •  f it!, 	, 	at,, t 	01, 	0 

si(0, .t.1 • + 	• a(t 	0, 4.1)  

ath nearest neirhbours (8) 

41,1.0  to  4,  I) 

7th nearest neiDhbours (40) 

Ati • +.24 40' 	• LAI 1*  

14100 4.1• 1) 0 acts! :i!r„ V 

• a(t •,/,, A s  0) 

• a(Os  * 

• aLf,  It, i!F) 

• a(SIVI.J• .+ la +4.) 



+ 2, 0) a(0, 

0, ) 

+ 2,  + a(1%;12, + 
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8th nearest neighbours (6) 

a(+ 2, 0, 0) 	(a(0, 

9th nearest neighbours (36) 

4:0 w  $ + , 0) 	a(±1, -- 

ekt 2, .1. 1, + 	, a(1- 

The sum in the runnerator of 546 will presently be written out in 

full up to &h nearest neighbours. It may first be noted that, omitting 

the complex conjugate symbol in (2.20) since the 'atomic' functions used 

here are real, 

(nn) 	r 
in(E, - )[1! U]¢II(D\11* 

411(z: 4.2)[v w u)pinWast. 

^ J(nn) 

This follows from the fact that V, U, -and all the Pin  are invariant 

under inversion in the origin (t 

Thus 
(rni) 	\ 	(lin) 	(nn) 

expv.ik.Rti = Jo 	+ 1E1 Jt  cos kAt  
t#0 

nn) 
It is convenient to use the obvious notation J

( 
 (1110 to denote 

Jinn) with R = a(p,q, r) and the follbwing expressions for the 

(5.17) 
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etttri ( 017) idth t. ( 0, 0, Via) are easily obtained. The 

giVell in two parts, the first mut tin to 4th nearest neiChbaurs 

and the second part firma 5th to 9th nearest mithbours. This is 

done because the contributions of nelchbottra up to fourth have 

been calculated more careitilly than the hirher order contributions 

and it is desirable to tn:amine how important the hither order con-

tributions are. The superscripts (nn) a witted in the formulae 

below 

J t  exp 

(1st 	4th n.n.) 

tie 43(,, .t 0) "ael--941) 2*7(1, 0 0) 11(©1  0) + 43(j. 1. 

+(0 	.:7) 4. 43o 0 o ewl( 	1.7 + 83G 	coal 

4123(0 0 1) 8.1( - 	i) 43(o 1 1) + 44(1 o 1)1 coo 

( S. 1 6) 

0 



tit  exP (-IRit) 
0  " 416- Vh) 

. 
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43(tio) 4T(iii)) + 
2J{2 0 0) 4- 21'(0 2 0) 4.1(1 I 0) 

 

+ ellg7' (10 l!') 4' 441(01 1.;) 
4. 63
(1

4. a:(it 1 t ar 2?: D 

1 1.: I +DIU i 1.) 	‘ + sT, i 	a 1 1)  1 ace 17 

+ P G 01) 43(0 .:/4.) + 8.1(17 ii ) 4. CIO. '124) 4-  43041)+ 4J(101) coon 

+['370 id  2) 1J(0 0 ol cos 41 

na 
It in unnecessary to calculate Jo

( 
 v
)
ofor both n = i and 2 since it 

follows from oyclia permutation of tIve into* ration 'variables that 

ii) 
4 Pgri 	r2.2)  rP(1) 

The next four sootions are devoted to the method of calculating 
(211) (mr)  smearing in (5.18) and (5.10) with n = 1, 4 and 5. Formulae 

exact2y similar to (54'18) and (Nig) extot far the sum in the denamin. 
(nn) atm or (5.16) and the calculation of the 3(pqr) is alga discussed 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 
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below. 

Recitiptiort of the nerrerther.onpli,t7z and,  

emery interr4s  
A g,(n11) For symmetry reasons all the, integrals J (nn ) 

(pqr) an‘' s(( r) are  
not independent, i.e. linear relations exist between tarn, and the 

aim of this scotion is to reduce their calculation to caloulating a 

smaller number of independent intervals. Slater and }teeter (1954) 

have discussed. this problem to acne extent end have given a general 

proscription for &sling with twoweentre integrals. They point out 

that Fletoher (1952) in his calculation for ra oaleniated trice as 

many intemals as ma necessary and this sort of unnecessary labour 

must be avoided in a calculation as °triplex as the present one. 

Slater and Rooter elco discussed in special cases the problems of 

reducing 
.7(DV)  

nn) when the two centre apprwiration is not made, However 

they gave no genera prescription for doing thin and the sits, of 

independent inteomls they used are not the most convenient ones for 

calculation, This last consideration, which is discussed agrin in 

section 16.5, is not important to Mater and Koster as their indep.. 

endent integrals were tmaixe an disposable ;ammeters" 

164 Notation for the intceralp 

Before prooceding with the reduction of the non-orthogonality 

and energy integrals it io convenient to introduce a ell fitly modified 

notation. Different notations are better for different purposes and 

so far two notations have been used to specify intermle. In the 
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general theory of section (3.2 a minas suffix t was used to denote 

a articular lattice site at  and the oorrespondirc non-orthogonality 

and energy integrate were denoted byS(m)   and tit( ) respectively. 

In the explicit formulae (548) and (5.i9) it ras necessmry to 

specify the co-ordinates of each lattice site so that ,1:n)  was 
(nn) 	 () replaced tor.i( )where 	= a(p, rip r). A, similar notation Strip)  

ems implied fas non-orthoronalityintegrals. In the folloming it 

will be useful to specify a lattice ete- as1 nhore the first —a; 
suffix indicates that it is a tth nearest neidibow(to the oririn) 

and the second suffix u indicates the particular neighbow. The 

corresponding non.orthogonelity anti enes.gr in Wattle will be denoted 
(nn) 	(nn) by S 	and 411 	• 
to 	• to 

tiorrorliomalit iategNs  
The integrals 

ori(r. - An)  gA9d'r 

are easily reduced by expressing the orldnala functions (5.3), which 

are referred to the cubic axes of the crystal, in terms of d functions 

referred to axes Ox', Oy',  Os/  There Oz' is in the direction of Lttu. 

gunzss Oxl„ Oy' Oz' have direction cosines (11 	ads  (1.2  Int., n2) 

and (1, z, n) respectively, referred to the cubic axes Orin, Then, if 

pve denotce[15/(4v)) (3eyVi2) f(r) and 12.(x) denotes 

[15/(41011  (ysn'ir2) f(r) etc., the fallowing relations are easily 

(5.21: 



obtained 

01. 	(lim2  + yi)pre 	+ Im2) 0:21+ (191  + y)038  

3.171)04* 

(31k.  rflit/Al  + 	" 1ra  

2 2 - mi  + la (12  w. ra2)] 041 + 	g/P.) (12  • 2)9(5, 

05 	rrn 	, erg n404 , u  PrnnIgs, +.56/2)(0 n2)Pr i 	2 4- 
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11( &IP - Doe 

/tun:7 easily be ahem that the integral 

swmo 	 R ) 	(r)dt ni —ta Fa°  

is zero unless 	n° II t 	end that 

(4tolt ) 	(nt39 	(7513t) 
St 	; 	at 	e at 	. 

xt is clear that S(WI1  does not depend on the partinear neighbour 

(5.22 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

so the second suffix u need net be appmeed. The in 	(5.21) 

may be expressed in terms of the intetrals (343) by slbstituting for 
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the fin  two (5.22) and using the relations between direction cosines 

ue orthogonal axes. One obtens 

Sta 
	es 
	(nn 12m2)8(1.11°) 4. (12 + In2 41%2),(2$21) 

+ S/2m2(5159  

S(44) 	[n2  + 4(12  ma)34(1.1°)  + 112  + tin  tu 

ovo) m -t 

(i2  mx2) ` 1s(712')  

(5.2s) 
(50 
3tti 	e "f,t(3.2  + m2) 0(1.11°)  *-% 	5n(3.2 ♦ 7/2)42.2s)  

f In2 	ic2)2  is(t5'51) 

Thus three into In must be calculated for each value of 1:4], 

rolatices hold far tee-centre etlergy integmls, in 

'Which an silditional faotec U(r) occurs in the integrsials of (5.21) aM 

(5112). Thr,se relations Ilave been given previonely i4r Slater and 
rorter (Ivn4), The coefilcientsof SInin!)  in (0.25) are listed. in 

table 2 for all neilbott-s up to fourth nearest neighbours. The 

co-effi. cients for mocc aistax t. nei$:,hbows am easily calculated from 

(5,25) 



Zsitt.....41g2=ablatralla. 
To redmem the integrals 

(nn) P1224: ..P )[V( E) 11(r))filn(eal• 
to 

to a aizi of independent integrals it is once mein convenient to 

evreas the integrand in terns of d Amations referred to axes 

Osten', such that Or" is in the direction of Zia. The integrals 

(540) are then obzeined te= of integrals defined by 

(reE 
VI 	S On. (E, " atu)01(E) oro TAO] firAEM.1.  

specificatirrt of the Ox' and Oyll  0308, viiieh is necessary to 

complete this definition, is efdsoussed later for each maul, of 

neighboura. The *xes are to be chosen in an evivalent wey *or 
in each neighbour of a group, no that Jan 	depends only on the 

type of neitftbour and the seam suffix u can be dropped. 

Slater end Koster did not lase ,ate into 1a (5.27); they 
selected a certain number of independent fit(on)  and expressed all 
/*her gateman Jt(nu) in term of these. For exempla 	the 

nearest rw.ir)-(bour 	of the face-coot Ted cutd,e lattice 

(5.27) 
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sae expressed in terms 

(1.1) 

Oldo) 

J0 5) 

of the eix 5ntegrele 

(11) 
j  (0 

.7 (55) 

J.(15) 
(01D 

(44) 

It is clear that Slater and Easter were obliged to consider 

aff-diagonal into 1n (ma) # Om* The procedure used here 

also involves integrals 'it(nly0)  with n' > my. The disadvantage 

of Slater and. Easter's method of reduction is only apparent When 

tam actually attempts to calculate their is 	into .n. 

It is then not easy to see how Many independent threescentre 
( ntro l  ) integrals must be (*IA:misted* Men integrals 	are used 

involving d emotions referred to specrlally chosen axes Wyss' , 
it is possible to consider the three-centre integrals in groups 

of 2, 4 or even 0 equal moo. The details of thin :proeedure are 

given in seetion 17.3. 

In the case of non-orthoganalit-a intemas and. trio-centre 

enerpy integrals the choice of the direction of Ox' is arbitrary 

and the direction cosines of Ox' and Oy' do not &wear in the 

formulae (545)* liarevor in the cave al' 3(1:1), alma  v(r) does  

not have complete rotational evrametry about the line R # it fu 

157 
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FIGURE 	Transformed axes Oxiy'z' for nearest 
neighbour energy integrals. 	Numbered sites refer 
to Table II; other centres included there are 
obtained by reflecting the numbered ones in 
the 	plane and in the plane which 
perpendicularly bisects °PI. 
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FIGURE 	Transformed axes Ox`y'z' for next 
nearest neighbour energy integrals. Numbered 
sites refer to Table 12 ; other centres included 
there are obtained by reflecting the numbered 
ones in the planes x.1=0 and y1=0. 



FIGURE 	Transformed axes Ox'y'z' for 3rd 
nearest neighbour energy integrals. Numbered 
centres refer to Table 133 other centres included 
there are obtained by reflecting the numbered 
ones in the mid-point of OP3 
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FIGURE 	Transformed axes 0 x'y'z' for 4th 
nearest neighbour energy integrals. Numbered 
centres refer to Table 14; other centres included 
there are obtained by reflecting the numbered 
ones in the zcI zI plane and the plane which 
perpendicularly bisects OP4. 
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necessary to chomie the x' and y' axee in the most convenient 

my ?or each lattice ete n 

!rat lArhb°Urk 

Consider first tho case rhere R is a nearest neighbour. 

It is convenient to take Oy' along a cubic axis and the (1208 

Oey'el are shown in figure to for the caseAtt  = a(14 0, L.)* 
( 

it is not difficUit to find rhich of the integra 	
nte)

ls JI 	
are 

noni.nero. Thin Is clone by inspecting the irreducible represent- 

ations of the rpeop of•the nearest neighbour axis iie. the group of 

operations unierrhich the lattice and any point of the nearest 

neighbour axis remain invariant. '2110-character table for this 

group is given in table 3 Lc.f. Jones (1900) p.1071 and the two 

of d.fUnction 021, belonging to each repreeentation is indicated in 

the last column. The operations in each class are given in the usual 

notation but referred to the Oey'z' watem of axes (e.g. x'y'z' denotes 

the oreratlons 	7* 	y', t,' --b 0:l evrefleetion in the 
y'o' plane). The interral (3.27) is nee...zero only when 011, end PCm. 

belong to the same irredueible repretentation and so the integrals 

to be calculated are 

.01.1) 41 
	.7 	 .1* (eon') (70,0) (4'40) (5'') (4'5') t,j(564') J. j

6

i l i 1 111,1,1 

Tho lust tile intetwals ire mval since t i oce,;ributtcm of the U 
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term in V 	U is seromhenn' 4rn' and V' has reflection eymmetry 

about the plane 'With porpendieulaay bisects the line OPi  in figure icli 

also ge  and 08, are invariant under tho substitution &' w--) 

Icy using equation (5.22), and the notation used there for the area.. 

tion cosines of 0e, Pr24  0e, one obtains the follovinz expressions 
( 

for the nearest neighbour interrals aiu
nn) 
 in terns of .71 

jItill) 	2 (1119 	2 (vat) + lei) Ji 	+ (22m + 242) al  

2 (sts° 	4149 omi 	11m) 	+ La) Ji  

+
22 J( ) (4 + 2.13-Irs(2119.+ 	1 159  

a ( 4112 raid2, 	+ (121 m2E0242121)  111 

2 (3'39 	2 	2 	2 	0 	(4'4') + 	. nii) 1 	+ [21 	ri4')] 

y(12  A na2)2.7(5150 ri(1[12 	+ iY1 2  . m2) 	 - n2 .2-n2)1i45)  1 



10,4 

(en) 	9 (ill") 
iu 	sn n 11I  

4.1  (41$211 ) ;N  (Ilsrst ) 
* 	* 5n ni I t1 . 

9 	9, (4141) 	 *.) (W.) 
nn) 	win „ J e  

i • 

4,1( sna 	f 	 k (4'50 
3̂ /kni 712b71 

Particular MOM are obtained Iran (Sear)) by 511bstithtin_r1 the 

reinvent value of the direction cosines. For example in the ease 

Liu  * a(its• 0* 19 One substitutes' 

n n) 	(4 0412) u (li 	) t2 (004 0 +4":,1 ) 

(1 r, n) a (0 4.4. a) 
The coefficients or the Jin 11-  in these formulae are listed in table 6 
for 	 al a(,0)1.r)* a(044) and aC.!•tio0) 
Tregt mgt plArtkilvit 

Ox's 0y12, Oni nay be chosen to be of 	as an shorn in 

figure 11 • ie &exactor table for the maim of a cubic a4e in Avon 

in table 4 and it rolloes that the 'thinly nonotero integrals (e.17) are 

(1 gi 	41,
2
0. 110 	

et a' 
(3*31) 	(049 	(nst).) (i'i') 
9 	2 	t 	e7,2  

VmaV.ons exactly at .off 	to (e4t) may be mitten doen expressing 
_,r(nn) 
-nu in terns of' the above intecrals and the cooffielent of thnne 



are listed in table 7. 

MIA Itegniftt razz  

It is convenient to take Ox' in a nearest neighbour directio2 

and Oy' in a sixth nearest neighbour direction as shown in figure CZ 

for the ease R
- 

u a(i, ';',Ys D. The, direction cosines of the axes 15u 
Oxty's4, referred. to °vs, for this case are 

105 

The gpirmtryabmt the Os' axis is very loer in this case and the 

ErowP of the axis consists only of the identity operator and renew~ 

Lion in the slie plane. The trivial character table is given in table 

8 and it foliass that the nix es integrals (547) are 

WV) (2'2') Ow) (4,49 0,59 ,Y3 	33 	35 	.73 	33 (5.29) 

J(4° 	(514') (2'59 	(5'29 
3 	= .73 

j(2149 '3 344'2°) 
3 	3 

iife) 	30.1.) 
3 	= 3 



The lest four rat= of inter, .e are ect,tlal dm, 11 can be omitted 

in the inter rani 	V(z) le invariant unier reflection in the 

rata•sy:int of the line 0P5 in fiCure 120 The effeot of this refleob- 

ion n_z_leintion ie 	1'14u 	and hone. fraa Oen), ow finas 

j(n.ri i) 	A tn')  by vein the fact that 0
t3 (E) a 0 in  (4%). The .1  

eeereteienteof the intemals (547) in egpreseions .for JInniare 

given in table (3. 

FoAll ileP79ett.Pdrillow,  
use wee in the earn directions as the nmreat nelchboure but 

talon a distant, The axes Oeysse nay therefore be °bonen an for 

nearest neighbours and table 8 appliess 

partial cheek on Vac! 'babies is that tables 6, 7 and Cmust 

reduce essent4417 to table 9 if a two ...centre approximation made. 

In this al/verbatim at 	12 0 tor ni rie and 

(1.119
° 	

(n'?*) (5. 44141) 
• t 	J 39 

t 

Thus the am of the coefficients of CrUti*)  and itit41)  rAven by 
tables 61)  7 and C most oval the corresponaint: coefficicrits of 
st  

	

OA '} 	 (ni s) in table 2• Similarly the elm of the coefficients of Jt  
J43'54)  met sepal tale coefficient o1 3(.'112')  • Alao the coefficients 

	

. 	 „) or at(5519 met equal the corresponling eoeffiolenta of ot Awns  • The 
ecpalities txv zonally ter wrIfled from the tables* 

Ileishbours norc1 trnt the* the fourth ri.U. not be amassed 
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here since, as explained later, a two-centre approximation was used 
( for these. No discussion has been given of Jonn)  and this very 

special case is dcalt with at the numerical stage in seotion 17.2. 

17. 041,aulat:inp of tbe Intgitrale  

The next 
(Writ) and • 

nn ) problem is actually.  to calculate the inteorals ( t 

The decmposition of .1(nirl')  into twercentre and three- 

centre into  psis is effected by substituting (2.1) for V(t) in (5.0. 

Thus for t )i 0 it is possible to mite 

(n'm') 	(ngrn i ) 
tlt 	Pt 

(nime) 4., t (540 

where the first tetrra is the twoticentre contribution and the second 

the thre&centre contribution. If it it reit 	-{-3 	TT( ,"; ert-ere_. 

far r < r the two centre contribution may be written 

,(n fm' 	

Frt
(ri'n0 	

6.144' 
	(5.31) 

Et 
(Wu') as 	16  0114: 40 ) II(r)On,(, dir 

	
(5.32) 

x(n tn 	
f Pfn  g - at) V(r)Vnt (r)d'i• 

	
(5.33) t 

(0) 

and 	r 	denote intematios,s over the regions inside alit CO C.) 
outside the sphere radius ro  surrounding the oriOn. The three-centre 
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contribution is given by 

(n`m°) 	(rile) 
ett 	 Tti 

where 
r,(n te) . 	

S Pln.(34 
	) 	Ft )0 Aed'r 

(i) 
and 	S denotes integratien within the sphere surrourding zi  • 

Probably the most generally useful method of calculating tzto. 

centre integrals is that of Ott and Coulson (1951) and this is 

the method adopted 'here for calculating the i ntr1.9  and sate  of the  

.r..t  n  • The method consists in exrendirc the xe.dial wave Amotion 

eesociated with one centre in a Legendre polyncrial series about 

the other centre. 

Consider first 

I
= 	

(1,) 	x2..V f (r) derit-7r 
(0) b12.   

have rt It *AI. 	f(rt) is written in the fox= 

A *OA 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

. 36) 

Pi) = 	A 	4411"-t t . (5.37) 



then 

is 
it:Tr 

	

A • 
	rt 

U(r)flr) 681tin.• 

	

Jo 	 r (5430 
(0) 	rt 	 V-3 	• 

The whole integrand in (5,0i3) nay be expressed in polar co-ordinates 

re e • 0 (see figure 14) by using the ariv.nsion 

.ft -st rt 
t 

2.-421)  241+1  Ph Ce3e) r (4r) k Wit  ) 4- 2 	nii 	t 	
(5050 

ri= rri; 

which is volid for r<littland is therefore valid over the sphere of 

radius ro  Burrow :ding the origin. After substituting (5.39) in (5.33) 

and carz7ing out the and e integrations one obtains 
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09 
E 	R= t  z A tK , (cc: 	na,  I  

tok, Rt) 1122 (aq) 

+ i ws  teia. Kt) 142.1,N.; ) 3 
(5.40) 

b' 	p 

VIVI id) =, 	 ffr) in+±  (c4r) 06. 
(5.4i) 

351 the same sway, and using rocurrenee formulae for the modified reseal 

functions, It 	sacIt5 5 maybe expressed in terms of the same 

radial integrals 1120(4i ), ma2(44i) and r24(c4i  ). Ones those integrals 

have been calculated for the appearing in (5.37), the formula (5.40) 

enables of to calculate I(3.'V) for all neighbour distanoes nt, and 
t 

similarly for 
(91,2g) so& I

t 
n.n,) 

 The first three terms in (5.11), 

uhieh give an excellent fit to Pferr ro, were used to express 

f(rt) in the form (5.37) and the three radt,*/ interrals Vat; ): 

n 	0, -20  4 were evaluate nuwricellyibre4; m 0.54, 1.144 ana 2.71. 

The numerical intontion me done using Simpson's rule with 12 
intervuls and values of the half.ordermodified *awl functions were 
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(21.0) 
taken fry the tables by 04, 41 :ones (lino). The integrals Z 

obtain from (5.40) and eimilar expressions are tabulated up to 

4th nearest neighbours in table 9. The 'lain')  are negligAble 

compared with the corresponding 	for more distant neighbours* 

The vtiole procedure was checked by using another fit to the radial 

wave function f(rt), viz. expression (5.12) (which is valid for 

nearest neighbour integrals), and the inn •n f) 
 agreed with the values 

obtained previously to within 0.81. It was unforturntely not possible 

to maintain this sort of accuracy throuttout the calculation and still 

keep the work within reasonable bounds. lior7everi  the two-centre con-

tributions to nearest swe next neighbour enera integrals are believed 

to be accurate to within 	ocnixitatien was dime can a desk 
machine. 

To calculate the integrals rt(nIn ) defined by (5.32), it is 

convenient to divide the region of integration into three parts; 

(a) 2.41 < r < 3.52 

(b) 3z2 < r < Rt  

(0) 	R
t  < r < fit) 

The somewhat arbitrary division at r a 3.52 is made because for 

r > 3.52 simple and accurate analytic airciations are available 

for ti(r) and P(r), whereas in region (a) the radial integrals are 

moat easily calculated ratlericaUy as in Xr111) • In regions (a) and 
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(b) formulae such as (5.40) were used, except that the limits in 

the radial intemals rfpn(ot) ware changed appropriately. For 

region (a) formulae such as (5.40) becorne modified ranee, for 

r > 	r and, Rt  must be internhanged in the exp_ansion (5.30). 

However, the inrmulae are baaically 	`since regions (b) 

and. (a) surromilhecentre at ze  aterm corresponding to the 

fourth terra in (541) should be inaluded in (5.77) in addition to 

the terms with sc. ct 0.54, 1.144 and. 2.71. trovever it may be sham 

that the additional tern oaken negligible contribution to the integrals. 

The radial integrals in regions (b) and, (o) were ealtralatea from 

analytic formulae obtained by using the exaet analytic formulae Aor 

the half'-order Deseel functions, expression (5.5) for U(r), and 

expression (5.13) and the Argot two terms in (5.12) for P(r) in 

regions (b) and (a) respectively. The accuracy of analytic methods 

ums desirable for these radial integrals since in many oases there 

was consiaerable loss of accuracy, due to cancellation between the 

three terms in formulae like (5.40). Timmer, substitution in the 
analytic for 	for these interres proved a long and tedious 

]trees and the method Was in fact only.  used for first and second 

nearest neighbour integrals. The fellowing quite different, somewhat 

cruder, method was used for integration over regions (b) and (c) 

together in the rase of more distant neittbours. 

Far r > 3.52 a rough 1'it to P is given by P4  eqp. (0414)1 
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and U may be anpvxdriated by U2  teqn.(54)]• Thus if 4, ) denotes 

one of the 1 functions rith radial. wave .tkinetion given by et'. 

( —It) u(r) car, (r) 
v-)3.s2. 

+h(7)(r- 6t) 	kCit) 

S 	4 (tw(v.— Rt) ut  61 40 (14'(: ) co- n 
(5.42) 

(4) 
S 	4)„, (p. gt - 	(h-- .61 /4  uz6-) # • (1-)417. 

Y1 

'there the first internal on the right hand side is over all space. 

The latter integral may easily be evaltlated using ellipsoidal 

co-ordinates [see e.g. Pletcher (1.43)1 and the two other intecrals 

may be treated in the same way as the inters It(n'n') • In the 

case of the last integral this involves expanding U2(r)One(r) about 

the second centre and to facilitate this two different fits ilar P(r) 

wore used, viz. (5•15) and en rirst two term of (5.11). 

Thus (r)f(r)."- r[0.0545 0-4.5  U 4r  

-0.0400 e Oar 

..14,144r + 0.455 e 

. 1.004 0701.14711 

and in this way only the algae Darmula (5.50) is required for 

mauling about the second centre. Only the first integral on the 

right hand side of (5.42) contributes tsidficantly for neighbours 

store distant than the fourth nearest. Irate le 411;n9  calculated 
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by methods described above for t ler1, •••4 are given in table 9, 
( and the total tro-oentra contebutions F ntn')t 	s  given b.y (5.151.), are 

also tabulated for all neidlbours up to the ninth nearest neivhbours. 

Per t 5, 0.4 integrals Pln'719  cnd t(nint)  arecticaLyi equal 

einem the 16'rls) 	nor,liblo for. these more distant neleabours• 

rfon..orekorprmlity interrals were treated by emetty air 3ar 

'methods to those described. above. POITA1324 sirilar to (,.40) rare 

used for first end second nearest neichbours; the radial. intemals 

gar r < 3.52 were calculated nurterically anl. analytic formulae were 

used in the regions 3.52< ricRt end r *).1Z as bofore• For more 

distant neigibeurs equation (5.42), with the faetore U(r) and I/2(r) 

witted, was used for the zerlon r > 3.52. Ranorthoolnelitr integruls 

st 
(n'no) AM given in table 10 for t 212 is  2,...9. 

') The estitTaated. overall accuracy in Pt(fent)  end stnsn is 

17 

	

	
(nn) 

41)3,  AVOMkon  

It is no convenient to discuss the integer-1 

Ann) 	S 1.011(ein L'41,40-1/(r)id1• 

which has so Per not boon conaidorad as it .1.o a very specaal ease. 

It will be discussed at this point since it involves two.aentre 

integrals vhich are really degenerate canoe or three-centre integrals. 

Per tin reason Pletcher (1952) essetaidally neglected 4111)  in his two. 
centre calculations  treating it an a mere additive oonstant independent 

(s•45) 
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of n« flu r, alater and Eoster (1954) and Ardente awl Frieael 

(1031) hare inclue."1 Jo(nn)  .n their ti.3ht.biridinr, ealeula.tions. 

The potential [V .« Uj has cubic 	etry ana there are two 

distinct values of J(nn)
P one for thed states or ris pyrtiotrY 

(n a 1, 2, 5) and one for those of 7, syarnetrj (n 41 5). 

rntegrei (5.45) inkr be written 

(nn) 
Z. TO 
I *0 

here 	 ao 
r(nn) 
	

S P(r)j2  o(r)al- a  04541 17 

ana 

Tom) in 1 E0 (Of u(, .)vr 
(i) Om If a a riti(1 	n) relations just like (5.25) exist between Toi )  

end integrals T.01 	deuined by (5.55) dth Ott  21 0. The latter 

intecals were evaluated in a very similar way to that used for 
()ta  Ni the intecres Itn n  f orn  rh‘ri,2  being expanded about 4. Sinoe 

114(432  falls off ravidly as r Inoreascs it vas only necessary 

to take i u 1 end 2, corresTanding to nearest and next nearest 

mithboure« The results obtainea are as follorss 

(1°11) Nearest neirhbourst 	T 	za —544 x 10-5 
01 



m(2, 0 

	

01 	2.50 x 10 

t51 ) Toi 	-.4,71. x u72 

Next nearest rIeljlbours: 

T(1'1°) 	4 	-6 
112 	087 X 10 02 

(2 29 ) re 	a 	«55 x /0 02 

(515 To3 	la 	x10 

Pren 0544) and the relations heti-leen Tim  me T WO)  ot 	one finas 

j(1.1) 	.,(a) 	LI,T,(1119 'Aff,(2$21) 	(059 m(itit) Am(212 .) la doh° 	+ 	+ -m41)1 	oi 	+2/02  .1. ,r,..02  0 

x.(044) 
	0 

 .r(44) 1. 	'is) 6.7(2,29 	(5 
01 02  + f roit59 f 	 '11)  • 2 01 

s51,(5,5*) 
an 	• 

Renee it is tom that 

(11) e .04206 ry 	(44) J 	it -0.1115 

These restate are accurate to tithin 1;:'r  

(5.45) 
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(11) The 'cultic field eplitene (44) - (To  cyr 0•033 ry 12.9V be 

cmpared '(7th the value 0•04(3 ry deduced by Slater tut Koster 

(1954) in an application of their internolation 

method toitivarth's (1953) results on Cu. Coble field sPlitting 

is obtained althcracja the potential in the precent calculation is 
spIrrioally symauto within each unit cell; it etriEleri from the 

extension of the stcnic d nmotions into neidibotwing cells. This 

cubic field splitting must be distinguished from Vint due to departure 

of the potential flaw, 	symetry within a unit cell. Esthaten 

of the latter effect by Leigh (1958) aM Calla my aid ravar-as (900) 

sh%7 it to be vezy much mailer ( 0.03 c.v. in Cu). 

17A3  7,1R4P11Pntre J491214.0  
Three-centre integuls have no/rally been mdiected in band 

structure caloulations by the titttm.binding method and only Corbato 
(1953) has included then explicitly in his work on graphite• The 
reason, for this matelot is the extreme diffieulty of calculating 
err.., aM the standard method of Barnett and Coulson (1951) le vary 

laberiotxs. This method involves aria/0171g both radial wave funotions, 
using formulae sudh as (5.,Z9)3about the potential eentro• An infinite 
marks of integrals remains Whidh i3 piton amay oonvercant. The 

halo 	on of 49 thme-centre irte-als in the present calculation roe 
made possible by till introduction of a, nee riethea of calculation rhiclio  
to a good approximation, reduces each three-centre intemal to a tvo. 
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centre oil. This 3.:317 cachou sr411 f'irat be deseribea aril then 

the apprad.raatian rtieli it is InsEririn by =mined, 

In the evatavuon of a erraplicated intecral mich c.s (545) it 

is useful to emrloy simple analytic anpro:stala•Uorts to the radial 

viavo fancitions Eald exPressions (51,14) and (545) mere uses. (5.15) 
was used for vave fanatic= on =tree vidth are nearest neigabours 

to the potential ixntro and (544) ras used for more disinnt centres. 

Greater accuracy could, of course, be 	 twc-tera Pitt but 

the error involved in tieing (544) ath. (,5.1.5) ahead not be greater 

than 'INA involved in the eubsequent ap:..reoximati.on to be d 	bed aecri. 

lic.isonable one-tem site are 	poesible by the thot that try 

need only be valid over asphere of radius ro. 

To illustrate the genevel method of evaluating three-centre 

integrals consider the integral 

(111g) 	(t, 	IT(E 	(r)a14  Te 

where zi  may be at different 'list:awes frrn the origin than 

so that the fits to the radial veva functions for the two a II:nations 

may be different. It is convenient to taloa the origin at a no 

that the Integral becalms 

.(1•11) iti 	r 11 	2..2) u(r)O, ,( - daT 
to) 



where 

	

Referred to axes Cr''xl 	the acme Aviation centres Ci  and Co  in 

figure IS have the setae xl and 3/4  co-ordinates since Oe is parallel 

to OA* Thus the components of end2, referred. these axes n 3 ey 

be 'written 

	

R 	r. 

e (X', Tip Z;) 
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F; 3. IS 



Suppose 

mr0 

- Pt.) = 

R =A 
it 	12 	2  

xt 	x' )(y' 	) ex)(- at, ri) 

X' )(y' - ) exp(• oir2) 

where Et  E • 'ti and 	= E A2, so that 

(69  = A A t m'- x') L( -IrS) 21 	d  %).; —411°1  010 kr. 2. 
(o) 

hen the approximations (5.14) and (5.15) are used di  and di  

take values 0.83 or 1.1,. The difficulty in evaluating (5.46) is 

that of expressing t1 exponential term in terms of coordinates 

referred to 0. The tln, babind the method used. is to exploit the 

fact that over the sphere surrounding the okigin the main variation 

of e 	is in the direction of the vectca,  Ri  and similarly 

for e"lar2 • Thus to a first approximation 

(5.46) 

— -AL "gt)C4 C114  + d am rt.•• 61 ) 3. ...--. 
Ra. 

(R 	r•gt 

(11  
Ri  

If 

(5.47) 

(5.48) 



where Lis a unit vcotort  (5.117) may be rut in the r03.73 

stzra. 	SO+ 	— [11-* R 4  r) • 3 (5.49) 

Where 

ig t  R, 	d1  R= • 	d R. -1-43.R2  
±? At) 	(5.50) R - 	ea.  

, defined by (5.48), may be bossed as 

(4,1' * etzt  + c)"  14,d1 " 

Where 0 is the aufAe between R and R • 

The original approtimatian raey be used the other way round. on 

(5,49) so that 

(5.5t) 

 

Vhen tide appreciaation is used in (5.4S) the three-centre 

integral is reduced to a teo.ixertre inteas3., the oaltros being 

the origin end the point a defined by (5.50). Thus 

-.rt.(;it) 	(viz' I (x'-x')2.(1/-Y1)1-.1:41'11u("t# (0) 

and the exponential mov• be expanded. about the origin as in the 

(5.53) 
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method or Brnett 	Cool,scm (1951)• The eve:C.11,14;ton of (5.53) 

wi 	not be described in $10.11 as the rieicki t ver,' titre-Ur to 

that pr•eviettoly slelicribel for Imo ...centre integriels. The rmlial 

integral' which e.:7,1ttar =re calcralated. analytically vtatnr expressions 

(5.4) for 11(0. 

It is now necessary to 02Br.PA the fteeftracy of the srproximation 

(r4,52)4, This alvroxirrition may be obtained as the first tern in a 

series for trwiri"far2 are the next tern in the reties rill ne.r7 

be derived. Consider first the Mice:ins enrret,Siall f e °CI ri 

) 

AL131.4% [— .1 (c, 	.6* 	 i V 
(ff 	r 45 , 11. 

 

(5.54) 

  

It is not difficult to show that 

b-% 	r 

rR~ b.L.PI7-. 
J 

3 

(5•55) 

since r < Lai. The expression raised to the power in (5.54) 



meg them:10re be t..,:r:onflod in a 11.m:falai serien which :rev.  be 

terminated at the aeoond .berm to a good ap2...•azams.tiong The ',third 

term is e. ye less than (in2)* Thus 

—dirt  ( qi .gt  
1  	. . 

b*. q% 

h-- and sinilpr ma,easicas hold for 	" and ..2l Zf 
(3nevalit7 (5.55) holds in the latter caw in  in all eases which 

been eve7vated 74 > er,c) 	ja nos atraialtiorzard tti show 
that 

—0(01 	-1r •-•qi
-A4 71r 	

t- • R 
(1..4T1%  

- 1-  • g 

44 	i"1- 	r 44 I 2' 	I  
J . 3  .• R 	PD •Kt 

Ir the ex?rw c n oir1y lxraoketa is represented by S 	‘N.2. 

.011 1", —40^7. 	4-1, 11- 't! I r t = 	 ti+s-Ft +••• 1. 	(540 

Since b  appears to be alwayn negntive and, even for r ro  in the 



)2-  1 	2R: rz  

RL  
r -131. 

S o  
2.fg 

2R1 
	Fi 

worst ease considered, I S < 145 the saccesive correction 

terms in (5•LZ) decrease and alternate in eii. An overestimate 

or the erraa . must therefore be, obtained by exardninr, the S term 

only. The dencminators in S may be expanded in bincnial series 

and the leading term So  takes the form 

On eubstititing for r am a freri (5.50) and (5.51) one obtains 

s. 	b-1* 	41 +di  4-2414,469 

—1 	1 
2 

41(ti 

 

v. .4  ott 	14.g.r. 

 

which simplifies to 

ot i c41.1"1' 
a 	

1.Ri e2  (4,R, + atzt,‘  

*!: 	[ 174—;  .13  7): 

ot‘ftl +4,111. 
pan 

Ott  
Rs 	R; 
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If is a unit vcottge in the direction of 

1135 

y is do angle batmen g, anal aria Pw 	3 

so  111••••11110 
1111MMI.I. 

c4 i  4, 132- 

Roe, cat 	+442.ftz) ( 5 .57) 

'In the case vihen el s =4:12=ot and gi 	= RI  is in the direction 

La  and is perpendicular to j• An estimate of the fractional 

error in using aDprorimation (5.52) to evalnate thc intemol (546) 

in such a case may be made as faller:as In risidng this estimate the 

polynomial terns in the intemand Which arise atm the angular parts 

of vrave functions not centred at the oriArt, vri11 be witted as they 
4sa are elordyberarying coax .red 1vitii the exponentlei tenli. It it: ofAibeR 

convenient to use appreactration (3.4) for the exponential tern and, 

in the notation of fig*16 the aPproximate fmational error in (5.45) 

may be 'mitten 



6t 

s 	-004thr 14,1)  ceo 4 ) 	b"`t  S";% (64 tecl 4 
E 	< So  > = (oi  

IH .A4( yr s41tIi c,r64)u(r) 	CirtitiCht 
to) 

ii-g3 	ir 1A;Lkti> 
(5.58) 

to folic:Trine; forittic,e 1:11:i.t3on (i94re)1 

S -e
tit  

a°43  CU> =1.  2811 	(z) 0 

.1-%  r1(1) I (z 	) SA1  yi ceri‘ 	= 	(z. ) 15 	ts  

it is ctraithtfortrxe. to tihow thftt 

3 	r2" U 	S;4‘.111(i^ 	ceall Yrj ck I" 
•	  

Sr V U (r) S;Aave air 
0 

ana the radial into .a aro ealAy evaillated using mpressions 

(5.4) for U(r). in the important ease uhon the two wave fUnetion 

IMMO. UM. 
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centres and the potential centm ere a21 nearest neielbours of each 

other the arsNropriatf.V.s r:i.ven by (5'31) with eels  = 

(tteint, fit (S.15) for 1') and e 	. Thus y L •9(.353 and it 

is found that 4r22inr 1.•.74;• Fran (5.53) with p R 4.82 

o.P.Ie finds E ive 0•070• It has already been pointed out that the 

error tern ocanidered nut hoer estimate the error Mich in this 

*ass is probably considerably lees then 7.6 . It is very unlikely 

that in anr three-centre inteccal which has been calculated the 

error exeeede 	The calvilation of the three-centre iiitegrals 

to the greatest source of error in the preeent work but the error 

involved is recerded E.s jmit tole.re.ble in a eelculation of this 

ectnplexitY's 

'The new method of maculating three-centre integrals which 

has been described mar be generally useful in oases then great 

securacy in not required. Stroh would be the cases  for exeraples  

even in Trite 4,1.n acmtratc eaculati.=„ when the three-centre integrals 

were enall and represented a minor correction to a two centre approxi.. 

ration, 

The method desert bed above was used to calculate 49 three-centre 
,(1 4 -41  ) interrals which oontribute to w* 	t 1•••4• The values obtained 

are given in tables 11, 12, 13 and 14. It was not necessary to 

calculate each three centre inter;e1 	alive they occur in 
groups of 1, 2, 4 or 8 equal integaas as indicated in the tables* 



Thus* for exemple, the four intefm'als 

Pcno(t 1.1 	- 	gri t(t) &Pr 

U) 
there V. is a nearest neighbour of both iho origin and g , are all 

equal as is redly shown bg, making the replacements mi --) 4- 2') 

4. y' in the integration variables. 2hese form the v • of 

integrals (1) in table 11. The convenieme of considering the 

three...centre integrals in groups of equal integrals is the reason 
( 

for exam:ming the on 	energy integrals Jt n)  in terms of the 
) integrals Jt

Wm' 
 . In the ease of the nearest neighbour energ7 

integrals it is certain that sufficient three.-centre inte&oals have 

been included for convergence. For 2nd, 3rd and 4th neareet neigh-

boa~r integmls it is not quite certain that all three...centre integrals 

neglected are in fact negligible. Nowevers theirinclusion would be 

unlikely to lead to any substantial improvement in the final result. 

Wm') The three-centre contributions ' 	t = 50.40.4, were 

estimated by a much simpler method than that described above' For 



areater than 4 the too-centre into 3s 

	

,,(tera.) 	(era') i  r  
1.y... J. Q n 1ra 

are negligible so that to an excellent approximation 

(tem') 
VITI (X* .° 24) v()  °I° (eat 

For oufficientlzr le.rge t, Alen a Ires-ry large =bar of unit cells 

make a significant contributions  it must be a g•col atip.vuxlmation 

to replace v(s) by its averace value 7. Hence for large t 

	

0.(n tm 4) 	,,(nimi) 

This approximation is a very oonvetnient tee to use in estimattng 

ele contribution of threo'centre intemals to energy integrals in 

which the save fbnations are centred ern sites more distant than 

fourth nearest noiEtabours• The validity of the approximation may 

be checked in the case of fburth nearest neighbours where it would 

not be  expected to be too accurate. r is cr.i.sily calculate:1 by 

averag,ing over a unit cell so that 

7S 	aMMI  itk 3  c 	 ( 	 1+ Tr 	= —1.57 

(nsm 	 (Omi) 

	

A esortp.trison between •I4 	and 1.57 S 4 	is given below.i. 

109 



(i'it) (2'2.) (3'5') (4'4') (5150 ) (4'59 

.(norio) 
04 	x Lai  .i.77 3.93 2.35 .44400 .4.94 04033 

.1...57in1rat)  
-0.S57 V.47 3.47 ...0.4127 ..3.44 0 

The agrneriont in not gcri.! but it should be hotter for more dintant 
mighbmnrs* Jt(n'ml)  hnr tnen trIcs n3 

(n'tal) 	- (e 	.. 1.57 4 n') 	 nsn') d I s 4T.  (5.59) 

( Par t a 50 Values of 	 im)  Jt 	, as calculated frci:430) and tables 
9, 11, 12, 13 and 14 for t c 1, 17....4 and from(S.59) and te.bles 9 and 
10 fort 5, 0...91  aregives in table We 

The final stage in the calculation t to use the integmla 
.71"1.139  and S(r1912°)  which have been calcudatel, to obtrkin +tto 

(nn) intefTells .1172) Whinh appear in (5.18), 049) art the Socr) 
rt*ieh arDear in corresponding formulae for nori..orthosomilit7 
intepotls• This is easily aezcziplishotl for n e 1, 4 are 5 by 
using formulae of the types (545) and (5.10. 

Th:^ coefficients rotrirad have best listed in tables 20  6, 7 

and 0 for neichbours up to fourth nearest. For more distant neighbours 



:191. 

romaloec: of the fora (6•25 apply to bath non.-ortlio;.!ornality and 

energy infamies  a;ince tie latter ware calculated eNectively 

a centre ay,Trrs.d.mation. The coerficient in 03.25) ror these 

more dietant neirjabeurn have not been noted he.; aro 	=iota- 
(M) 	.02) ated. Interxele tr(per) end S(1.311.-..) am found. itrzc(iiatAy usinc (MO. 

it is not trarthvAlile tabulating all the inte•7als obtained ank only 

the result of inserting them in 	:ter 	 (6•10) and (5440 vin 

hr given. 

1.134 rew4to  

The moat complete results, calculated. up to 9th nearest neighbours, 

are obtained bar  gr  4 onpressions (5•18) 	(5.1.0)4 It its con-

venient to use to nott,Azton 

3-t(:/n) 	(-k. • _le 
hrs 

Any., — 	scvm) 	- at 
-t 

and tbc results are as fallogs. 

10E11 = 0.71) f 1000 0081 "P,  0,65 cos 27 	O•13 cos :s1 .0.03 008 43 

10E21 2e(33 003'$ 4- 1.10 COo 2'2 + 0.32 Coo 3 7 4.33 008 41 
10 E = 0.99 0.74 cos, 4. 0.48 cos 2'1 - 0.05 cos SI ..0.05 cos 41 
10E 55 = .41,1/4• it.t15 cos/ a 5.% con t;I .. 0.48 cos 51 .4.80 cos 47 



191 

10•53 M 1.411.00s 1^ 0.1200S21: w  0.05co3 3' 4. 0.02cos 4 

ig a 	Nat 	4  .2/..cor- 	0.1.7c1::43 	0.1`", con 7.:7 0......ricos 
12. 

10 	7.59 4. 0.:Vior,c3 	'3.100:3:".* 27 -:- 0601 coo 33'. 0601 cos 4/ 

14.07 41.111cOs7 	 0.2 CIS 51 + 0.39 COS 41 (5 451.) 

COVTOOPonaini3 Or:4*-z.zsions 	only tt?  ,0 4th tir  _mot 

rA.ghbot.un r1V3Qo follorml 

10 EH  le 0.13 + 0.15 0081 0.13 con 2`1 

10 (rt.  r• 007 •• 5.91, acz/ + 1.44 01:3 17 

10-E 	1.02 + 0.12 C067 0.27 ace '2..7 sot 

10 2s .-5•72 5,e.41 con7+ U.11 cor, ss 	27 (5.6n) 

10 ail  es 10.63 - 	con/ 0.03 cos 21 

to 	 0-413 0,7A cos :I/ 
xi 

1.0 hilt  at 749 •0.38 sos/ 0.116 cos 

0 Ass  st 15.44 - 4'45 coal -1..C4 ea:: 27 (5.03) 
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17/8 /T/4 311/8 17/2 517/8 3v/4 7rr/8 11  

FIGURE 17: Energy bands in the (001) direction. 
The broken and solid curves were calculated by 
including all energy and non-orthogonality 
integrals up to 4th and 9th nearest neighbours 

respectively. 
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FIGURE IS: Energy bands in the (001 ) 
direction calculated with the two-centre 

nearest neighbour approximation. 



The ffmr distinct energy lards (I, 	doubly decenerate) for 

(0, 0, 2.7/a) am given try (540) as 

Ev, (.!hj 	E, 	(cm, Ibiln) 
Tho rot lts tole plotted in fir.,...e.-e17 for the cazre when only inteals 

up to fourth noo.:,cf-4; nei.shboum•rao in:at:Elea an well an the case 

Vlen all int..wreas 717 Ito ninth WraTtf3t, ne1C-Ibrlarr, are inollxled* 'rya 

n.lte.tIcn o-f 
	

(1,.1rkt) 	urr...,A to label 

the cam= e. 4:11 the represen%ation Ifyich 	Meth function be/07)nm 

was indicatel in tievtion 1.5* r o energies cracti3.r.tc.-7. reithin the two*. 

ecotm netarest 	8yrn.-4./77.1.rati 

• = 0.540 + ooso 0013%1 

n• 
= O.0C• oetic oft" 

- 	it 	0413 oos 4 

Es 	= 0.541 + 00,17a oaes 

Those fa4e 7,7 .7t.tc,,z1 in figure., 18. 	coercion 17.n the fizgmen are 

rercrred to the sc.,ro of onera between traInVin-tint n'pheres. 

latailizzaWar, 

It was prif71.Tinliy irrtenied to cv,rxtre the results of this caloula• 

Lion with these of rTooarth (1955) 	INOre maculated with tho way 

crystal. potential* /forever, it has alreark7 been mentioned that this 
Al'-'17 calculation of ilooarthis in now rem ac inaccurate. since 
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rreInt znrk (;3e .1 1062) indicates that the a band is not so 

EvnneLtiVO to thn evn,tal ?otential as TrAn once thought, it is not 

unreasonable to attemt a corTr,rison rith Novartilts earlier caleul. 

ration (1053) 117 i cellular method. The potential 'within the cell 

in identicalri tlz th-t rithin thn inner/bed a -here in the An: °sisal.. 

ntion tarp. the ,liffel-ence in ormr-..1 potential outside spheres Should 

oalq have N remit effect or.: the d bana. 11 gl%noo at figurerishows 

that in Ault no real comparison 'with the rrosent calculation is 

possible. The width of the d band in ID:mirth/a calculation is 0456r7 

Ill roan in the present calculution it io 1.20 %v.. The tieftt-bindine, 

method has elcerly brelmn demi and, as aisoussed in Chaptol'44, the 

J eason is VaLl me of tho natural choaco of eatcnie/ notentlal rhioh 

loran to frrtomicl functions Illtieh are too iliffueo• The error incurred 

tIlrou;11ur1nr, these runetions is not larmr ttan an appt.ir bounl estimate 

747,taluoa b .—V/o ;:ult:loa of scotiou 8.21  zhich vas applied to d bands in 

rti,r,,b4 	The u2.por botsla io civen Irt (A.1) one it Tnan *pointed out 

t!nt t>-o man eentrillutirm to tho intepxol *ones from tile /mediate 

vIelnity of ttln nenrnAt neillibour site,. The error is thus roult17 

po7portional to I/W1 ovalmtoa it these cites. At the nearest 

nsilibma.distance the radial 'atomic' function used in the present 

oaculation in seven tired; Cn lr-vre az the P't1.7Aree7001.-: Cu+.  funotion. 

Thu r, the error ritht bo expcateJd to tx. r,bntlt ro Caine inrcor than the 

041 17:11.1,,xce eot1;aate, 	cealen 12.1. ThIS 8i.vvt) an upper bouna to 
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the error of 2 rjdberte, so that the errs actually obtained are 

not el.wprir,lng. 

It to seen f'rfr, 1-.1..fyre IS that tilt! .aia.th of the d bend. im the 

tvoscentre nea.tvet ne.1,shbour aprtrnlmation is 0.00 rr. It mat be 

rirn'  tted that an initial calculation or rlie ~Tian ioi to an erroneous 

value only half' as big. This Tas sufficiently ereciulv.gisz to justify 

proceedinE with the calwaln.tion of threc...reentre inter:Las etc. These 

then sealed to MVO an overeMirirIng e1'eot tai th« band width in view 

of its aprarently email veire within the sierra° arrroxlration. 

effect does not ne,., seen so surprisingly Jerre, fr.-fit nnverthelesn it 

is minty due to the inclusion of three-centre intemole that the 

band width in Moire 17 is three times that in ague* IS 

Ocvaparieen of the two Bete of carves in fig= rho= that, even 

when Oth nearest neighbour intemis are included, it is not certain 

whether stable n(j) curves have been obtained. The difference between 

the curves obtained in the 4th nearest neietibour api-jrcenetion and 

the Oth nearest neittbour appree.scation are small ocegared with the 

calculated band width, but neverthedees big enou to invert t rib.  
end Iàs  leVols. To ensure they; conversence has been achieved in the 

4th nearest neighbour .apprcernation one vnuld have to proceed to the 

12th nearest neighbour approximation, say, and rake ra further comparison, 

It appears that, with 'atomic' functions as diffuse as the prenont ones, 
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the tle.rtrtatiLinp; method in not only irr,oeorete but hardly ramoticable. 

Certainly ClI 	atract7.ve simplicity tits bem lost. 

s<rze features or the mina in ficure.17 erui be sr3-itainal by the 

fact that the trial funelionr. are nut evictly orthogonal to the core 

functions. It rapointed out in section. 6•3 that this no 

arises 11=401 overlap of the 'atmtc.  functions with erve 

functions co noiethouring sites. This °Mat mitt be partic 

marital in the "repent eaao since the 'atomic' Aviation& axo rather 

extenied• COM states OM e 	frAretrien land Deterrence to 

tables in atitptor 3 of Jones°  (1900) book shows.  that toy .belong to 

the renresantations Xi*  dl  end As a  MOW', °tiers+ S4Attl3 of these 
syrnetries calculated by the tillitabinding method, yhich is voriaticnal 

in chareeter*  need not necessarily lie above the true eironvelnes• On 

the other tend, if the tirlito.bindivz method hoc been Vigorously pursued*  
states of 172 as  Xa  X3)  Xs ) 	and 62.  symmetries must lie above the 

due eigenvaluea• These observations probably account for the /ow Xi  
low/ in figure 17 ani the angring A, and Ds  curves. The X1  level is 

drag-..ed dog by mircinc with 83 core functions and r?cinte on the pi  
curve (Ian bo depressed still, further by sly/Az with beth Ss Ana 8.1, 

core functions. The 1365  curve sagsthrough rmlicing with the Sp core 

functions whilst feer its eitl. points) 12: and X,, no ouch mixing is Poseible• 

A check on the Digpnr with vhieh the tight-binding method has been 
imrsued here may be made b y verbifying that thoce levels which are 
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au;Ariatioally orthefpral to the core do in Poet lie •abate the 

oi.Fpnot.r.,12.tles• llorArti-ttn (105:1) v'iuos, Athoutb 

esloulaWi •for w ratc,itly different poter.t.1.43  sheulci b (Tito 

seatrate awl a o/I77%Arisrm .z-dth these will now be nude. [Sepal (1962) 

estimateo 	encircr slafts of la 	in MIME: 'rc a sinuffin-tin' 

potential toe potential thich is eloce tO,a cellular petAntia as 

le as than 0.093 r7.) rovart;I'S vs3.uee given helot/ ars aaustod to 

the name zero or potential as the tight7,4olnling moults. 2} latter 

results are for tea 9t3•t wark.*z11; 	ap2roxias.ton. 

askt. 	Pmetik Oftilsru).aV.nzt 	rtosarth, 

la, 

ri gs   

0.73 

o.Fi. 

0.756 

0.090 

0.10 0.t731 

X2 '0.98 0.80 

X3  0.59 0.597 

V.5 I .54 • 06845 

It is rxatitring lx) note *zit  all states except Xi  lie above the 

aommate eirrnr3lues. This sumests that the 9th nearest naithbour 

apprerimation incluies enough integmle for convergence. It is seen 

frail figures 17 and 13 that vith the nearest neighbour and 4th nearest 

neighbour ert.r.voximations some states lie below their correct values. 
It le surprising how accurate some of the airTnvoluov,  are. Apart 



'rat the X.5  level (igtorl.nr, the y  level Nil/4h IS expected to be 

inapt-mute) ttLer errors are all an order of marpitudc Erraler than 

the upper bound esetaate of 2 rydbergs. This augura %tell for better 
controlled tidit..,bic‘ding craculations Slang the lines indicated, in 
Chapter 4. 
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The theory of ferromagnetism in the transition metals is one 

of the most centroversial subject in solid state physics. Much of 

the controversy has been over the euestione whether the electrons 

responsible for ferromagnetinm are beund an atems or vsbether a band 

picture applies. At one time a conoiderable cane-back to the band 

theory was its apnarent inability to deal with the existence of 

sAn waves, which are observed directly and indirect17* Roeent works  

including sone by the author on which this plrt of the thesis is 

based, has sham that sin waves do emerge fray a band approach but 

only if one goes beyond the Partree-Poek apprmtheation. In the trans-

ition metals iron, cobalt find nidkel it is the d electrons uhich are 

responsible for ferranametiem. It therefore appears that the a band 

in these metals pleyn a dcthnant role in the whole Phenomenon of ferro-

magnetism, even in the :phenomenon of vein wavee which has usually been 

associated Nlith lecalieed electrons. 

Thip chapter deals qualitatively with the low4ying states of a 

ferromagnetic metal and the consequent low temperature themodynamic 

properties. A simple picture of a spin wave is given. The situation 



at hitter temperatures, near and above the Curie point, is also 

briefly discussed as is the present statue of collective electron 

theory. Chapter,  7 gives a detailed treaftextt of the band theory 

of roinvaves• It in first of ell annrolviate to give an account 

of previous vork., 

t. 6, 	-,tr. • 

irk meta.  

This diecussion is restricted to the theory of the spontaneous 

magnetization as opposed to domain theory ant the theory of the mat". 

yeti Lion curve. To explain the spontaneous magnetization 1,7eiss 

(OW) postulated the existence of a smoleoular field)  vtich vas 

proportional to the marpotization and acted on the individual mag.. 

natio carriers. It in now known from measurement° of the gyro• 

magnetic) ratio that these carriers are electron spins. Weiss" theorY, 

particularly when the oricinal classical form is modied to allow for 

the discrete orientation of electron spin, gives reasonable qualitative 

agreement vith the follooing experimental facts: (1) the observed 

decrease of the marpotization toter° at the Curie temperature 8, 

(2) the Cur -:alas lav for the temperature variation of suscepti-► 
bilit7 above the Curie temperature, (3) the magnetic sPecific heat. 

%%vow a very lamp raclecortr field ( 107  rcruse in magnetic tons) 
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is required to rAve the observed values of B • The origin of 

the *molecular fi'ld' remained a Ecrsto until. Heisenberg (1928) 

traced it to the effects of' exatzulge interaotion between electrons. 

Heisenberg's work was baeed on the Heitler-London model in thich 

elect sons are localized on atone. Bloch (1920) subsequent con- 

sidered the case of a free electron ma and allowed that the Hartree- 

Pock approximation predicts feabronarnetista fcr all electron densities 

below a certain value which lies just below the metallic mn7c., 

(1058) and Pines (1955) have since pointed out that in fact 

correlation effects make it very mill:0y that the free elootron eas 

is ferranagnetic in any density range. flo doubt ferranagActtem can 

be predueed if a eufficiently large effective mass in introit:obi. 

Most subsequent work has ster.-7.3ed from these early contributions 

of Heisenberg and Bloch, the one booed on the Heitler-London. model and 

the other on an itinerant model• The Avner approach uill not be 

discussed in detail here since it is unable to deal vital the fact 

that in nickel orA cobalt the saturation magietic lament corresponds 

to nonaintemal mothers of unpaired spins f3or lattice site. In iron 

this number is 2.2 and, allowing for sane polarisation or the S electrons, 

it is possible that a localised model with two marpetio electrons on 

etch at= could apply (see Mott anti Stevens 1057). Ths localised model 

certainly applies to the rare earth metals and to insulators such as 
ferrites and oar/lots. The result of the localised via6e1 thich is of 
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most aimificanco for the present disc scion Pas obtained, by Mesh 

(19*. Tie shoved that the lom-lying sta.tes of the Ileitler•Loniorr. 

Heisenberg model consist or a ratifier of almost iatepeadent spin 

wave excitations. Ina sin mire a spin reversal. ProPagttes through 

the cryst4 frcri atm to atm pith a wave-vector Kg,  The eseitation 

enert7 of a spin rave in rxroportiorta to 10, and by alrlyinc Bose. 

lansterin statistics ib is found that both the deviation of the mag-

netization from saturation and the associated specific host vary 

pith temperature T as T311, Par TAG 4 Them T" lmls are 

observed exwrimentally and more direct evidence of the ordetenee 

of spin Paves in fexTexaarnetio metals end alloysis movidod by 

inelastic neutron-scattering experiments (Lowle 1.956, f'Anolair tea 

Brod:house 100) end spin -wave resonance Pork (Tar/mm/9Id i961). A 

sa•Usfoctory tleory of ferrcregletien. must theretbre /ma to spin 

waves, but it has been pointed out that the localized mode/ in vhioh 

they appear so naturally le unsuitable from other Points of view, at 

least ibr ni 	are cobalt. 

The first application of band theory to ferromartsettern was made 

by Slater (1.030) for the carte of nic.77ele It is pointed out in seotion 

21. that hie aralysis in inaccurate although ho obtained ,a reasonable 

estimate of the Curie temperature. The mot tv0t,mttie  a:923,100d0n of 
bawl theory to fcrrosamstiem is the *collective e ect :ron' theory of 
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Stoner (1.033, 1930) • Stoner treats the boles in the d band as n 

particles in a parabolic band, OM-midi the aaetertion of a rctrtied. 

ular 	2.ee is not en cosentiql mrt of tiro he and. other 	band 

lime been considered (rohlforth i051)• l'achange interaction 

its introduced by manning that the alffereenoe in °norm of a particle 

in the same Bloch state tithe .n rarallol end anti.enrallel to the magi* 

netiratiOn is ZIPS • ke is a rneasykro or the exchange internotion 

lattexe is Bcdtmaann'e constant, and in the relative manstization, 

i.e* t ratio of the me. tic Inment of the s7:;.sten to that with all n 

rryins alined* It is Nrthpr aesernea that Per:A.01mo statistics may 

be applied to the 7?artioles %Tit?) their one....electzbon cnerrA.es meafied 

in this way* Stoner'e treatment in based impticitly on a mfxlel systtta 

Whose enerrg states n (Avon by a sum of err...electron eller:31es and an 

intorection tern •;7:nit ei/1.• Lidiard (1951„ 1253) and. ?toys r (tow) have 

ahem that if the neteial mods of statistiml mechenioe am applied 

to such a mrstera, the malts are identical with those e's-tn.i.trecl by 

stealer's simplified statietice/ method* A bards for Stoner's model 

was nought (Lidiard 10510  17Oh1ferth 1) $,f  freeze/a Igvg within the 

rartree-rock appreeraation but 	were imecliate747 en- 

countered.. The •esmlenge enera doea not take Cc ahnpe form Lnkes'it  
because the individual exolunno integrals batmen Mach states depend 
very strongly a the differ nee in MVO -rwtor between the states 
involved. iddierd (1.951) painted out that S 	

energy 
toner to emohanmis on/y 
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obtained if the exchanesintegral le a constant.Ve further 

pointed out that this -could be the case if the effective ihter• 

action between particles zero 	suffioiantly short rmnge„ althoudh 

at that time no justification, could be given for suoh an aenumption. 

The use of a short range interaetion novranpeare reasonable on the 

basis at Dohm and Tines' (i953) Plums thaw:, and a dinouasion of 

of the nretent status oP Stoner's collective electron theory is 

given in section 21. Collective electron theory correlates success-. 

feiy data such an saturationnagnotization, the. Curie point, suscep- 

tibility above tho Curie point, 	low tenperature eleoUodnic specific 

heat fora wide variety of metals and alloys.)  (see Wdenarth 1053 

and references riven there, Tiehlfarth 1950, Modes and Lehlfarth 1003). 

rawever no s2in waves appear in the conventional form of the theory. 

The first band theory of epin waves was riven tr Slater (1037) but he 

considered only the case of a ferrolannetio insaltor with one electron 

per atom. Slater shored that the energy spectrum of states with total 

spin S' 1 and total wave..veotorL where S' is the total spin in the 

ferromagnetic ground state, in as shown in flgureit. The lamest branch 

of the Kw:tr.= consists of exeiton-liPfe states which corrosPond to 

spin waves and the contimmm corresporils to band-type elo4taticns. The 

we)* of aeotian 20 constitutes a peneralinatioo of SInter's 'mi.* to 

the oaae of a metal. 
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ileasrina and 	(1951) nada the first progress on the 

problem of s:In waves in nets. Their tavairent for cubic crystals 

is based on the macroscopic axe:bang, enema 

A 	(Vat, )2' +(70 2.4(7.3) 1 
(6.i) 

which is of importancio.i.n the theory of the 7.ilatth taa11 betreen 
etc, I  cis 	care the cosines a 

&minas x4sr the anfl.es the riarpetiza.tion vector makes 1.41,±11 the 
c %oh a coieS 

VA4r. ie4-cliamotion are. h  is the onahortgo otifTnees con tent fttr the 

material considered. Herrin!! and. rAttei is phenwer.02.04-fioa. airroaah is 

tc wet 	 involvinc niXin det.Inity operabors Ali& in based 

on 

 

the eller= (g01). SpIn rave of lon,7 vrtvelength are &rived formally 

by treatirt the ferremarpotic material ae a continuous 'Scam in which 



the cairponents ce the spin density efivratore are regarded as 

esaplitudec o a vector field rhich its cluantised in the way demanded 

by the imam: cacrutafAon relations for spin crape/lents« This guano 

'sed plianoorsnolad.eal air-,roach, or its counter7art in Thich the 

liardltonian is tztated clawless/1y*  has proved vary valuable in 

discussing the interactions with ralcrounve fields 'which occur in 

l'er,:cnapietic resonant:5e and allied effects (nee the review tor Akhiescro  

Awl Wchtar and Kaganov 1.1).00)« Irovovers  this approach only deals 

vith the ofin-wave 	of the alma spectra:a and throus no light 

ezi the relation:between spinsvave theory and collective electron 

theory. This prob1u can only be solved by e.,ztaining the ergo« 

states re the full Hezailtonian of the water*, Herring and ltittel 

deal with the problem of obtaireac spin-wave eimnstates in an 

indirect way by considering the rce2onse of the saturatea sPecdment 

to a small pertzwung tiailvetic field« If the unperturbed ragleti-

cation vector is in the s direction the perturbing field considered 

.plied in the y direction and varies teanusoidally in artve in 

the X &traction with a long •wavelength VIA. The meTnetise.tion 

res:-•.onds to the pertttrbstion and it is shorn by A fermi perturb 

e.tion calculation that en energy of the Alm (04) only zecerults if 

stationary states of the Etratem, vdth wall total rave-vector K and 
total apin 	10  elellt With Mellrietti 0 (r2) above the forromaiseetie 

iTound state. (It is calmed the latter state has zero totyll lave- 
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vector end total spin S* rherc spin is measured in unite of t rThese 

states ere idectified an sTlin waves and a method of obtaining their 

vire - iknztione and enertlea is outlined. It is not cdcar 	what 

+1.Ye a.t. atez obtrtinel e.re aetmelly reaurXti.ccts of the 

rvnterta Ferring (i9t1b) cir.9 z*de or* the method throurji in 

eetall by mnPing r3. fartter Dpgratization• 

rierrIng end Kit surrest that the lou-enera states or ferro-

mmetie metal. axe of Ur) tchyee: tiro band-it/Ile states of colleetztve 

electron theot7 vIith 	apin waves extriUld*  and states derived' ftem 

these by e=itatlen 	waves. It la further summated that the 

coni=larticr.sof calectivv elector and rspinioneve excitations to the 

sTiecific heat may be aa:Itter. '2hene ideas are described as "very 

much in the realm of speculstion" and it one of the aims of this 

chapter to Make than more det'tntn (see ntivards 1002)* Other work 

vl.th the wrie aim but usintff, quite arc:front methods is that of 

Vonscve7 a M Kebelev (1961) aria nui3grok (ii-M32)• 71021: by Iattiatla 
(.co) on sz)in -aavz...13 in the band ric:Icl should be mentioned, Ile uses 

field thetare-ei.mil  .1:act/ices anti his apprcothatisn is cipivairatt to 

Iterringia (1.0.521;-  as is 	 , l in section .14,.4 	tiis thesis. 

The -‘7;74.kr derierned in this ::-5.1.rt of the the 	to restricted to 

a sincle.thnd medal of a re•Wl for simplidit,. Mere is little doubt 

that the qualitative results of this chapter halo, even in the ease or 

several overlarping twat. racnetdc 211a. 67in-orbit intere.otione axe 
negleated throurftout the work., 
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Con:deer a code/ which consists of Mtn elect:Alm) in a sing l.e 

band containi 	ot:' each spini  there n<17, and ascuats, that 

the 47ound.  state of the rust= is tint of n7...drun valtipilcity with 

total spin a' eg.tiza to 7 ID (spin io tleatorcr.1 thretittient ill 'units of*). 

At firsi; traIg -the 	states of the cslebxe with S' eval to 

or In./ will be discussod and it is Sufficient to consider those 

states which have S" and. the r component or spin SA equal. Somose 

1.4  1.0 tale eigeztmr:ticka of such a state; then if: 3.741 	a x and y 

caqponents of spin the functions 

211,0 	_ 	ns i‘r  

represent states demneratc with Vend .of the some total spin 51  

but 1-1.th treeel.teviely lev147r valurie of 3/ ocitn/ to 

eirrnstato tith < St may be derived in this wag and it will 

G-a=ge that the slate (t3x 	f.,. }Q rev.  be regarded as forced free 
I/ by ccItt:tl.n:-.; 	raver.; of sera vector* 

Thu whole Elecussion hero ie basal on a band descriptton of the 

metal*  althoakt correlation ei,Tects are considered. An eigenfunotion 
of the rystan raf.,L,  be written an a linear cerbination of Slater deter. 
minants ferried form one-e3.octren fin chaos Vic, 40 e((i) and tqcp A)fa) 



where , is the position of tax it eleotrent  b(t, r is a 

Ittoeh fu notion with wave vector It exit 4*(1)111(i) are to eicen- 

twat-ions of a 3 t 	the s casponont oftnin of the it't  e3.octron, 

with eigenvalues 4 and 4 respectively. 

In a state with 	lin the %spin stab-band is fu11 and the p 
spin sub-bane. contens n ho/ea, 	ovi-lyint; r' :es with SA 	=IA 

way be Einacri  . 'Ike as 'i.retrirtc, fullot spin bana And a re:cat:all:7 fun p 
orin ha.net  rith f electxonilike pard-partieies just outside the 

'end surface nab nn cenal Timber of hole ..21 quasi...particles just 

within it. These quasi..inrtioles are et 1111 en-W.02r independent and 

err stnte which my be desuribed 	rrcza the grouaa Mate)  

b' =ten ; a rErnb9r of ittafTendent cram-; arbick‘a rill be referred 

to as a 41xInd-t<Pre t  state. Such a eacte ban a direct corres-pondenee 

with an oicenfenction of the ftrater..1 in which aectraric interactions 

are nog/octet i.e. direct cormspendenee it a nInzle Slatier doter. 

min-ante Thud....type states are those notrially ...onsidsred in co12.ective 

elootmn theccri and correapond to the states with "no spin waves 

c=ited" discussed by 3:.orrinc Orla Irittcl (1051). 
rjtates with F..4 	that in rath ono reversed 4-4n, am of 

threw diottnet 't?Poel. (a) ctates with tot-Al spin ln rtaloh am derived 
frm states with :34 •In applrim %to corator Sx  iSy; (7)) htarl-
tipe states with tyk-a. spin •:-.11;n..1. in vibich the additional eleeti'on in 
therspin ban i be tree as an additional rriasi-particle outi5ido the Penni 
surface and moves independently of the hole-like particle lel% in the 



at, grin bind: (c) states pith total spin 1;nal. in ritl.ch en electron 

in the p spin band and the hole in the ok.cryin band are bound togetter 

in an c.:citon-1i11 state charaeterletie of a tin taioref. 

These different 'it-men of states vr111. wt..: be discussed in a 

malitative wEv. .A•rr.oro (mot titeentleion of ritet-e. oftyre (e) 

civet . 	lap ` 

Cryaciilcv farct a statc 	(b) rhich. infra= frczr the crowd 

state in havinr, tin eleciann-lilee 	 ;.71.tet outside the 

eareface in the p 	banet rknd 	nytthi.r-f.artidlenear 

the top 	the 14 sr.-in ban a• The enerar of each a ct.ate is of the 

0 p 	of 

171102•0 37, Ix the Grollnd t..,tato energy end r, p (jt  ), 13,4  (1,-) are quasi-
rtierr,ies in it and at zgin bands resIfectivoly. Tie tiussis. 

enerc.1-2a a;le Mk/ defined in r.et.';.ons of ic-space where the 

quasi -xtticles are lorzt-livedo that is near 	to of the oC in 
and near the Fermi surface in the p spin band. If the ferronamettc 
state is stem°, Ile) > '.1_3(4' (0 as shown in fiL,ure /0 

To esteb/ish the connc.A.,3tion vith collective electron thex)rj it 
it convenient; to clofine nor energloe 

(a,2) 

E Qt) = 	(1): 	12I 	= r. 
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here J i& oli,xlen so t41; E. (k) ;aril C. 	bocone Itrts of 

& 	x'17 swath ((k) cum as shown In ti 2O • The Iowa (CM 

then beacon 

110 	4. Ck') 	(1.:) (..e) 

    

E 

  

E 

 

       

       

  

op— k 

    

      

       

       

        

(a) 
	 (b) 

..t(1-..) 
	

rinae(b) Clirrvre 1 and show 

the top or the 4aanz-3; vivo Ohows 	the redo:./lad rq:-asi-partir-te 
Ep(tt t ) at tile Feani trrface, 	error tin (k) and E

P 
 (L.') 

For a cencral 1oTa..17.1-ng barkl--t-mx stato)-.71th ti ntrIber of Ilflic-luce 
car asi-partielos Intho 0C spin band and a rnzlber or ,.funxi-par,.icles excited 

in the ? spin bald, the mercy 	be written 

E, 	E«ic.;) — i. 1) 5- n-zp [ ( Qt )+111 
Pap L E( 00 4-1 51 -a 	2- 

14 4 
(6.4) 



pitt  end pip  t,re occulxt•Won nmbere for holowail:c at rad nip 

is the 0:Tur:Mien mraber for on eleotron-lilw cuasi-parbiale otatc 

Themr,--t1.-tztons > f s  < f are to ho carried out oror states 

respccithrelys q,:)taido and in&.ao the Ferat wrfaoc in the p orin 

cane.* rzcmestl1on(''...4) vez 	nerar or a typical stai;o a=altlered 

in collecV...,,re ele<ttron t'eat7 viNere the rtricter k occurring in 

that theory In oral toJ. Ta the .Tvesent foinula-4,cn iis 

arbtirary but the band form E (4.) alno depcnile on Z-4, In fact (G•4) 

really invalN.,,t).3 only the quasirtiele enerclee Ee  C;:'), E.4  (k) 

are the plvisically sirnfleant uantities. The constant 'exchenrp 

encore 3 :r.s been intro,:inced merely to dhow that the energies of 

the lo7-lying handf.tyne states of the system may be written in the 

form oP (G.4) which corresponle to the lo-lying states of collective 

electron theory. 	• •'; • 

only-46-4iite4te s-af-4140-6:744arie It MUft be emphasiLed 

that the above vor7 general argmnents apply only to the low445,11u; 

states of the systen,Iierc mstrictive conditions rut be c.zzAred or 
prope to jur,t1z7 collective electron IfIcol.-; 	hich= tam:-.eraturcs. 
This In c,onsidcroa fin section 21. 

29.4t..41:21P-TM  **lip  

discussion Oe statoa of type (o) td12 11= be g4v. usinz; an 
apprarination equivalent to thet riat:4e by ILL...eine; (iCi52b). i 1.401^0 

exact efiscmcsion of states or to (c) is elven in Chapter 7. 



A st,...-.tc with •:.1 " 	-111. rn!.-;.y bo roprocz'rntca an7, rcc,,.--z.tc177 by a 

ter  (V.tnrrinc.nt 	tot.?. Vfig.,.Ve-lreator 

y t4".=
-J.  

[(2N"' j .44 AI&  • • • 9 	
••• 

—lavd, •!!'lp 	p - 	3 -")! (az) 

b(4(1  zi)c((j) to 
b(4

P 
 Zi)p(3),  If a Ii-nnr.er i'urotion aCt-2) in defined by 

a(z 11) tg 11.'2 	ev) 	 (az) 

where the cm:rattan is over all le,wc-etrectors 17 (3i5) nay be written 

as 

‘ex 	[ 	EN  • • • g 	; 1-‘ ip  • 

which in a $3.,7terrtinant ecntaininE flnctione a_(ri  ai)ac (1) and 

14.22 izop(i). Apprctlratc rave functions for states with 

' 	end. tz 1r1 Invc-rcetor ,1„+ rayberforlted an linear after-P.10  00s - 
calbin!Itions of)k  e( 	17) obtall.nnd fron (6•5) by renlacinc 

rdc((i) by is( .1  rdp(i) vihere the latter state is unoccupied 

in (r.0). I'; fallen, frrn lierrinf'n strnrik. (71errine 1.9:31b)) and fp= 

Ssc..dcn ,̀,11.1. of 11.11.3 the sin thlit vitldn thin a7^,retdration static:m.17 

states ccdut 	wreve functions of th:.! Thra 

ti 000 (4A) 

the: cri.c.-Aectr-17 functions 



for sl:a3.1 it. -,:ttcret6ilenotec attetxttion ever 1;:-Iractors of Mates.  

(0.5). `71-4,  ottton (C#S) 'with IC 4 0 ariTTOXitlite to 

StAIM! 	 £t1 in :s.'e..ct 	ztitnct 	4,3110 (0): 'their 

o,-Iii-wArc; CA; or.,-;1.r.1,cr 	c:::::-;11„y =an 	(C 	lc'rtlfori t ten 019 

ts1 	-sociAC K  • -60 As 

ire SS  LI Ite &lien-4:1E134 Oyu:Linea from (3.7) irr replaoini; 
, 

rtmottori a(t. - i'1(j) by c(r.3 	04) beints, a loaf:face:1 

fltlOttr)Fi dcfl.'nei7 

0(r.,) e n r 	b (4 p -419 + 	) 

(0.9) 

(C40) 

A Ivoof of the evivalence of (c•8) arcs (6.9) is given bauvo 
(0.9) 3.0 ricata7 arrneralirttior. or a rricoli awn Invo• 

It is stra:74;htforweril tr, 61107 that As  , ac aefined abovo may 

be written 

Ei +obi)] ..4. 5e. 
(-I) 

obi 	 cgs i) 

Q.( rs  Kg+i  )0 (3)... 416141 _,-qde4(N-1)&(!tt  14)04 
Qt 0.1„ r,4  )p(w+0... 	, 	) pawn)) 

(041) 



vhere* is a nor Alined antlayanetrisinr, operator ace on the 

electron coordinates. One may write 	110 

A ft, At? 	
(0.12) 

where* Aare antioametrising operators acting on electron ovrp 
coordinates in states of ()Cana p spin respeotively and A le an 

operator erich sums over permutations of electron coorCinatee 

between, the two spin sub-rrours without regard to the ordering, 
within each sub-group. 

Using (6.11) and (©.12) ode finds that eXpression (669) 
becomes 
(4)A .c.(5A.1+0(10]-4-4[A(is-Lit). fs I (-0-s 

t 
ikai  14(:11-g I ) 601 ) 	• • g 3_1 ) 0(5 ) 4(1— 6$ 4,1 )45) 

• • • 	- R000-03 
ft p 4( (let iv's)  POI  er(Pe„rw+dp(ri+ 	(0.15) 

To simplify (6•111) consider the expression 	• • • tr0-N-ii 1..2N-vs/P(21")  

ibosi  zi) 	str.i)b('.strfit  ,r,q)...boit  • rfig,i), 	(6.14) 

which is easily shovel equal to 

N•41.4.)/2 c ri`1- ok aa(£...a4:144  .4.1)a(rt "4+i 

• • • a(47,4 	I 

254 



Wow 

N (-11"1° -14 Olio ) 01 • 
- 

N 04% 

where ricii in a minor of the oceiplete N x N determinant 

—4:141tra5S 	. 

a5 

*ere,* is real end expression (0.14) therefore equals 

A # 4 

I 	( 	'KO . - • (L(P-A 	) 

a(r.: -641) • • • 0,(_114_, —5N) 
8.15) 

Using the enuivelenoe of (6.14) and (6,15) and putting ht K e 

we may write (0.15), and therefore (6.9) as 
+I, 11-i 

ft,t 	hi, r.) Quo 	. tr(141,.., r1,1 )4(y-1) 
t(41,+1 )11)4(v 	Pr4L 	)4(14-01 
kg-0e ro) 	414 -b 2.w+dr") 

• . tr(~Nwn 1"2,4_„) p(2N-03 
ck 

.El + 0(1113 8
(?) 	

fit) t 	- 	• 



Thttn apart frari a possible phase factor (6.6) and (64) are 

entirely equivalent. 

A spin wave in a single-band model of a metal may thus be 

pictured as follows. Consider first a state of maximm spin aline-

ment in which therrin electrons Partially fill. a tend of 'Mach 

functions, and the a( spin electrons may be described either as 

oarrletely filling such a band or as filling a set of 'Moder 

functions, one on each atcx. The determinant 6, ali9earing in (6.9) 

is now obtained by removing and spin electron tram the rimier 

function at the 8th  lattice site, reversing its spin and placing it 

in a *partial." Wannier funotion c(it » Re) localized about the same 

lattice site. 7.his partial V,ttnnier function is farmed only from 

otherwise unoccupied Bloch functions and is less localized than the 

wannier functions a(„E W. The wave , function (8.9) thus represents 

a situation in which the p s,in electron and of spin hole move together 

through the ex7otal like an exciton with wave.vector 	The enemy 

of this spin rave state is of the form EA  4. 07,2  + 00) for a given 
1,, direction of K where Ex  is the enera of' the state r (f)  from which the 

spin-wave state was derived. C le a constant which, forcilbto crystals, 

is independent of the direction °I'll:an:1 which is effectively the name 

for all lovolying initial states IIT; C must be positive, of course, 

for the ferromagnetic state to be stable. It in clear fran (6.4) that 

the wave functions of spin-unve states contain a/most equal contri- 



buttons fron many Slater determinants afld this propertot persists 

in the more met description of these states even in Chapter 7. 

Thus a spin wave state does not have a correspondence with a sinae 

determinantal function of the interaction-free aystan and is, there.. 

fore quite distinct free) a bard type state, 

The /imitation of the above discussion to spin-wave states. 

derived frc*n states with SA get In is not a real one and in fact 

spin Wave states may be derived from any lormayingband-type sate. 

Consider a loa-lying band state with St  et 31.1, 	-L-n-mi This state 

may be rdetured as differing from the ground state by having; to 

occupied 731oeh states just outside the Fermi surface in the p spin 

band and rt unoccupied Bloch states at the tap of the of spin 

Me wave function of such a state may be represented approximately 

by the aprwopriate Slater determinant %fix  A state derived from 

this band-.type state by exciting a spin wave of lqavemovector K has 

the approximate wave function 

("N-2.1%iit f 8 ( — K , c_y + 000,  

'.where the summation is over the wave-veotore of 313och states singly 

occupied in %ex  and an ap:)roximate enemy of the form EA  + OK2  
for email 

For the purpose of summing aver states to treat the statistical 
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mechanics of the system it is necessary to enquire whether spin,-

wave states derived fran different lyand-type states are necessarily 

independent. For c. plc, it miOrt be thought that the state of 

total wave-vector 	K derived from Vx(f)by exciting a spin wave X 

could be identical with the state derived fray sane other band-type 

state t)  by exciting a spin rave -f 4- X. In *et this in not 

the case as is shown by the followinr arc ant. 

All loo-lying band-type states must have a large nimIxtr of 

rnA,r,  occupied Bloch states in comical and differ among themselves 

mainly through the occupation of states near the top of the of spin 

band and lust outside the Para eurface in the p srn band. It 

follows that a spin wave state (0.16) derived fron a 'articular 

band...type state contains maw determintults OA  (ls t  11, 4) which do 

not contribute to spin-oave states derived fron any other band type 

states. Thus all spin-owave states derive:3. from different band..type 

states are independent and there is no fear of counting states twice 

through considering all spin vgElve ersitations item all lc lying 

band-type states. 

It remains to mention states of type (a). Phen K 0 the states 

(QA) reduce to (Sx  .viajr)Vxffg.part from a normalizing factor, and are 
thus states of type (a). States of type (a) are therefore states 

having a spin wave of sero vavewveotor excited. 



21. Statistiohl nechapies 	=tele  

so far only states with one spin rave excited have boon con-

sidered, and to discuss the thermodynamics of the system a general-

ize.tion must be me.de to the case of several spin wave mitations. 

In the case of an insulator it in Imam (Holstein and Primakoff 1940) 

that when a small timber of spin wave states aro molted the excitation 

energies are PAM  tive. It is reasonable to assume that this result 

holdo in the present case for a state derived trims a band-wtype state 

by exciting a small number of spin waves. Using the notation of 

expression (0.4) the energy of such a state maz'i then be written in 

the fern 

E(f44 11.2 f ; Papi (v.;.) =Ec(f.:4 ib.ty 	+Es (t4,:) 
.17) 

shere Ea  is the energy' (0.4) of the band-type state and Es is the 

total spin-wave ezoitation enerizr EAven by 

;(,Ni) * C 

where Ni  is the occupation number for a spin-wave of nave-vector 

4. 
The partition function fbr the system in a ratpetic field IT in the 
c direction is 

= 	ZC  Z e xp 	p Thildr) 

(0.18) 

(0.19) 

.139 



there 

Zc  6,(f.;Ain4;fir  )+2-P8 -F4c4j 
AT 	 

.20) 

.. s ( tt,) + 'Ifs 14 Zs  
#C1 

In (G40) the sum Lion is over occupation numbers corresponding to 

all band-two states; p is the Bohr marpeton. 

The riarpetization is then given by 

M clIT a s z  = 	ki .2,54 zc  tta 	frr 	7  
S-14 	 V a 141  s  

0  4- c 	Ms  

where V is the voltre of the crystal, 2:0  is the tsaturation mag.► 

net ization np/V and 1109  Vis  are the deviations fran satireation 

duo to band.-type and spin wave excitations resp3ctively• then 

IT = 0 the collective electron contribution is given by 

(a .22) 

p JuLft (— eljk-r) S ti(e) —4 I (E- 	Ac 
(6.23) 

where es%  is the rnaximan energy in the band E (11) uSing the 
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notation of section 20) n(E) is the density of states in that 

'band and is the mininnra excitation (Inert:7 when a spin is reversed. 

Thus 

e E E 

where ei  is the enerEy at the Pent surface in the p spin sub-band 

Por a band with 

11(0 	A( e„,—E)F 
(6.23) becomes 

M 	71 A 114+u ifiTr' In=  — 	 -R4 (- -Et /47) 
(0.24) 

and this is equivalent to the usual collective elretzron theory 

expression when p -1.% If at absolute zero neither spin sub-band 

is ocoPlately full ro  no longer has the form (6.25) but is prvort-
icoal to 42. 

If spin-wave excitation enerrAes are in 	in the fern JB12K2  

where 1 is the side of the elementary cubic cell in the lattice 
(assumed cubic), 

0  • o 517  4 ( 1LT 
(3.25) 
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where et is L for the body-centred lattice and 4 for the face-

centred and7 is the mean spin (in units oft ) per, lattice site 

at T ea0. 
The specific heat at constant volt e Cv  is also 13.van by the 

etr3  or two tome, ono typical of collective electron theory and ono 

of sr daa wave theory. Thtia for El at 0 

C v 
	 vq( ) -4 0.113 Ptak ( 	)3/1  

where mit has the same meaning as in (6.25)0 If at absolute retro 

neither spin sub band is cmplotely full the coeffioient of T in the 

first term met be mediae& 

The qualltaUve argixtento of this section cannot be resani,ed as 

rigorous, but it is believed they are essentially correct. They have 

been given in same detail awe the problems considered have hardly 

been discussed_ in the literature since the woe:. of Herring and Kittel 

nearly ten years ago. It is hoped that the present weak may pave the 

way for more °caplet° diecuseions. The main conclusions of the work, 

which support Herring and Eittel's original sundaes, CM that the low 
teoperature specific heat of a fermi-lappet:Lc metal may be expressed 

ao the cum of two toms, one of which may be calculated by collective 

electron theory and the other by norral spin. wave theory. A similar 

conclusion le reached concerning the deviation of the nametication 

firm saturation at lorr temperatures. rotator% and Cornwell (1060) 

have attempted to analyne the data of Four and Thcrapson (i050) on the 
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tenperature variation of the reepetination of nichol combirting 

terns of the collective eleetron and vinooave types. Ilomver 'they 

introithse vreittrting 'Motors a art" i•la into the term ISO  end Nei mop. 

actively, of 04a) and thit3 does not seem to be justified. A mere 

eoproct analysis in being rade by -c Earth ani %covens Pecti 

trryle WM) dipoles their careful maarrarattents eat the tanner/Aura 

variation of the natnetization of nielFel in toms of an expreseien 

of the Imo (OM). Ilowever they use a SP tern ibr Ttereas as 

the exponential tern (C•24) is probably more amropriate for trier-rg. 

On thia basis they find that trvir restate are beet described by spin 

verve theory aloflo, but the :presence of an expmential texts woad not 

appear to be minded* 

/t met be arrhasised amin that the results obtained so far are 
restricted to Im tenpers.tures• 	307 tearicattaroo, temptrrtical of 

eollective electron theom nuot taxer as 10118 ae axle or the loomblYine 
excitations nay be described in tame of independent quasi-particles« 

The states of the eysten Tihich are izt 	tat tenparatures 

Inc the Curie paint are welly difficult to &morn° at all quantitatively 

ond it is north tryinc tso ftenulate a cpalitative picture of theme Xe 

a trplissa alto there aro a ember of spin-cave emitatLeas tug a number 

or buid-tom excitations, arra these mat all intraot to mane extent, 
is the esniteoolike picture ce a spin wave described in eectien 201.10, 
the lxiecaitation of the p coin electron about the oc spin hole devotee 
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on the =her of =occupied statz..-i 	the nrin uub.l.raid. In 

a state in which there are a considerable limber of reversed alins 

spin electron will not be very to iced about the corrcap- 

cA spin hole and spin-rave =nations will .oveilap each 
other. Above a certain density of spin wave excitations a pore 
bancletype dercri.rtKon of the etabs, albeit with etTong coniciatton„ 
ray be comet. This idea in closely connected with rott'o (1001) 

ideas on the transition to the metallic state* Certainly well above 
the Curie point a band-typo deseriotion should beikpropxiate. A 
bead descri:ition in also approiriate at 0°K and recent work by rthoclee 
aria wilsoarth (if..V3) in Insed ix tho ass trarition that conventional 
collective elect= tboory holds in these two regions of temperature+ 

They emphasize that in the band soherte all the caz"riers need not have 
their opine alinea at ock i.ee the relative magnetination at d'F. can be 
2esn  than to  10  can deduced fron the Observed estimation mg. 
nottzation and the Curie-Woies constant, which yields the total /umber 

of carriers. It is fauna that for a wide %rang* of metals and alloys, 
le  can be satisfactorily correlated with the Curie tem:;neraturs 

both Of these quantities dependirc on the moleenlar fiA.d constant G'. 
For substances with a low Curie point a very marked distinction is 

found between those Which follow the tnni model, when 7e  is much ions 
than i s  and those which follow a lecaliced model wherelois a3.rovs 1+ 
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Unfortunately in the case of iron, vith its htcji Curie point, it is 

not possible to make a decision botneen the tiro models. 

The practical success of colleetive electron theory makes it very 

desirahle to Elmo a fundamental Notification for the Dimple Duo of 

band-type state assumed by Stoner. /t bas been seen tint spin waves 

are tulequately dealt with on the band picture but that the situation 

at Oct and near to, and abate the Ourie point should be describable 
just in terms of bani-type states. "dame (1951) showed that Stonnes 

theory of these states can be justified 17ithin the Ilartree-rock appro

txttion if the effective interaction between carriers is of sufficiently 

short rant". It was pointed out in section 3 that in the case of d 

bands the lang..range part of the couldn't) interaction cannot rottlly be 

separated out by plasma theory. The situation from the viewpoint of 

plasma theory is ibrther =gloated by the Pact that the cut-off wave.,  
vector 1,3  should surely depcmd on the stata of magietication. Never-

theless the interaction between carriere must certainly be screened 

since the d electrons are very polarizable. If one does ammo a 

short-range interaction, collective electron theory can be justified 
(It! 	within the flartrce-Pock a7.)roximation. Yrouever, as 

stressed by iThbbard (private comm. d.oaeon), the 9'  thusealbulated is 
en order of magnitude too /arg . 	is because, with short-range 
correlation neglected, the chief contribution to e` is the lame 
coulomb energy ( 	14 c.v.) of two carriers on the erne atom (see 
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Wohlfarth i953)* Ttblfarth (1955).  ena Vannes:* (1953) have suggested 

that short•range correlation is so important that trio carriers harlky 

ever dome together on the same atoll.' Smell strong ahertivange =re-. 

lation is perhaps surprising* Picx7ever any other view appears to rule 

out the poesibility of Zro.c 1 weft is also diffioult to understand 

why :Palladium is not then ferromaLpetio* A. calculation of the short-

range correlation effect by the author is in progress* Slater (1030) 

effectively set out to calculate el for nielml rith'a Nartree,*Fock 

appratrimation and considering mainly interaction effects on the same 
atom* The reason -why-he Obtained an answer that me not much too 

lerre ban been explained by Anderson (196i) in a footnote* Slater 

esttmated the relevant integrals fran opactroscorie data and apparently 

the /ergo esoulomb repulsion integral was slimed to drop out. 
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011ATTM, 7  

prq pam Tins r OF sPla virins  

A qualitative picture of spin waves in metals was given in 

section 20.1. In this chanter spin wave states are considered, in 

more detail. A formal proof of the mietence of spin eaves in 

motels is given in section 22 and the accurate calculation of their 

energies is considered in section 23. The results of Herring (1952b) 

and Isuyama (1000) are obtained directly as special cases in section 

24. 

2p. Prtotef thp EXiptolO, of INPIATIVOs  

The work of Herring and Kittel on the existence of spin waves 

in metals ras sumarised in section 19. It ras pointed out that 

their discussions depend on the assumption of a macroscopic exchange 

enermand in the case of Raring (1052b) on an approximation such at 

has been used in Section 20, Since doubts have been expressed (Van 

Kranendonk and Tan Vleok 1958) as to the existence in metals of spin 

raves with a well-defined wavelength, a more rigorous proof that au& 

states exist seems desirable and it is the object of thin section to 

supply this. It should be mentioned again that very direct experimental 

proof of the existence of spin waves in ferromagnetic metals and alleys 

is provided by the inelastic neutron scattering experlrents of Lovide (1958) 
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and Sinclair and iirockhouse (1900), and by recent spin TWO resonance 

work (Tannenvald 19G1)• 

Consider a model of n electrons in a band containing N states 

of each spin, Inhere n < N. Thus in the state of inaltimum spin aline- 

ment in the s direction there are n electrons in thee( spin band and 

the p spin band is empty* This model is more convenient to deal with 

than t.hat of Section 20 and the results mey be applied to the previous 

model by interahanp;ing the ivies of electrons and halos« The 

Hamiltonian for the system is 

to t + 	£ 	constant 
*S 

where Iii  is the sum or the anctio enerry of the i electron and 

its potential enercy in the Alga of the ions end via  eyri r3 j,
the coulanb interaction between the iijh dna. 3th  electrons* One-

electron save functions b(1,1, g) and energies w(15) are defined by the 

emtione 

n b(h, 	b 	). 	 (7.2) 

Suppose the ferrcriametio ground state of the alts ten is non•Kleren.erate 

with energy t and has nerd total wave-vector. It is required to shag 

that spin wave states with one reversed spin and wave-vector K exist 
with energies of the fora 

t + cK2  + o(K3). 	 (7+3) 
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At one point in the proof it seems necessary to assume that the 

crystal hoz a centre of inversion 0.01°101 one mittlt have expected 

that the use of tine..reversal symetry would be sufficient. 

:suppose thetround state 'save funetionP corresPenain8 to 

given tv. 

4x4'). (7.4) 

where the functions 41),  are determinants formed from the one..electron 

yam funotices b(to  c) a( (i). Thus one may write 

	

1= A( 	1 	 .4 h )  

and 

	

4t 	L 	
(74) 

vhexe the summation is over the wave-vectors aPreariTIC in
A 

 and 

L is a reciproce3. lattice vector. The set fitOoonsists of all deter.. 

minants ae.tisfying (7.5) ez in the present single-band model the 

functions of tie set must taffer frail each other by changes of at 

least trio one...electron functions. The ground '8 tate energv is 

•pr c 14x1 2.E x  -4- 	__ ti ct3t4k <4.), I tit tplA  (74) 



Where 

Ex 	< 	I Pi 4)),. • 
(7.7) 

The second suaratIon in (?.G) is over all mire Xlttsuch eat yx  

aml y differ it la* one-electron functions. Thus suppose 

Ye, 	( Pt ' 1 -  • • Ct it ) 	• • J1.1) 
	

(7.5) 

and 

(7.9) 

then 

t = 	1 ck, J Ex 

cet 	<mernf 	< -Cm Ivl * r 

where 

<ste.liv1.4-4` 
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Throufhout this section the suffixes 1, in, 1', m° are used in 

conjunttdon with 	to to denote the rtwe-vecters of the one. 

eleotron flirtations by rhich 11)1/4  and yAk  differ. Another easily 

obtainable relation is 

t =A41 E f<31")V1 Aief> <Awt "46] r x*tA x 
(7.11) 

analog with equation (6.8) it might be expected that a state 

derived from by exciting a spin wave Y would be approximately 
adi orpi_ex_ 

represented by therave function 

UMW. 
4.111/0 

*ere 

4C1-1. 5 	)t 	" • 
(74$)• 

Here 9,4(4, 14. + it) is the aotennitant derived frets 4/x.  by re/xlacing 
the Bloch function b(te, 141)01(1) by b(k 	ja) f3 (1)* Certainly 

0:C0  isy.)I and is thus an exact eimnfunction corresponding to 

a state with a spin wave of sere exxve -vector exalted. Ox  will them 

fore be taken as a trial function and the energy associated vAth it 
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evaluatea. No 

< Gt  III 
t 	iqxr-  f<ibms lkIkos)— E 

c(4 Ar• 1<  fxil I NI 47it  —<Yx1Filkett>3 
sherd the e000nd ettraation in over all rolroX to a that 

at ye  differ by two one-electron tunatirms. Xt is straight.. 

forward to eho that 

(7.1.4) 

< +Kt 1 I Cas > EN 

= 1•164  Z.(x) 	( Pet+ /v) 	(3 )3 
C.(>4)e4) 1.< sK ItivisKit> — <stivist> 

Isivl 3 III 	<-t s 	st >1 
(745) 

Vhere the notation 

<4.11 k ,rrk I Al  IS,  m'> 

- 	trs  (RA+ 5) I:1) e(011.1 1:1) y!2  M*1141+11111) 

tr( °Imo, v*J drm 
ban been ueoS.. 
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The evaluation of <kir liqi,ptc 	m )requiresore care. Pros 

(7.13) 

< #h)c I HI %It> 
tk)( 

< ek( Its ks+ t5) atAt )1.sr4  s 4  
ate if 4 Ait

tA 
are given by (7.0) end (7.9) the only net-zero 

contributions to this sum occur vihen 

(7.16) 

(i) t a (n - 2 possibilities) 

(ii) s ej., or m, t 1' ar ml  

The contribution of case a) to (7.16) is 

PI-73  < 	I 14 1110 )` 	I 
and the contributions from case (ii) are 

(a) s * 1, tai' 
(b) 0 = 1, ten' 

(o) 	to ey m, 	t mi 

(a) s m*  tai' 
Thus 

<JOS )n114111 %13  Yd> 
h..<-0.51 volvimiK I V> 
vCi< A lwits type)  w+ k> 
irt-1  < A i vni()V1 vet% 	> 

<kis' HI tAws  — 	)41Yr  > 

yr' <Atc viset 	 1+411)0 
(7.17) 

+<A) v4)Elvi -t)""1>— <AIrniliviv:,11C) 
— 	<Awl I V 	 2.< rem I VI mi ii> 1 
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Free) (7.14), (745) and (7.17) it is not difficult to see that, 

lbr a given direction of 	(7•14) is an even Arnett= of h as 

long as one condition in fulfilled. This is that for each 

4,14.  gt? Q lc  ,••• 4,) appearing in (7.4) with a coefficietzt a 

Mere appears a 

with a coefficient * q (The aim must be the same tbr all X )• 

It may be shown that this is the case if 	is non-degenerate and 
the crystal has a centre of inversion. Thus in this case (7.14) 

is of the form t etiC for email X. It follows that a state with 

ono reversed spin and wave-vector K must exist with en ecera not 

meter earl this. Also if the metal is ferretaametio the energy 

of alleh a state must lie above the ground..stato merry t • rime 

states of the type considered exist with energies of the form (7.3) 

where C < Co. This completes the proof of the existence et spin-

wave states. 

2,15. Method caloulatipg asin  *we etngraes  

It is the object of this section to present a retied which my, 

in principle, be used to calculate spin wave energies accurate :7. The 
equations obtained form a generalisation of equation s given by 'Herring 
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(2.952 b) although the method of derivation is quite different. It 

is assumed that the ground state valve Alsatian I is known i.e. that 

the coefficients a).  in (7.4) are Imam.. In a practioal calculation 

one could normally only find appreceinstione to I but the spin - 

wive enere.es should not depeni too critically on its exact foist. 

The method used here is to errand. the exact spin wave function 

Tic  as a linear cantdnation of detensisantS• 

(zi, • • or 0,  '414 	; ri (740 

where the wave*.veotor 	after the eioolon represents a 

state of p spin, and 

n-I 

t
kt q r 

If the state of spin ac and wave vector is unoccupied in (7.18))  
then the determinant is just 	( q*  • ri 11) where 9A  irc derived in 
the previously described clamor from 

VA 	= 	. . . 	, . • ft „.. . 
However if the.state of spinet and wevewvector q is oceupied in (748) 

then the detezr&nant is not equal to any of the Ainetiens eA  and 
new fUnctione must be defined* A typical one is 

( -LT ( 	t • 	t ) 
	

(7.10) 



neA 

Par the sizr;te-bend model eentddema the functions ex(q• q 1.1) 

and 7v(1):: fern a (=plot° net in rl-del to expand 	It yin 

be ass nod that the coefficients in this =Tension  may be expanded 
in pmers of K, for a given direction of K and the zero order 
terns are !mom since •  = es Thus • 

+ 
	le+  ... 1)()s) 

(7.20) 

where the coefficients bM  em  du  are to be determined« On 

substituting in the 3cbr6linger equation 

14 	K = t(IS) In  

nultinlying L70(4, 1st  + JD! end <I tk (1.01 )and ending 
in the rem (7,4, one obtains a set of ecpations vhich may be 

broken dorm by expanding the matrix elements in racial:lin/a series 

in IC and erliating coefficients of different kluvnns of K. Rquating 
coefficients of K yielda 

< er ot 111019 els  )1 ,„ 
vt-% z. ex) er,„ <8 01 kjIH—tle(P,s ,P)> 

' 	< 	)&)) 11 (0> 
111111•111•11. 

111111.1•• 	0 

(7.22) 
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I c < lros) 0,>]  

„-t 1 c(*) trx, < i(e) I  HI 13Q1, , 0!,)> 
< Ir(o) 	t I Vor>. 

	

ammo* 0 
	 (7.23) 

Equating coefficients of K2  gives 

/* < et( P_Iti!t+t) 14) ex >1 iv= a 
le4 	[ saTs < !tact: , 	15) I /0-055+15P.} S 

kr:o 

C xs <Q tA (9.5t3Phit 	je),Qcsitcd>1 

L K <et  (P_It Ittti-vs)11‘111,0s)>Ikwo  
4 -k,, < er 	) Ph) IN) 11,14) 3 

(744) 
C r 

The eicenvaluo problem has nor; been removed; (740 and (7.23) are 

a net of linear equation* villa). determims the b).8  and dp  C la 

obtained in terms of these coefficients by matip3.yins (7.24) by 

	

n'4alt  and carrying out the surraation 	et).  
r t 



< etc 	eh(..$)ik_s+ IS)>1 
o 

< ex I %OSP] 
(745) 

(k) 
4 	 Pr 

s 

+ 	v  

Men 

C 
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e 

 

    

      

the bAa  unicuely 

unaltered if 

!braver the noanal- 

Actually (7.22) end (7.25) do not deterairva 

since it le clear that the equations remedn 

bks--) b 	+of a),  *ore st is a constant• 

ization condition on Its  5tves 

11-1
(4 

0.+ et- 	+ 	Z..1 	11 
s 	)k 	)ks 	••• 	 u 

and ecuatinC coeffieients of K one finds that 

.1t, 
a 0 

x s 	A )ks 

(7.26) 

This condition serves to define the b 	uniquely. Xs 
An attempt may be r3ade to solve equations (7.22) and (7.2s) 

iteratively* .'hus if one first places all bAs  e:ccept brt  equal 
to zero and all du  except dr  equal to zero one ray salve for 
b 	and d . These values may then be put hook in the equations 
and these solved again for bail  and d„ and the process repeated 
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iniefinitely. 

One obtains 

E ac<eroltilit-ploiNiok>i,„ 
<ett(,tx)1)11 aeottskJ> t 

< 	r  os) 	®>1 
11=4*  

<le 	Hi I ti (0)> 	t 
	. • 

If these series are substituted in (7.25) a series is obtained for 

C vihich is identical with the coefficient of r.2  n (21) of Terrards 

(19O2), althouth slightly different functions arc used there. This 

method may be of little practical value since even if the series 

converges the comrergerace may veil be slov. 

21.1 nvaluatton zm 	aliapentk 

Althouth it has not yet proved poseible to solve (7.12) and 

(7.23) in a very generul case it is advisable to evaluate the natrix 

elements involved for future reference. In Tartionlar it must be 
verified. that the matrix elements con be expanied in pomrs of K. 

Frain (7.12), (7.13) and (741) one obtains 

d
r 
	O▪ EM • •••••• 

• • • 

(7.27) 
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<er (AtAt+)s)1311(34 ,5 > vls4  
= 	r  

1. + urUt 414 I 	t-ils)—urak%) 
4 C._k s,tk jvI sJ IIS> <sOvjst 

ck is x+t, 	tit,  

S 

<051vItI s15> +<stivits>1) 

f<rnvis)virniis>—<4-41 1+1-e. 

1<itis rnitiviiiim15> <-51inis  
< At) b." IS I y *Oh > 	`of m >p,8)  

where as before 1, m, 1', m' denote tho trvedeirectors of the 

ono-electron itinetions by rhieh tnt  and Yr  differ On Txrtting 

lib Li) 	exp 	u (Lc, e 	(7.29) 

a tvpicel integral in (7,28) becomes 

<43305 1v1 w yqt 

S 	{ 	(91m — 	11 4—s).]  (kA I 
mat  (41,,, 1 ,00 ts.4 44, +X I  rjuq4.1m1 r.ju( .4 4-15,r).) 

and there is no difficuits- in excanclin3 in pcvers cd" 1 since 

u(b r) is a vell-behaved function of t. The ooeffieent of It 

*hich ari,?esrs in (7.2g) is, therefore, ftaily detexrdned• 

Purther matrix elements thich airear in (17.21) are 

<sr ilitAdigler (ost,P3d> 

r 	s*t 
c. (14 <tsivist> (7.s0) 
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and for • t 

<et. tP3t, .1h) 1 it) e tt0.$ I PIO> 	51 vi se> 

nee far 	and t 11  or ns 

< er  (4  t) PIO 41 eh( IN 
= <A141%0116,4> — 

and for #11 tea. 	t 

<er(h t )V3t)14) 8A(h.,04> 

ssit 	+ ) <4'wsi)v11,4> 

s 	stm• 	ktie  < 	1 vl-RYti>, 

(7.32) 

(7.33) 

It renains to m.mmine matrix elements involving tho funetionea). 

It tnioal 11,(E) is represented as the initial state in the diabrams 

of figures21 andnwhidi are diagrams of the type used by Goldstone 
(i957) referred to a etate 46 as vacuum state. Lines representing 
states of spit;Zuld s 	r aro dram to the let and 314.71* respoott101.7 

of the voriioal dotted lines. The allr:rans cerretrena tenatri% 

elements 

< eh 	J is) ivl (ID> 
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with e a i and o = J. The only other non-zero matrix element (7.4) 

is that with s q and is represented by figure 21 with i and q 

intemhanged. The values of these matrix elements are as follows: 

< ex ( .0!,:je.0-islivIlv(is)> =<1. 4.11vit i)5 > 
< 	;+k) lvIlitOs)> T-r<jetflviri> 

<8  (%, ')J41.44s) 	ly().9> --:7---<, ,cistivlf) P5> 
(7.35) 

in (7.23) the natrix element 

  

< 1r  k) 1H) eti) 	hulk 	r?" 	<itt  (191/11extils 

to the rum (/.3() 
appears and from (7.35) the oontrIbution iof a nerticular X is 

(7.30) 

of the ftom 

< 	its 1 vl ).01> 

  

  

   

< 

This expression is easily expanded in porn of itjso the coeffioient 
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of E, in (7•56)lehich appears in (7.23), is easily calculated. 

The rerlaining matrix elements <lip I 	(9)> may be 
oa.lculated i.n particulfx oases Tztthout attruntito,. 

24• Sri,knoria13011 PY)P91A VIVO  

Existing formal calculations of spineave enerees in metals 

are those of rierring (1952b) and 'mama (1.000)* Beth these oalcul-. 

ations aro basal on the same approximation and they may be regarded 

as special cases of the general method presented in the previous 

sections It is of interest to confirm their results using this 

direct method. 

24.i AkrrAiltel.1913TaximWori  
In the notation of the previous air.oternerrinee approximation 

is equivalent to assming that the ground state may be represented 

by a sin ',le determinant To and that a spin eve state may be 

approximated to-a linear combination of determinants ass, k 4-10. 
Thus t = 1303a0  iv a  0 ferX AO and all terms involving 

110  must be omitted. The results or section 23 must be t,ice'y 
HePrinis per.. 

modified since the ona.eleotroa fenctions of Ware net those 

defined in (7.2) but solutions of the Rartree-Podk eTzations* The 

required modifications are that ell matrix elements must be caiculat©d 

using therbrtme-Feck one-electron rtmotions and that the cane-'electron 
energies w(ki) and w(13.  +E.), corresponding to ( and 11 spin states 



xvspeotivelyt  must be 0:LT5mm:el in toms of Ifitrtim:.--Fook energise 

) 3  Xf (1•+  n) as follows: 

tar( (1/4.J = xdtk;) c4) [<-slvvis> —  < 	10] 

tkr( 8!..,. IS) = )1(!(.;:415) 	c.(41<•04 1.S I SIY1:415 ) S>.  (7.57) 

The link between The notation of this -Alper and that of Herring is 

that "terrines mtrix elment I.; (J  io given 

aki  Os) 	xp(P5,;4)s).x,(Awl--<itca lviii51.;› 
= < 80 (4,3 41,+x)114—Ecties (% )40- 

(748) 

As in Herring's paper let 

X) 	+ 	 I I
IS 

.. 	 . • 4- J.3 	• • • 

for a given direction or KI then (7.22) becomes 

• .k•-• 
a 	Ai 

(7.40) 



whidh is exactly Herring's equation (IA and (7.1G) gives 
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(7.41) 

From (7.20) The wave function of the erin-wave state is 

-----. 1,4  

(7.42) 

and.):rom (7.39), (745) and (740) its enemy is 

E(k) 11'4 	er . 
1 	41 

o 
1 41: el 4:4 r  

(?.45) 
which is just nerving's cvation (42). All of Herring's (1959b) 

results on the spin wave states are therefore simply derived by 
the present method. 

24.2 .IFewilte% ftwpx  

ImUsala (100Q) used fiele t77eeretica1 methods to show heel to 



calculate spin mve energies ap:u"oximately for a model which in 

one respecrt is more general than that of Herring. His essential 

(the "ladder" or/proximation) is entirely equivalent 

to Herring"el  but he considzro the case in litich the crowd state 

is not necessarily the one of ccriplete spin alinement. It seems 

worthwhile to show that is 	's results arc simply at:rived by 

the present method. 

Isuyama. considers a system with the Frmiltonion 

( PS)  ft fi 
cr.  

vhere ritt(rartaf pe  are given by 

11  Pr es. 

and 

ck
* 	

4 + it cr— 	cr 

a 	beim the destruction operator for the state of wave-veotor k 

and. coin exa" • Inuyama denotes the one—electron energize by 11,01.) 
but they are hers denoted by w(1.0 to conform with previous notation. 
Apart frcz a constant (7.44) ray be written 
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- 	tAt-(4) 9t4r. 

it 
4 1 	'u(9 	 )4r. Cik A a qj IQ 

pc  40 	 .121 0.4 	 fg 	• At 	.4 a. - 	- - ) - _ 

aM this in just the BarlitOnian for a SyStera of interacting 

Bona with one-eleotren energies w0:0, one.electron Motions 

Vas  th3ana interactions vii such that 

S -erN-! +4 ,r,) et( 	rt) vv2. p CQ 113) fi(Irt) 

(7.45) 

ri 'he assumption that J is a function of k only holds for free 

elccteces and Itniyeme. only considers in detail the case there w(0 

is also ap2ropriate to free alootrons. It in assumed that the 

gentind state of the system is one in which one-eleotron levels are 

filled as shorn in figure13. Suppose there are Notstaten of Irin cc 

()warning the region k < kr,c and 17,1  states of in ft occupying the 

region k < kyr t e(andf are interchanged in Inartmais notation). 

The gram& state is reprenented by the aprrrortriatxt Slater deter-
minant Voand, tha wo.ve-funation for a spin-wave state mo.y be written 



= DOs)flia•(ft.3, 0!s+13) 

(7.40) 

for sail K vOhere.0 denotes straration aver the n(E) ise.vemvectors 

43 	 doh aro well that I ks 1-:511fic  aild 1 k;  + 1)1" 
The equation correencteing to (7.22) is 

E 	< ea(! ,!t s!tt+ is) 	ea 	,des is»] 
kra 

4- 	 0 ers <8.03t t)1 H—fole. tots )4,J> == s 	 - (7.47) 
and the epin-cve energy is given by 

no 	• + C1Z2 

for sa,11.1 zhereo  corree2onant to (7.35)4  

[31 <e (Pc (1 +13)114)e Of 	4k)?] _t _t - C 	irt s  * 	MC 1 	0 -s )- f  vo 

41.E4  s  krttak<90(40.c+6)1141€10 00.01sPlitro 
(7.40 

natrix elments sate simple to evaluate antls  us ins the ;rime 

electron expression 

w(k) a At  k't  /3a 

2,70 



(7.47) BM (7.43) bee= 

 — 	3-(P(CRs)(er 1; 	s 	 * 3  

371 

(740) 

27 - 	 . 	 er 
N NIT 	 tvd—Nr s sz s 

111.1.4. 
1.11.=0 

(7.50) 

where kte  is the oom-porient of It  in the direction of end 

denotes sumation over vaavo..veators 43  such thatiteskyr I Pcs i >4i, 
questions (7.49) and (7.50) are identical with Imaria's equat- 

ions (18) and (1?). 

¶1'23 

Dif Is )1  Ism It ci 21  

The genrTal equations for ellindwilnve enemies given in no on 2$ 

have not yet been solved for air particular ease aril the difficulties 
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are considerable. TIO,Tevers  Herring, (1052 a,h) has been able to 

soave the simplr.,r equattons of section 24.1 in the 011.130 of free 

electrens and in a cane with constant exehange integral between 

Bloch functions. It has been pointed out earlier that a constant 

act:hangs integral results frar, a short range intertLetion and that 

a no -1101 based on this interaction nv.  serve to justify the con. 

ventiena coilective elect eon treat amt e ins  band.type states. 

ene.rri.ct‘ in t7.-iie model arc 'therefore of ite-,erest. 

the notation of this chapter Iterrines remats for c::hic cr,73tals 

Limy be •iviitten 

E (1.5) E0  = (6 nil  111  .e)  [Vtus(0!..) --AI VwtqA)111 

where la  is essentia.13,y the coulomb repuleon intemtCt for two 

oleotrons en tiro time atom. It is intemsenr to 71Cettl that spin. 

wave energies depend strongly on the 1.4.tud  structure. The first 

tea n in (7.51) is proportiontl to fie effective ratan averaged over 

the portion of 'he b(ind. occupied by carriers in the ground. state. 

Ecication (7.51) given spir.wave emeriAes ai the right order of mag-

nitude, but a detailed comparlson with experiment, is not really 

possible' 

rinally it my be pointed out tat the Land theory of 0:lin 

waves Ins removel the diffiecIties inter2reting data which have 

sometimes been experienced (see e.g. liafmatui et 0 1956) due ix) 
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non-interyal ragnaton =bars. Familia° such as (04.25) ana (G.20) 

do not &mend on a lowlined no& 1 Horirmer narked accrerencies 

occur betweenEr:In-raw enerstoa deduced frcr; t1,4 T lawn e 
matnetization ond apecific beat, neutron diffraction measuromonta 

and spin eve rcaonance °verb:tante* 
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Spin waves in ferromagnetic metals 

BY D. M. EDWARDS 
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(Communicated by Sir Nevill Mott, F.R.S.—Received 8 February 1962) 

A qualitative discussion is given of the low-lying states of a ferromagnetic metal and tho 
consequent low-temperature thermodynamic properties of the system. It is concluded that 
a typical low-lying state differs from the ground state by a number of independent particle 
excitations, such as are considered in Stoner's collective electron theory, and a number of 
exciton-like excitations, in which an electron of minority spin is bound to a hole of majority 
spin, which correspond to spin waves. The low temperature specific heat and the deviation of 
the magnetization from saturation may then both be expressed as the sum of two terms, one 
typical of collective electron theory and ono of spin wave theory. A formal proof is given 
of the existence of spin waves of long wavelength in metals and a general method of cal-
culating their energies is outlined. Herring's results on spin-wave energies aro obtained 
as a special case. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the existing theoretical work on spin waves is based either on the pheno-
menological approach introduced by Lifshitz (1945) and Herring & Kittel (1951), 
or on a spin-Hamiltonian approach which has its roots in the Heitler—London model. 
Applications of the latter approach have been reviewed by Van Kranendonk & 
Van Vleck (1958) and they stress the limited validity of the method. Although a 
localized-spin model may apply to non-conducting ferromagnetics such as ferrites 
and garnets, and perhaps to the rare earth metals, it cannot apply to the transition 
metals in which there are a non-integral number of unpaired spins per lattice site. 
The phenomenological approach, on the other hand, is independent of any detailed 
model and it has proved very successful for discussing ferromagnetic resonance and 
allied effects, both in insulators and metals.* However, this approach leaves many 
problems unsolved. For example, it is not well adapted to discussing the thermo-
dynamic properties of a ferromagnetic metal since it does not yield the complete 
energy spectrum of the system. In particular it throws no light on the relation between 
spin-wave theory and collective electron theory (Stoner 1948; Wohlfarth 1953). 
Also, all results derived by the phenomenological method contain the exchange 
stiffness constant as a parameter and this can only be determined theoretically by 
a quantum-mechanical calculation which is equivalent to calculating spin-wave 
energies. This paper is concerned with these problems which have only been dis-
cussed previously in any detail by Herring & Kittel (1951) and Herring (1952 a, b), 
to be referred to as H.K., 13 (a), 11 (b), respectively, and Izuyama (1960). The present 
work, although employing quite different methods, is closely related to the work 
of these authors and it is convenient to end this introduction by summarizing 
first their results and then the results of this paper. 

In H.K. a ferromagnetic metal is considered whose ground state has total wave 
vector K = 0 and total spin S'. It is assumed that there exists a macroscopic 

* A recent review is by Akhiezer, Bar'Yakhtar & Kaganov (196o). 
[ 338 



339 	 Spin waves in ferromagnetic metals 

exchange energy proportional to the square of the rate at which the direction of 
magnetization changes with position, and it is hence shown that states of small K 
and total spin S' —1 exist with energies 0(K2) above the ferromagnetic ground state. 
These states are identified as spin waves and in H (b) it is shown how to calculate 
their energies, within a certain approximation, by the indirect method of consider-
ing the response of the saturated specimen to a small perturbing magnetic field. 
In H.K. it is surmised that the low-energy states of a ferromagnetic metal are of 
two types: the band-type states of collective electron theory with `no spin waves 
excited' and states derived from these by excitation of spin waves. It is further 
conjectured that the contributions of collective electron and spin-wave excitations 
to the specific heat may be additive. Izuyama (1960) has used field theoretical 
methods to calculate spin wave energies within the same approximation as Herring. 

The purpose of the present paper is to attempt to place some of the conjectures 
made in H.K. on a firmer foundation and to describe a method of calculating spin-
wave energies in metals which should be capable of greater accuracy than has hither-
to been achieved. This method is closer to that used by Slater (1937) in his cal-
culation for a ferromagnetic insulator than to the method of H (b). For simplicity 
the work of the present paper is restricted to a single-band model of a metal although 
there is little doubt that the qualitative results of § 2 hold even in the case of several 
overlapping bands. Section 2 is devoted to a qualitative discussion of the low-
energy states of a ferromagnetic metal and the consequent low temperature 
thermodynamic properties of the system. It is concluded that the low temperature 
specific heat may be expressed as the sum of two terms, one of which may be 
calculated by collective electron theory and the other by normal spin-wave theory. 
A similar conclusion is reached concerning the deviation of the magnetization from 
saturation at low temperatures. In § 3 it is shown formally, assuming only the 
convergence of a certain perturbation series, that spin waves of long wavelength 
exist in metals and a method of calculating their energies is described. Some special 
applications of this method are discussed in § 4 and the results of H (b) are derived 
in a direct manner. The possibility of calculating spin-wave energies to a higher 
approximation than that of H (b) is considered. As in H (b) magnetic and spin-orbit 
interactions arc neglected throughout the paper. 

2. THE LOW-TEMPERATURE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
OF A FERROMAGNETIC METAL 

The specific heat and magnetization of a ferromagnetic metal at low temperatures 
are determined by the energy distribution of the lowest stationary states of the 
system. The discussion of these states which follows is based on a band description 
of the metal although correlation effects are considered. Thus in general an eigen-
function of the system may be written as a linear combination of Slater determinants 
formed from one-electron functions b(k, r i )oc(i) and b(k, r1) ft (i), where ri  is the 
position of the ith electron, b(k, ri ) is a Bloch function with wave vector k and 
a(i), 13(i) are the eigenfunctions of 	the z component of spin of the ith electron, 
with eigenvalues + 1 and —1, respectively.* 

* Spin is measured throughout in units of h. 
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Consider a model which consists of 2N - n electrons in a single band containing 
N states of each spin, where n < N, and assume that the ground state of the system 
is that of maximum multiplicity with total spin S' equal to In. At first only the 
low-lying states of the system with S' equal to .?,n or 1 n -1 will be discussed and it is 
sufficient to consider those states which have S' and the z component of spin S; 
equal. Suppose Vc is the eigenfunction of such a state; then if Sx , Su  are x and y 
components of spin the functions 

(Ss-  iSu) 	 (Sx -iSy)"' 
represent states degenerate with lir and of the same total spin 8' but with suc- 
cessively lower values of Sy equal to 

S' -1, S' - 	-S'. 
Any eigenstate with S; < S' may be derived in this way and it will emerge that the 
state (Sx  - iSy )10-  may be regarded as formed from z1r by exciting 1 spin waves of 
zero wave vector. 

In a state with S. = In the a spin sub-band is full and the /3 spin sub-band con-
tains 11 holes. If the interaction between electrons were neglected such a state would 
be represented by a single Slater determinant. It is assumed that when the inter-
action is present the eigenfunctions of the system with S' = In could be derived 
from single determinants by the methods of many body perturbation theory 
(Hugenholtz 1957). Any state derivable in this way and thus having a correspondence 
with a determinantal function of the unperturbed system will be called a ' band-
type ' state. Band-type states are those normally considered in collective electron 
theory and correspond to the states with 'no spin waves excited' discussed in H.K. 
Luttinger (196o) has shown that if the perturbation series converge the concept of 
a Fermi surface is meaningful and Herring (1960) has considered the evidence for 
this being so in the transition metals. This generalized band picture is certainly 
believed to be true for nickel. Thus in particular the low-lying states with S = zn 
may be pictured as having a full a spin band and a partially full /3 spin band with 
a few electrons just outside the Fermi surface and a few holes just within it. There 
are states of all possible total wave vectors with energies infinitesimally above the 
ground state energy. 

2.1. States with S' = 	1 
States with one reversed spin are of three distinct types: (a) states with total spin 

in which are derived from states with Sw = in by applying the operator Sx -iS y; 
(b) band-type states with total spin -1 in which the additional electron in the 
/3 spin band occupies a Bloch state outside the Fermi surface and moves quite 
independently of the hole left in the a spin band; (c) states with total spin In -1 in 
which an electron in the /3 spin band and the hole in the a spin band are bound 
together in the exciton-like state characteristic of a spin wave. These different types 
of states will now be discussed qualitatively using an approximation equivalent 
to that of H (b). A more exact discussion of states of type (c) is given in § 3. 

A state with S' = ln may be represented approximately by a Slater determinant 
of total wave vector p 

n)  = [(2N - n) 11-i A{ki„, , 	; 	 (1) 
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which contains the one-electron functions b(ki„,r1) a(j) and b(kifl, ri)fl(j). Defining 
a Wannier function a(r — R) by 

a (r — R) = N-3; exp ( — 	R) b(ki, r), 	 (2) 

where the summation is over all wave vectors, k1, we can write (1) as 

M))  = [(2N — n)!]-1 A  Ala,  • • • , RN,„;k1..., 	 (3) 

which is a determinant containing functions a (ri  — 	a(j) and b(kin , r j )fl(j). 
Approximate wave functions for states with S',", = 	1 and total wave vector 
p + K may be formed as linear combinations of determinants OiP)(k — K, k) obtained 
from (1) by replacing b(k — K, rj) a( j) by b(k, r j )/3( j) where the latter state is 
unoccupied in (1). It follows from 11(b) and from § 4 of this paper that within this 
approximation stationary states exist with wave functions of the form 

E(A)0))(ke  — K, k,) + 0(K) 	 (4) 

for small K where E(A5  denotes summation over k-vectors of states unoccupied in (1). 
The states (4) with K + 0 approximate to states of total spin —1 and in fact to 
states of type (c); their spin-wave character is easily seen if (4) is rewritten as 

E exp (iK .R„) As, 	 (5) 

where A, is the determinant obtained from (3) by replacing the function 

a(rj  — Rs) a(j) by eh— R,) ,8(j), 

c(r) being a localized function defined by 

c(r) 	ECA.)b(ki, r) + 0(K). 

It is straightforward to show the equivalence of (4) and (5), and (5) is clearly a 
generalization of a Bloch spin wave. 

A spin wave in a single band model of a metal may thus be pictured as follows. 
Consider first a state of maximum spin alinement in which the /3 spin electrons 
partially fill a band of Bloch functions, and the a spin electrons may be described 
either as completely filling such a band or as filling a set of Wannier functions, one 
on each atom. The determinant A, appearing in (5) is now obtained by removing 
an a spin electron from the Wannier function at the sth lattice site, reversing its 
spin, and placing it in a `partial' Wannier function c(r —11.8) localized about the 
same lattice site. This partial Wannier function is formed only from otherwise 
unoccupied Bloch functions and is less localized than the Wannier function a(r 
The wave function (5) thus represents a situation in which the ,8 spin electron and 
a spin hole move together through the crystal like an exciton with wave vector K. 
Except perhaps for terms of order 1/n (see the appendix) the energy of this spin-wave 
state is of the form EA + CK 2  + 0(K3 ) for a given direction of K where EA  is the energy 
of the state //fp from which the spin-wave state was derived. C is a constant which, 
for cubic crystals, is independent of the direction of K and which is effectively the 
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same for all low-lying initial states 0). It is clear from (4) that the wave functions 
of spin-wave states contain almost equal contributions from many Slater deter-
minants and this property persists in the more exact description of these states 
given in § 3. Thus a spin-wave state does not have a direct correspondence with a 
single determinantal function of the interaction-free system and is therefore quite 
distinct from a band-type state. In the appendix it is shown that spin-wave states 
may be derived from any low-lying band-type state and that states derived from 
different band-type states are independent of each other. It should be noted that 
there are spin-wave states with energies infinitesimally above the ground state. 

When K = 0 the states (4) reduce to (Sx  — h3,) 0', apart from a normalizing 
factor, and are thus states of type (a). States of type (a) are therefore states having 
a spin wave of zero wave vector excited. 

A state of type (b) is a band-type state whose exact wave function has evolved 
from a single determinant. Even in the case of weak electronic interaction the 
exact wave function must deviate significantly from a single determinant in order 
that the hole in the a spin band be screened by electrons of /3 spin. However, the 
states of type (b) with low energy may be pictured as obtained from the ground 
state by removing an electron of wave vector k at the top of the a spin band and 
placing it in a state k' just outside the Fermi surface in the fl spin band. Such a 
state must have an energy of the form 

E0  + efl(le) — e„(k)+ J, 	 (6) 

where E0  is the ground-state energy, efi(k') and ea(k) are quasi-particle energies in 
the /3 and a spin bands and J is a positive quantity, containing exchange and cor-
relation energies, which to a first approximation may be assumed independent of 
k and k'. 

This last assumption may be justified as follows. Suppose, first, that correlation 
effects are neglected, so that the ground state and the excited state are represented 
by single determinants; then J may be evaluated simply and, in the limiting case of 
tightly bound electrons, is independent of k and k'. The main contribution to J 
from correlation effects arises from the screening of the a spin hole and this should 
be independent of k' and not too dependent on k. Any dependence on k and k' 
individually can be included in the quasi-particle energies. 

It follows from (6) that all band-type states with ASI'z  = — 1 have energies which 
lie above the ground state energy by a finite quantity which is not less than J-111 
where M  is the maximum value of lea(k) — e13(k') I . It is necessary that J — M be 
positive for the ferromagnetic state to be stable. A second condition for this stability 
is that spin-wave excitation energies are positive, that is C > 0. 

2.2. Statistical mechanics of the system 
So far only states with one spin reversed have been considered and to discuss the 

thermodynamics of the system a generalization must be made to the case of several 
spin reversals. It is reasonable to assume that for a small number of spin reversals 
the excitation energies are additive and the energy of a typical low-lying state of 
the system, derived from a band-type state by exciting several spin waves, may 
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then be written down. If the original band-type state has a number of holes in the 
a spin band and a number of electrons outside and holes inside the Fermi surface 
in the 13 spin band, the energy of the state with spin waves excited may be written 

in the formBo + EPicle.(ki) — V] + nift[9(ki) + 32-J] i>f 
- 	pifl [9(ki )+12,1]+C E 	 (7) 

.1<f 
pk  and pifl  are occupation numbers for hole states and nift, Ni  are occupation 

numbers for electron states and spin-wave excitations, respectively. The sum-
mations i > f,j < f are to be carried out over states, respectively, outside and inside 
the Fermi surface in the )3 spin band. The first four terms of (7) give the energies of 
states considered in collective electron theory where the parameter k0' occurring 
in that theory is equal to 1J. The last term of (7) is the excitation energy of several 
spin waves and the occupation numbers Ni  are independent of the occupation 
numbers in the first four terms. Thus the partition function obtained by summing 
over all states (7) is the product of two factors, one arising from the states of 
collective electron theory and one from spin-wave excitations. It follows that the 
temperature dependence of both the low-temperature specific heat and magnetiza-
tion may be written as the sum of two terms, one typical of collective electron theory 
and one of spin-wave theory. Wohlfarth & Cornwell (1960) have attempted to 
analyze the data of Foner & Thompson (1959) on the temperature variation of the 
magnetization of nickel by combining terms of the collective electron and spin-wave 
types. However, they introduce weighting factors a and 1 — a which does not seem 
to be justified. A discussion of some experimental results on nickel and nickel—
copper alloys is reserved for a later publication. 

The qualitative arguments of this section cannot be regarded as rigorous, but it 
is believed they are essentially correct. They have been given in some detail since 
the problems considered have hardly been discussed in the literature since the work 
of Herring & Kittel nearly 10 years ago. It is hoped that the present work may 
pave the way for more complete discussions. 

3. THE EXISTENCE OF SPIN WAVES AND CALCULATION OF THEM ENERGIES 
The work of Herring & Kittel on the existence of spin waves in metals was 

summarized in § 1. It was pointed out that their discussions depend, in the case of 
H.K. on the assumption of a macroscopic exchange energy, or in the case of H (b) 
on a determinantal approximation such as has been used in § 2. Since doubts have 
been expressed (Van Kranendonk & Van Vleck 1958) as to the existence in metals 
of spin waves with a well-defined wavelength, a more rigorous proof that such states 
exist seems desirable. The object of this section is to supply this and to outline a 
method of calculating spin-wave energies. The only serious assumption made is 
that a certain perturbation series converges. It should be mentioned that very 
direct experimental proof of the existence of spin waves in ferromagnetic metals 
and alloys is provided by the inelastic neutron-scattering experiments of Lowde 
(1956) and Sinclair & Brockhouse (1960), and by recent spin-wave resonance work 
(Tannenwald 1961). 
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Consider a model of n electrons in a band containing N states of each spin, where 
< N. Thus in the state of maximum spin alinement in the z direction there are 

n electrons in the a spin band and the ft spin band is empty. This model is more 
convenient to deal with than that of § 2 and the results may be immediately applied 
to the previous model by interchanging the roles of electrons and holes. The 
Hamiltonian for the system is 

H = EH+ 11E E  vii  + constant, 

where Hi  is the sum of the kinetic energy of the ith electron and its potential energy 
in the field of the ions and vii  = e2/ jri 	, the coulomb interaction between the 
ith and jth electrons. One-electron wave functions b(k, r) and energies w(k) are 
defined by the equation Hi b(k, ri ) = w(k) b(k, ri ). 	 (8) 

Suppose the ferromagnetic ground state of the system is non-degenerate with energy 
e and has zero total wave vector. It is required to show that spin-wave states with 
one reversed spin and wave vector K exist with energies of the form 

e +arc2+o(K3), 	 (9 ) 

and the proof involves, formally, an actual calculation of these energies. At one point 
it seems necessary to assume that the crystal has a centre of inversion although one 
might have expected that the use of time-reversal symmetry would be sufficient. 

The starting-point is the ground-state wave function W, corresponding to 
= in, which is assumed known. In a practical calculation one could normally 

only find approximations to 1F but the spin-wave energies should not depend too 
critically on its exact form. Suppose 

= EaxVa, 	 (10) 
A 

where the functions VrA are determinants formed from the one-electron wave func-
tions b(k, ri )ct(i). Thus one may write 

0‘,1 = A(kl, • • .) kn) 
and 	 E(A) kt  = L, 	 (11) 

where the summation is over the wave vectors appearing in 0-A  and L is a reciprocal 
lattice vector. The set &fa} consists of all determinants satisfying (11) and in the 
present single-band model the functions of the set must differ from each other by 
changes of at least two one-electron functions. The ground-state energy is 

e 	laA l 2  EA  -I- E at a <z/ rAI HI11  r 	 (12) 

where 	 EA  = <VrA l H IV/A>. 	 (13) 

The second summation in (12) is over all pairs A, such that VtA  and 	differ by 
two one-electron functions. Thus suppose 

/frA  A(k1, k1, 	kn) 
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and 

then 
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//fii  = z(k1, 	kr, ..., 	k„), 

6 =ElajPE +EEa apRim I v 	</m1v A 	A-Pit 
where 	<iml v  I  l'm') = f 1)*(ki, r1) b*(km, r2) viab(kr, r1) b(kno r2) dT12. 

Throughout this section the suffixes 1, m, 1', m' are used in conjunction with A, ,u 
to denote the wave vectors of the one-electron functions by which .0,1  and G.,„ differ. 
Another easily obtainable relation is 

e= 	+ E aff<lml v 11' m') — <lml v Int'11>]. 	 (15) 
A=1- /E 

By analogy with equation (4) it might be expected that a state derived from 'F 
by exciting a spin wave K would be approximately represented by the wave function 

OK  = E aA cb AK, 
A 

where 	 OAK  = n—i E(A) 0A(ks, +K). 	 (17) 

Here 0,1(k„ + K) is the determinant derived from Vf A  by replacing the Bloch 
function b (k8, ri) a(i) by b (k+ K, ri)fi(i). Certainly 00  cc (S iS v ) IF and is thus 
an exact eigenfunction corresponding to a state with a spin wave of zero wave 
vector excited. It will now be shown that exact eigenfunctions (1)K  of the system do 
exist which differ from the OK  only by terms of order K and correspond to energies 
of the form (9). These eigenfunctions are generalizations of the approximate 
functions (4) and clearly represent spin-wave states. 

An eigenfunction (I)K  may be formed as a linear combination of OK  and single 
determinants orthogonalized to OK. A typical determinant which contributes 
to (DK  is 	

q +K), 	 (18) 

where the wave vector q + K after the semicolon represents a state of fl spin, and 
91-1 

ki +q = L. 
t=1 

If the state of spin a and wave vector q is unoccupied in (18), then the determinant 
is just 0A(q, q + K) where OA  is derived in the previously described manner from 

Vii  = A(ki, 	q, 	k„_/ ). 

However, if the state of spin a and wave vector q is occupied in (18), then the 
determinant is not equal to any of the functions OA  and new functions must be 
defined. A typical one is 

?h, = .(k1, 	ki,_1; kt  + K). 	 (19) 

These functions are automatically orthogonal to OK  and orthogonalizing 0,1(q, q + K) 
to OK  the function 

xx(q , 	 K)  (1 	ictAillt0A(q,q+K)— *  OK} 	(20) 

(14) 

(16) 
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is obtained. For the single-band model considered the functions OK, XA(q, q+ K) 
and 	now form a complete set in which to expand OK. (Strictly one of the functions 
xA(q, q K) must be omitted to avoid over-completeness.) Expanding (b  in this 
way, and substituting in the Schrodinger equation 

H 	= E(K) cbg, 

one is led to a secular equation which may be expanded in the form (Lowdin 1951) 

I <OK I H I xA(kg, + K)>I2  E(K) = <OK  I H 100 — 	(A)  RxA(ki, 	K)1HIxA(kt, kt K)>  _ E(K)]  

	

E 	 K®1E11/1021+ 	 (21) 
P <11 H Nip) E(K)1 

It is shown in § 3.1 that for small K the zero-order term of (21) is of the form 
e + CoK2, that the numerators of higher-order terms are all of order K2  and that the 
energy denominators remain finite as K -- 0. It follows that if the perturbation 
series converges, eigenstates exist with energies of the form (9). Further the eigen-
functions (I)K, for which perturbation series may also be written down, differ from 
the OK  only by terms of 0(K) and thus correspond to spin-wave states. It should 
be pointed out that all the XA  are not exactly mutually orthogonal and this would 
appear to complicate the higher terms of (21). In fact this complication is not 
serious as is shown for a special case in § 4. 

3.1. Evaluation of matrix elements 
Using (16) and (17) and the notation 

<1K, ml v I i'K, m'> = fb*(ki  + K, r1) b*(km, r2 ) v12 b(ki. + K, r1) b(ke, r2) dr12  
one obtains 

<°K1 H  1°K> = e+E laAl 2  ROM' H 10 AK> E 

+ 	E 	atai ,R/K, ml v 	m'> — </K, mlv Im'K, 11> 
A+ 

+ (1, MKI V11' m'K> — <1, mKI v im' , rIC) 

— 2 </mIv Irm'> + 2 </mI v ImT>] 	(22) 

and 	<OAK I HIOAK)—EA= n-1  DA)pv(kt+ K) — w(kt)] 

+ 	E(A) E(A) [OK, ti v IsK, t> — (sti v let) 
8 	t 

— (tK, si v IsK, t> + <tsl v ist>]. 	(23) 

Evidently, for a given direction of K, (22) is an even function of K if for each 
A  = 6,(k1, 	kn) appearing in (10) with a coefficient aA  there appears a 

	

1,k A. = 0(— kl, 	— lEn ) 

with coefficient ± aA. It is easy to show that this is the case if W is non-degenerate 
and the crystal has a centre of inversion. Thus in this case the first term in (21) is 
of the form 69+ Co  K2  for small K. 
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To evaluate (21) as far as terms in .K2, K may be equated to zero in the energy 
denominators. The first denominator then becomes 

<xa(ki, kt) I H I xA(ki, kg> — = (1 	
ana  i2)-3. {EA  e  + 

E'a).(st I v its)} 	(24) 
s+t 

and a similar expression may be obtained for the second energy denominator. It 
must now be shown that the matrix elements appearing in the numerators are 0(K) 

and hence that the second-order and higher terms in (21) are 0(K 2). From (16), 
(17), (20) and (15) one obtains 

<OKI H 	kt  +K)> (n— laAlY = at{w(ki  + — w(kt) — ROE I H I OK> — 

E(A) [<8, t1( I v Is, tIi)— <sti vist) 

— sIC I v Is, tK> + </sly IstAl 

+ I a"{811[<mc 	v Im, 11(> - 	1 v 1ml> 

- , m'KI v 1m ,1K> + <1' In' I v Iml>] 

+s„n [T,malvii, mK> — On' I v I 1m> 

— <m' , l'KI v11, mIC> +<ner I v1/m)]}, (25) 

which is of order K for small K. The last matrix element to be considered is 

<OKI H Ivy> = n E Ea) as  <0A(k8, ks+ K) I v170. 	(26) 
A s 

The interactions of a typical v, with functions 0A(k8, ks  + K) derived from a particular 
O'A  are represented in the diagrams of figures 1 and 2, which are diagrams of the 
type used by Goldstone (1957) referred to ?XI  as vacuum state. Lines representing 
states of spin a and spin /3' are drawn to the left and right respectively of the vertical 
dotted lines. The diagrams correspond to matrix elements 

<0A(k8, ks  + K) I  vIv,,> 	 (27) 
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with s = i and s = j. The only other non-zero matrix element (27) is that with s = q 
and is represented by figure 1 with i and q interchanged. The sum of these matrix 
elements gives the contribution to the sum (26) of a particular A. and is of the form 

<q, iK I v 1p,jK> - <qil v I pj> 

- <i, qKI v I p , jK> <iql v I pj> 

which is 0(K) for small K. 
This completes the proof of the existence of spin-wave states and an outline of 

a general method of calculating spin-wave energies has been given. A further 
discussion of this general method is given in § 4.2. 

4. SPIN-WAVE ENERGIES IN SPECIAL CASES 

4.1. Herring's approximation 
Existing calculations of spin-wave energies in metals are those of Herring (H (b)) 

and Izuyama (1960). Both these calculations are based on the same approximation 
and they may be regarded as special cases of the general method presented in § 3. 
It is of interest to confirm Herring's results using this direct method. 

In the notation of § 3, Herring's approximation is equivalent to assuming that 
the ground state may be represented by a single determinant 0.0 and that a spin-wave 
state may be approximated by a linear combination of determinants 00(k, k + K). 
Thus = E0, a0 = 1 and aA = 0 for A + 0. Spin-wave energies may be evaluated 
within this approximation by omitting all terms involving the functions ?h, in the 
perturbation series (21) and summing to all orders. The results of § 3 must be slightly 
modified since the one-electron functions of H (b) are not those defined in (8) but 
solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations. The required modifications are that all 
matrix elements appearing in (21) must be calculated using the Hartree-Fock 
one-electron functions and that the one-electron energies w(ki) and w(ki + K) 
corresponding to a and 18 spin states, respectively, must be expressed in terms of 
Hartree-Fock energies Ace(ki ), Afl(ki+ K) as follows: 

w(ki + K) = A fl(ki + K) - E 	81 v I iK, s>. 

	

w(ki) = Ac,(ki)- 8 Ki8I v 1 2:8> <i8 1 V 181:1 	
(28) 

The link between the notation of this paper and that of H (b) is that the matrix 
element Oij(K) of H (b) is given by 

	

(1)0(K) = 8ij[Afl(ki + K) - Az(ki )] - OK, ji v jK, i>. 	(29) 

As in H (b) let 	(1)15(K) = (1)7J+ K 	+K2(1)7ii+... 	 (30) 

for a given direction of K; then from (22), (23), (25), (28), (29) and (30) one obtains 
to 0(K 2 ) 

and to 0(K) 	<OK I H lx(ki , k1+ K)> = (n - 1)-1 E (NJ. 	 (32) 

<OK I H I OK> - Eo =~ti1, (31) 
i.1 
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To evaluate spin-wave energies to 0(K 2 ), K may be equated to zero, not only in 
the energy denominators, but in all matrix elements between functions x(kj, k j  + K) 
which appear in (21). A typical energy denominator in (21) is given by (24) as 

<x(kj, kj)I H X(k, k1)> - E0  = (1-1/n)-1Em WI v  I is> 	 (33) 
s+i 

and, remembering that the x(kj, kj) are not mutually orthogonal, a typical non-
diagonal element is given by 

<x(k.„ ks) I H lx(ki , kt )> - Ec, <x(ks, ks) I x(kt, ki )) = - (1 - 1/n)-1- <ts I via). (34) 

The result of substituting the last four equations into the complete perturbation 
series (21) is 

E(K)-E0- n-1.E2  E 

(E 	<211 v 112) <p , p- ilv IP -1,1))(Eq ) p' i) = 	E E(0) 	  
p= 1 ki  ...kj, 	E(0) (s]. I v I is>) 	( E(°)  <8131 v 'Ps>) s+1 	 s+29 

where only non-diagonal elements appear in the numerators. Defining a function 

E 	 <2j1 v j2) (E (Ni) 

	

= b(kj) =-   ... (36) 
Em 	k, v !is> 	E"  (8i1 v  I is)) E(')  <821 v 120) 
sti 	s+i 	s42 

(35) may be written 
E(K) -E, = n-1K 2{E (.1) j+Z (E 	b 1} . 	 (37) 

Since, from (28), (29) and (30), 

01)2j  = - <ijI v Iii)  + 8i1  E(°)<is I v Is?), 

it is easily shown that b1  satisfies the equation 

E qt b;  + E (NJ  = 0 	 (38) 

which is exactly equation (18) of H (b). The b of II (b) thus coincides with that 
defined by (36), and using (37) and (38) the spin-wave energy is obtained as 

E(K) - Ea  = n-1K2 	- (libi), 

which is just equation (42) of H (b). Using L5wdin's (1951) perturbation formula 
for the wave function of the spin-wave state equation (44) of H (b) is also easily 
obtained. 

Izuyama (196o) has shown how to calculate spin-wave energies approximately 
by field theoretical methods for a model which in one respect is more general than 
that of H (b). His essential approximation (the `ladder' approximation) is entirely 
equivalent to that of H (b) but he considers the case in which the ground state is 
not necessarily the one of complete spin alinement. Izuyama's results are also 
easily derived by the methods of this section. 

, (35) 
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4.2. The possibility of more accurate calculations 
The approximation discussed in § 4.1, in which the ground-state wave function 

is taken as a single determinant, is obviously only of qualitative value. Strictly this 
approximation can only be valid for cases in which the electronic interaction energy 
is negligible compared with the kinetic energy and this situation is incompatible 
with the existence of ferromagnetism. Now the method described in § 3 allows one, 
in principle, to go beyond the determinantal approximation. However, the difficulty 
immediately arises that all the energy denominators in (21) then contain a correla-
tion energy which depends explicitly on the size of the system considered. This 
difficulty is common in many-body perturbation theory and has been resolved by 
Hugenholtz (1957). Roth & Pratt (1959), in another connexion, have already applied 
Hugenholtz's methods in conjunction with Li5wdin's form of perturbation series. 
It is hoped that a similar application to the present problem may make possible 
more accurate calculations of spin-wave energies. 

I am indebted to Dr E. P. Wohlfarth for originally stimulating my interest in 
the problems discussed in this paper, particularly those of § 2, and for many in-
formative discussions. I am also grateful to him, and to Sir Nevi11 Mott, F.R.S., 
for reading the manuscript of this paper and making some helpful suggestions. 
Thanks are due to the Admiralty for permission to publish this work. 

APPENDIX. INDEPENDENCE OF SPIN-WAVE STATES DERIVED 
FROM DIFFERENT BAND-TYPE STATES 

The following discussion is based on the model and the approximation of § 2. 
Consider a low-lying band state with = Sz„' = in - m where m < n. This state 

may be pictured as differing from the ground state by having m occupied Bloch 
states just outside the Fermi surface in the 16' spin band and m unoccupied Bloch 
states at the top of the a spin band. The wave function of such a state may be 
represented approximately by the appropriate Slater determinant VrA. A state 
derived from this band-type state by exciting a spin wave of wave vector K has 
the approximate wave function 

(n - 2m)-I 0,(k, — K, kt) 4- 0(K), 	 (39) 

where the summation is over the wave vectors of Bloch states singly occupied in 
/frA  and an approximate energy of the form EA  CK 2  for small K. Terms in the energy 
which are linear in K and of order mln may appear due to the fact that the Bloch 
states occupied in litA  may not be distributed symmetrically about the origin in k 
space, although this is assumed to be the case for the ground state. For states of 
sufficiently low energy in which m < n these linear terms may be neglected. 

All low-lying band-type states must have a large number of singly occupied 
Bloch states in common. It follows that a particular spin-wave state (39) derived 
from a particular band-type state contains many determinants 0A(kt  - K, kt ) 
which do not contribute to any other spin-wave state. Thus all spin-wave states 
derived from different band-type states are linearly independent. 
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The splitting of the fivefold degeneracy of free atom d electron states by nonspherical components of 
a crystalline field is calculated. The crystal potential employed is that of a lattice of positive point charges 
screened by a uniform distribution of electrons. The calculation is done to first order in the cubic field, 
using hydrogenic electron wave functions. The triply degenerate d state is lowered with respect to the 
doubly degenerate one in both body-centered and face-centered cubic lattices. Numerical results are given 
for both lattices. Finally, analytic atomic wave functions are used to estimate the splitting in iron and 
copper at the observed lattice spacing. The crystal field splitting of these levels is found to be much smaller 
than the overlap splitting as obtained in previous calculations for both materials. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IN a recent calculation, perturbation theory was used 
to study d bands in the body-centered cubic lattice.' 

The crystal potential employed was that produced by 
a lattice of point charges of atomic number Z and 
lattice parameter a, screened by a uniform distribution 
of valence electrons. The energy of an electron state 
in this potential can be expressed as (atomic units 
throughout) 

E= (Z / a) f (Za) 

where f (Za) is a function proportional to (Za)—' for 
small Za. The parameter Za is a measure of the tightness 
of the binding, and the perturbation calculation re-
ported contained the first three terms in the expansion 
of the function f(Za) for certain interesting states. 
The calculation could only be expected to be valid for 

1  J. Callaway, Phys. Rev. 115, 346 (1959). For a review of 
energy band calculations, see J. Callaway in Solid State Physics, 
edited by F. Seitz and D. Turnbull (Academic Press, Inc., New 
York, 1958), Vol. 7. 

small Za, but the apparent behavior of the series for 
large Za led to the conjecture that the d bands in this 
limit would split into two sub-bands. Within the model 
considered, such a split could arise only from the 
departure of the crystal potential around a lattice site 
from spherical symmetry. 

The situation is similar in many respects to that 
considered in crystal field theory, in which the presence 
of cubic terms in the crystal potential produces a split 
of the fivefold degeneracy of the d states of a single 
electron into a triply degenerate state T20  and a doubly 
degenerate state EG.2  We estimate this splitting for a 
metal. The calculation, which utilizes the ideas of the 
tight-binding approximation, considers the potential 
produced by the lattice of point charges previously 
mentioned; it can probably be generalized to more 
complicated situations. 

To understand the physical situation in more detail, 

2  A recent review of crystal field theory is given by W. Moffitt 
and C. J. Ballhausen, Ann. Revs. Phys. Chem. 7, 107 (1956). 
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consider a hypothetical cubic metal with both s and d 
electrons, such that the s electrons are distributed 
reasonably uniformly throughout the atomic cell, but 
the d electrons are rather tightly bound so that d wave 
functions on the atomic sites overlap only slightly. The 
degeneracy of the d levels of the isolated atom would 
be broken both by the overlaps of the wave functions 
and by the nonspherical components of the crystal 
field. For very tightly bound d functions, we would 
expect the crystal field splitting to be large compared 
to the overlap splitting. The d levels would then form 
two sub bands. This is essentially the model which 
Mott and Stevens' have proposed for the body-centered 
transitions metals. One of the principal reasons for 
undertaking this calculation was to determine whether 
the Mott-Stevens model could reasonably be expected 
to apply to iron. None of the existing energy band 
calculations for iron supports the Mott-Stevens model'; 
however, all the calculations have neglected crystal 
field effects. 

One of the problems in a tight-binding calculation of 
energy bands is to determine the expectation value of 
the crystal potential using atomic wave functions on a 
single site. This quantity, which is often considered to 
be the same for all the states in the band, actually 
contains the crystal field effects in which we are in-
terested. If for simplicity we consider hydrogenic d 
electron radial wave functions: 

Rd= (a7/6 	ar 	 (1) 

the appropriate dimensionless parameter characterizing 
the physical situation is aa (a= 2Z/3 for a Coulomb 
potential). We will later be able to obtain the crystal 
field splitting for more general wave functions con-
sisting of sums of terms of this form. Large values of 
aa correspond to small overlap and tight binding. 
While both the overlap splitting and the cubic field 
splitting go to zero as aa —> co, the overlap splitting 
goes exponentially while the cubic field depends on 
(aa)-4  as we will show. Thus, for sufficiently large aa 
the cubic field will dominate. 

The problem of crystal field effects in metals has 
previously been discussed by Leigh.' He considered a 
similar model of the crystal potential, but quite different 
wave functions. He estimated d band splittings at the 
observed interatomic spacing only, in iron and copper. 
The present calculation is of greater generality. 

This calculation also contains substantial improve-
ments with respect to conventional crystal field studies 
which are made possible by the use of a simple model of 
the crystal potential. We use an expression for the 
potential which is exact for this model, and do not 
restrict ourselves to a multipole expansion valid only 
at distances from the central atom less than the nearest 
neighbor distance. The use of simple radial functions 

3  N. F. Mott and K. W. H. Stevens, Phil. Mag. 2, 1364 (1957). 
4 R. S. Leigh, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 71, 33 (1958). 

makes it possible to obtain explicit expressions for all 
radial integrals, which are conventionally regarded as 
parameters to be determined from experimental data. 
Finally, we have evaluated all the pertinent lattice sums. 

II. THEORY 

The use of a simple lattice model and approxi-
mate d electron wave functions permits us to estimate 
the cubic field effects for a large range of the appro-
priate parameters. To be precise, we wish to calculate 
the difference in the energies of the d states of 
r25. (xy, yz, zx) symmetry and those of F,2  symmetry 
(..,„2— y.2,  3 L2— r2 ) 5 (t2g  and e, respectively in another 
notation), of a single electron in a potential field pro-
duced by a lattice of positive point charges (atomic 
number Z) screened by a uniform distribution of elec-
trons so that each cell is electrically neutral. The 
calculation is the first order in the cubic field only. 
Spin-orbit coupling is neglected. We define 

AE--=E(r25,) — E(r12)= f Cligr25')I 2  

—Icri2)12F(r)dr• (2) 

AE defined by (2) is the negative of the quantity 
called 10 Dq in the literature of crystal field theory. 
We put 

o(r25,)=Rd(r)3c2,25,(B4O), 

q/(ri2)=Ra(r)3C2,12(0,0), 

where Rd is given by (1) and 3Ci,i functions are the 
appropriate kubic harmonics' (order 1 and representa-
tion N. For example we have 

	

15)

1 xy 	1 15\i (.0 — 312).  
—; 5C2,12= 

	

r2 	2 \ 47r/ 	r2 

Then 

AE= f R2(r)E3 22,25,(0,0)— 302,12(0)0)] V (r)dr. 

Since V (r) belongs to the completely symmetric (PI) 
representation of the cubic point group, it follows that 
if V (r) is expanded in kubic harmonics, the only ones 
which appear are the 301,1. From the orthonormality 
properties of the spherical harmonics it follows we 
need only consider coefficients of 3C4,,. 

3c4,1=5(_21 )1(x4+y4+z4 3) 
(6) 

4 4r 	r4 	5 
' Notation according to L. Bouckaert, R. Smoluchowski, and 

E. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 50, 58 (1936). 
(19'4F7.).C. Von der Lagc and H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 71, 612 

(3) 

(4)  

(5)  



we have finally 

AE- 400 
Z 2a)4  n2  

37r a aa 	(1-1-477n2/a7a2)6  
(ni4+4+n34 3 

	

n 4 	5 

	

112 	

) 
X 	 (15) 
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We then deduce 

AE-  5 
f 

	

Rd 2 (r)3C4,1(0,0)V(r)dr. 	(7) 
2(211r) 

We use the Fourier series expression for V (r) 

V (r)=E b(K.) exp(acs• r), 

where K,, is a reciprocal lattice vector, 

(27r/a)(n1,n2,n8), 
b(K,,)= -87a/10Q= -2Za7/7rSlon7. 

no is the volume of the unit cell. 
In evaluating (7) we make use of the fact that the 

kubic harmonics are linear combinations of spherical 
harmonics of order 1; for example, 

X4,1= (7/12)1[1740+ (5/14)1( Y44+ 174-4)], (10) 

where the VIm are normalized spherical harmonics as 
given, for example, by Bethe and Salpeter.7  Also, the 
Fourier transform of a spherical harmonic is propor-
tional to the same spherical harmonic in k space: 

	

f eik•TY 1„,(0,4)d0= 411-11  ji(kr)171,,,(0k ,44) 	(11) 

where k, Ok, 4)k are the spherical polar components of k. 
Thus if we substitute (8) into (7) and perform the 
integration over solid angle, we obtain 

AE= -10(x/21)1  E b(K.)3C4,1(19kok) 

X f Ra2(r)ja(kr)r2dr. (12) 

The radial integral can be done for the radial d function 
given by (1): 

while for the face-centered lattice, the numerical coeffi-
cient is greater by a factor of two. The procedure used 
here may also be applied to more complicated crystal 
potentials by suitable choice of the coefficients b(k„) in 
(8). 

The series in (5) is not difficult to evaluate for 
moderate values of aa; however for large aa (say 
aa> 20) the convergence of (15) is slow. 

For large values of aa, it is necessary to transform 
the series to a more rapidly convergent form. This can 
be done in the following manner. 

We define the function 

f(h)= 	g(h- K„) 	(16a) 
where 

g(h) = 112(1+ hVa2)-63C4,1(BhAbh). 	(16b) 
Then 

1280( 7r 	irZ 
AE=  — . 

3 \21/120a4 
—f(0) 	(17) 

 

f(h) is periodic function of h and thus may be expanded 
in a Fourier series in the direct lattice. 

f(h)=ER n  a(Rn) exp(-ih•Rn). 	(18) 

R„ is a direct lattice vector. The coefficients a(R.) are 
given by 

(Rn) = [SW (27)3] f f (h) exp(ih• 11,,)dh. (19) 

(8)  

(9)  

32 (5 Oa f f l3e-ar (kr)dr= 	(13) ka(i+a2ik2)6 

If we substitute (13) and (9) into (12), we find after 
some rearrangement 

1280 irZ (7r )1 	Kn2 
6,E= — — — E 	 L,i(ok ,ok). (14) 

3 nee 21 	(1+1(.7/a2)8  

Some further simplification is possible using (9) and 
the explicit representation of the kubic harmonics. 
The type of lattice (body-centered cubic or face-
centered cubic) is involved in (14) through the ex-
pression giving the cell volume in terms of the lattice 
parameter and in the choice of reciprocal lattice 
vectors Kn. For the body-centered lattice (no= c62), 

7  H. A. Bethe and E. Salpeter in Handbuch der Physik, edited 	 X fl r6e—"j4(hr)j4(hR)dhdr. 
by S. Flugge (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1957), Vol. 35, p. 91. 	 o 	o 

With the use of (16), (19) may be expressed as 

a(R.)=[S2o/(2708] f g(h) exp(ih• R„)dh. (20) 

Then using (11) and (16), we have 

90 	 11 4:74(hR.) 

271-2 	fo (1-Ph 2/a2) 6  
a ( R.) -= —X4,10/645/0 	dlt. (21) 

With the use of (13), we transform the integral over It to 
the form 

r  1e4j4(hR) 	a ll 
	A- 

i 0 	(1-1-h7/a2)6 	32(5!) 
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FIG. I. The cubic field splitting aAE/Z is shown for body-
centered cubic and face-centered cubic lattices, based on the 
numerical data of Table I. 

This integral over h can now be done,' leaving an 
elementary integral over r. We obtain 

	(R-5  f rme-ardr-FR4 f  re-ardr) 
576(5!)` o  

105r 	 8 x' 
=-- 	[1 (I) (a R)] ; (1)(x)= 	E —+— I. 

2R5 	 101 

But, from (17) and (18) 

1280 7r  7rZ 
AE= 	 — 

3 	"21/ S-20a1a (R.)  

11 2007. 7r y ( a 6 
aci.i(oR>4)0D-CaRN)] 

a5a 4  k21 	RN 

where in the last line we have introduced the lattice 
parameter explicity. Then using (6) for 3C4,1  we finally 
have 

7000 Z (a 6 

AE= — - E —) [1.—(1)(aR„)] 
(aa)4  a 	RAT 

X (RNO-1-RA, 24-FRN34 - -1Z,v4)/R,NA. (24) 

Since cl)(aR„) is an exponentially decreasing function, 
8  Erdelyi, Magnus, Oberhettinger, and Tricomi, Tables of 

Integral Transforms (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New 
York, 1954), Vol. II, p. 47. 

for large aa we may write 

7000 Z (a )5 
AE= 	

 
— 

(aa) 4  a 	RN 

X (RN14-/-RN24 +RN34 - 5 R,\-4)/ RN4. (25) 

Equation (25) may also be obtained more directly by 
a multipole expansion, as is shown in Appendix 1. 

III. RESULTS 

It is not necessary to employ sophisticated methods 
to evaluate the lattice sum in (25) unless great pre-
cision is desired. These sums have been carried out 
approximately for the body-centered and face-centered 
cubic lattices. The results are -2.131 and -5.163, 
respectively, with an accuracy of about ±0.003 in each 
case. Thus we have 

aAE/ Z= - 1.492 X101(aa)-4  for the bcc, 
(26) aAE/Z= - 3.614X 104  (aa)-4  for the fcc. 

Numerical results for the splitting aAE/ Z are presented 
in Table I and shown graphically in Fig. 1, based on 
evaluation of (15) and (26). We can conclude that the 
cubic field splitting tends to lower the energies of 
functions of the type 1125,  with respect of those of I'12 
symmetry for all values of the relevant parameters. 

A check on the numerical work is provided by the 
agreement between the values of aAE/ Z computed for 
the bcc lattice for (aa)2----12r2. The sum of the series 
(15), including 102 different reciprocal lattice vectors is 
a aE/ Z= -0.0653. Equation (26) yields for this value 
of aa; -0.0664. The agreement is already quite good; 
and inclusion of the function (1)(aR„) in the lattice sum 
using Eq. (24) gave aE/ Z= -0.0653. A similar agree-
ment between (15) and (24) was found for the fcc 
lattice at aa= 87r. 

It is possible to use these results to make a reasonable 
estimate of the contribution of the cubic field to the 
1125, 1112  separation in iron at the actual lattice spacing.' 
Of course, d-electron wave functions are more compli-
cated than the simple form (1), but it appears to be 
possible to express free atom d functions in the form 

Rd=  r2 	 (27) 

In recent calculations, four terms are included in the 
sum.9,10 

AE can then be found as a sum of term of the form 
(15) or (26) provided the change in normalization of the 
basic functions is properly included. This calculation 
has been carried out for iron with two different electron 
wave functions: that found by Lowdin and Appel9 ; 
and the one determined for the average of all con-
figurations based on d8  by Watson." 

° P. 0. Lowdin and K. Appel, Phys. Rev. 103, 1746 (1956). 
I° R. E. Watson, Technical Report 12, Solid State and Molecular 

Theory Group, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (June 15, 
1959) (unpublished). 



CUBIC FIELD SPLITTING 

TABLE I. The cubic field splitting a AE/Z is given for body-
centered cubic and face-centered cubic latties as a function of aa. 
The evaluation is based on Eqs. (15) and (24) of the text. For 
values of aa greater than those given in the table, the simple 
formula of Eq. (26) will generally suffice. 

(aa/27r)2  aa aAE/Z (bcc) a,AE/Z (fcc) 

0.0 0.000 -0.00000 -0.0000 
0.5 4.443 -0.02351 -0.01245 
1.0 6.283 -0.1187 -0.08174 
1.5 7.695 -0.2228 -0.1867 
2.0 8.886 -0.2938 -0.2873 
3.0 10.883 -0.3344 -0.4110 
4.0 12.566 -0.3034 -0.4391 
5.0 14.050 -0.2538 -0.4146 
6.0 15.391 -0.2063 -0.3695 
8.0 17.771 -0.1353 -0.2748 

10.0 19.869 -0.0918 -0.2011 
12.0 21.766 -0.0653 -0.1493 
16.0 25.133 -0.0373 -0.0886 

We find E= - 0.094Z (ev) using the Lowdin func-
tion and E= -0.128Z (ev) using the Watson function. 
The number of free electrons is contained as a parameter 
in the results, but it is probably reasonable to take 
Z = 1. The difference of the results given is of significance 
only insofar as it indicates the sensitivity of the calcu-
lated splitting to the compactness of the wave 
functions. We can conclude that the cubic field splitting 
is of the order of -0.1Z ev at the observed interatomic 
spacing. This would appear to be considerably smaller 
than the d bandwidth,' for any reasonable value of Z, 
and is in essential agreement with the result of Leigh, 
obtained in a cruder calculation.' These considerations 
do not support application of the Mott-Steven d-band 
model applied to iron. 

We have also estimated AR for copper by the same 
procedure, using an analytic wave function for Cu+ 
from Lowdin and Appel. The result is a cubic field 
splitting -0.03Z ev at the observed interatomic spacing. 
The splitting is smaller than in iron because of the 
greater compactness of the Cu+ wave functions. 

APPENDIX 

We give here a derivation of Eq. (25) based on the 
conventional multipole expansion of the crystal poten-
tial. This furnishes a check on the algebra involved in 
the derivation of that equation. The expansion can be 
obtained without difficulty, following the work of 
DeWette and Nijboer." We note first that in the crystal 
model considered here the uniform distribution of 
negative charge can contribute only to the spherically 
symmetric part of the potential, so that we may con-
sider only the point charges. Let these be located at 
lattice vectors Rx. Then 

V (r) = -2Z Ex r- Rx  I -1 	(A-1) 

(except for the contribution from the negative charge). 

11  F. W. DeWette and B. R. A. Nijboer, Physica 24, 1105 
(1958). 
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We use the expansion 
I 

	

E 	 
I-0 m-121+1 R),1+' 

X Y b.*  (0 4) V i.(0 RA5R) (A-2) 

which is valid for r smaller than the nearest neighbor 
distance. We are only interested in the part of the 
expansion involving 1=4, which we call V4. The lattice 
constant a is also introduced; 

V4= -
2Z ( ) 

Ent [ Klin*  00) ER), (- a 	9 a4 	

a )5 47r 	r 4 

Rx 

X Y40t(OR,4d. (A-3) 

On account of the symmetry of the crystal, the sums in 
(20) must produce the kubic harmonic 3C4,1. It is 
found that 

2Z(r 4 

	

V4= - 	-) 3C4,1(B,95)B 	(A-4) 
a ct 

where B is a numerical coefficient 

47(12)4 	 a 
B=- - ER? , Y 400 ROR) H• (A-5) 

	

9 7 	 Rx 

With the use of (A-4), the explicit representation of the 
radial function, and the orthonormality of the kubic 
harmonics, AE, as given by Eq. (7) may be evaluated: 

2.52 X 104  BZ 

	

AE- 	 (A-6) 
(217r)i a(aa)4  

We must now evaluate B. Since the atoms are in "cubic" 
positions, the sum of Y40 over all the atoms of a given 
type [say those located at Rx= a (3 ,2 ,1)] is proportional 
to the kubic harmonic 304,1. We find that 

5 	 a )6  
B=-(217x)1  ERA (- 

18 	 Rx 

x (R 14+R24+R34_1Ro)/ito.  

Equation (23) is substituted in (A-6) to obtain 

AR= - - ER), (- a ) 5  7000 Z 

(aa)4  a 	Rx 

X (R 14+R24+R34_ iRo)/Ro.  

Equation (A-8) agrees exactly with (25) of the text. 
If we replace Eq. (A-2) by the complete multipole 

expansion which has radial dependence Rxi/r1+1  for 
r>Rx. we obtain, by a similar procedure, Eq. (24). This 
result demonstrates the complete equivalence of the 
procedures based on the Fourier series and on the multi-
pole expansion of the crystal potential. 

r' 

(A-7)  

(A-8)  
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